The Gran Sasso National Laboratory
The Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) is the largest underground laboratory in the
world for experiments in particle and astroparticle physics. It is one of four INFN national
laboratories and it is used as a worldwide facility by scientists (presently 900 in number) from 24
countries.
Its location is near the town of L'Aquila, about 120 km from Rome. The underground
facilities are located on a side of the ten kilometres long freeway tunnel crossing the Gran Sasso
Mountain. They consist of three large experimental halls, each about 100 m long, 20 m wide and
15 m high and service tunnels for a total volume of about 180,000 cubic metres.
The average 1400 m rock coverage gives a reduction factor of one million in the cosmic
ray flux; moreover, the neutron flux is thousand times less than on the surface, thanks to the
smallness of the Uranium and Thorium content of the dolomite rocks of the mountain.
The headquarters and the support facilities including the general electric and safety
service, library and meeting halls, canteen, computing and networking services, mechanical,
electronic and chemical shops, low radioactivity service, assembly halls, offices and
administration department are located on the surface.
The mission of the Laboratory is to host experiments that require a low background
environment in the field of astroparticle physics and nuclear astrophysics and other disciplines
that can profit of its characteristics and of its infrastructures.
The geographical location (inside the National Park of Gran Sasso - Monti della Laga)
and the special operating conditions (underground, near a highway tunnel and in close proximity
to a large water basin) demand that special attention is paid to the safety and environmental
aspects of the activities.
Main research topics of the present scientific programme are: neutrino physics with
neutrinos naturally produced in the Sun and in Supernova explosion and neutrino oscillations
with a beam from CERN (CNGS program), search for neutrino mass in neutrinoless double beta
decays, dark matter search, nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest.
The year 2006 has seen the end of the heavy safety works by the Government
Commissioner. Thanks to a strong inter-coordination effort of the Commissioner’s and the
Laboratory staff the unavoidable problems and delays were minimized.
The 2006 scientific activity was characterized by arrival of the first neutrino beam from
CERN. Let us summarize the activity of the main research lines.
Solar neutrino physics is one of the traditional research sectors of the laboratory. After the
glorious life of GALLEX and GNO, the focus is now on Borexino, which is dedicated mainly to
the measurement of the Be line component of the solar neutrino spectrum. The experiment has
been successfully completed and is now ready for the data taking.
The solar models are based on data and extrapolations; in particular the thermonuclear
cross sections of the involved reactions are not measured in the relevant energy range but rather
extrapolated from higher energies. The direct measurements are made very difficult by the very
low values of the cross sections. Using the new 400 kV accelerator, LUNA continued its activity
for the measurements of the cross section of nuclear reaction of astrophysical interest.
The detection of low energy neutrinos from the gravitational collapse of galactic objects is
the major purpose of the LVD (Large Volume Detector) experiment. The experiment is

continuosly monitoring the galaxies with its 1000 tons of liquid scintillator and was able to detect
the first events induced by the CNGS neutrino beam.
LVD participates to the Supernovae Early Warning System of detectors.
Elementary particles are different from their antiparticles because their charges - not only
the electric one, but all of them - are opposite. The standard model assumes that neutrinos have
only one charge, the lepton number. But, if this charge is not conserved, neutrinos and
antineutrinos can be two states of the same particle. In this case well-specified nuclides would
decay through the neutrino-less double beta channel. The Laboratory hosts today experiments
searching for these very rare decays, employing different and complementary techniques, and is
preparing new important activities.
CUORICINO, which employs TeO2 bolometers for a total of 42 kg and started taking data
data in 2003, has continuously operated in 2006. It is the most sensitive running experiment
today.
In this field the Laboratory approved two new experiments representing the state of the
art: CUORE, which brings the CUORICINO technique to a mass of more than 400 kg of TeO2
bolometers, and GERDA planning to employ 500 kg of enriched 76Ge. The preparatory works for
the installation of these experiments is in progress.
From astronomical observations, we know that most of the matter in the Universe is not
made of nuclei and electrons as normal matter. It is called dark matter, because it does not emit
light, and its nature is unknown. Probably, its constituents, elementary particles that interact only
very weakly with the rest (they are called WIMPs,) have not been discovered yet; they are around
us, invisible, waiting to be discovered. The search for WIMPs is very difficult and requires a very
low background environment and the development of advanced background reduction
techniques. The search is going on in many experiments worldwide. At Gran Sasso several
experiments, using different techniques, are active and new experiments have been approved and
started operating in 2005.
DAMA/LIBRA employs NaI crystals to detect the WIMPs by means of the flash of light
produced in the detector by a Iodine nucleus recoiling after having been hit by a WIMP, a very
rare phenomenon. To distinguish these events from the background, DAMA searches for an
annual modulation of the rate, a behaviour that has several aspects that are peculiar of the
searched effect and not of the main backgrounds. With its about 100 kg sensitive mass DAMA
was the only experiment world wide sensitive to the annual modulation signature. After the
conclusion of the experiment, results were published confirming a signal of annual modulation.
The larger experiment LIBRA, with 250 kg sensitive mass, continued regularly to take
data along all the year.
CRESST searches for WIMPs with a cryogenic technique, looking for a very tiny
temperature increase in the detector, due to the energy deposited by nuclei hit by the WIMPs.
Activity of the new CRESST2 CaWO2 detector has continued.
Two new dark matter experiments, WARP and XENON are preparing their activity
underground. They are based on the simultaneous detection of the ionization and scintillation
signals in, respectively, liquid argon and liquid xenon. WARP and XENON performed
interesting measurements underground with a 2.3 l and a 10 l prototype, respectively.
One of the major committments of the Gran Sasso laboratory in the next five years will be the
search of τ neutrino appearance on the artificial µ neutrino beam being built at CERN in Geneva,

the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso (CNGS) project. The beam, directed through the Earth crust
to Gran Sasso at 732 km distance, was ready in the summer of 2006.
The OPERA experiment is designed for the direct observation of τ neutrinos resulting
from oscillations of the µ neutrino of the beam. This search requires both micrometer scale
resolution, obtained with modern emulsion techniques and large sensitive mass (1800 t) obtained
with 200 000 bricks cosisting in Pb sheets interleaved by emulsion layers. In 2006 the installation
in Hall C has continued regularly, as well as the start of the realization of the bricks with the
brick assembly machine. The first events induced by the CNGS neutrino beam were detected by
OPERA with its RPC and scintillator detectors.
ICARUS is a general-purpose detector, with a broad physics programme, based on the
novel concept of the liquid Argon time-projection chamber. The 600 ton module was transported
from Pavia to our underground Laboratory in december 2004. During 2006 the construction of
the new insulation panel by Air Liquide and the preparation of the Hall B infrastructure have
continued.
The main activity of the theory group, staff and visitor scientists, has been focused on
astroparticle physics, including solar and Supernova neutrinos, massive neutrinos, ultra high
energy cosmic rays, topological defects and relativistic astrophysics. Important activity took
place also in particle phenomenology and computer simulations of Lattice Field Theories.
The Gran Sasso laboratory is recognized by Europe as a large scientific infrastructure. An EU
contract is involving LNGS as one of the leader paricipants in the Integrated Infrastructure
Initiative (I3) called ILIAS within Framework Program 6 (contract RII3-CT-2003-505818).
The main goal of ILIAS (Integrated Large Infrastructures for Astroparticle Physics) is to pull
together all of Europe's leading infrastructures in Astroparticle Physics to produce a focused,
coherent and integrated project to improve the existing infrastructures and their operation as well
as to organise and structure the scientific community to prepare the best infrastructures for the
future.
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The Director of the Laboratory
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Abstra t
Borexino is a solar neutrino dete tor in start-up phase in Hall C of LNGS.
We summarize here the status of the proje t and the main te hni al a hievements
obtained in these years of development.

1 Introdu tion
Borexino is a real time experiment to study low energy (sub-MeV) solar neutrinos. The
main experimental goal is the dete tion of the 0.862 MeV 7 Be solar neutrino line through
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the neutrino-ele tron elasti s attering rea tion. The maximum energy of the re oiling
ele tron is 664 KeV and the experimental design threshold will be at 250 keV. The dete tion rea tion will be observed in a large mass (100 tons du ial volume) of well shielded
liquid s intillator.
The main problem of a real time experiment with su h a low energy threshold is the
natural radioa tivity whi h is present in any environment and in any material. For these
reasons an intense R&D program has been arried out in the last ten years to develop
methods for sele ting low radioa tivity materials and/or purify them. An e ort in this
eld has to be omplemented by a omparably thorough resear h in the eld of dete tion
and measurement of very low radioa tivity levels.
The development of puri ation methods has been fo used on the ostituents of the liquid
s intillator. Four main methods have been developed: distillation, water extra tion, stripping with ultrapure N2 , solid gel olumn (Si gel, Al gel) adsorption. Signi ant results
have been a hieved by the Collaboration as for example: 10 16 10 17 (g of ontaminants/g of material) for 232 Th and 238 U family and a few mi roBq of Rn-222 sensitivity
in gases and liquids.
In addition the organi solvent sele ted by the ollaboration has been shown to have a 14 C
presen e not ex eeding 10 18 in its ratio to 12 C. This impurity is parti ularly important
be ause it annot be removed by hemi al puri ation methods.
For the measurements of these ultralow radioa tivity levels, dedi ated methods were developed. In addition to small-s ale te hniques (Ge underground dete tors installed in Rn
free environment, Indu tively Coupled Plasma Mass Spe tometer, high sensitivity Neutron A tivation, Atomi Absortion Spe tros opy et ...), a Counting Test Fa ility (CTF),
has been onstru ted on purpose and operated in the Hall C of LNGS. The Counting
Test Fa ility features 4 tonnes of liquid s intillator viewed by 100 photomultipliers and
shielded by 1000 tons of ultrapure water.
The sensitivities rea hed are summarized below and orrespond to the lowest radioa tivity
levels obtained by the Borexino Collaboration, in preparation of the experiment:
- Bulk material radiopurities of 10 10 g/g for 238 U and 232 Th, 10 5 for nat K, few tenths
of mBq/kg for 60 Co, have been measured with Ge dete tors in onstru tion materials su h
as stainless steel, photomultipliers, metal and plasti gaskets, produ ts for PMT sealing,
piping, lters...
- Radon emanations of 10 Bq/m2 from plasti materials, 0.1 mBq/m3 for Rn-222 and 1
mBq/m3 for Ra-226 in water, 1 mBq/m3 for the N2 used for s intillator stripping.
- Radiopurity levels of a few times 10 15 g/g 238 U, 232 Th and 40 K have been rea hed with
ICMPS in measuring the Borexino shielding water.
- few ppt for 238 U and 232 Th have been obtained in Nylon bulk measurements.
- The radiopurity of the s intillator itself was measured to be at the level of few 10 16 g/g
for 238 U, 232 Th and 10 18 for 14 C/12 C in the Counting Test Fa ility.
- Bulk radiopurity levels of 10 13 10 14 g/g for Au, Ba, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Ga, Hg, In, Mo,
Rb; less than few 10 15 g/g for Cd, Sb, Ta, W; 10 16 10 17 g/g for La, Lu, Re, S , Th;
less than 1x10 17 g/g for U, have been rea hed by mean of Neutron A tivation followed
by - oin iden e analysis sele tion applied to the s intillator.
- Kr and Ar ontamination in nitrogen at 0.005 ppm (for Ar) and 0.06 ppt (for Kr) were
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obtained and measured with noble gas mass spe trometry.
These results were a milestone in the development of the Borexino dete tor and te hnique. Several of these on epts were in orporated in the onstru tion of the high purity
systems for the treatment of the most riti al liquid, the s intillator of the experiment.
Borexino Design

2200 8" Thorn EMI PMTs
(1800 with light collectors
400 without light cones)

Stainless Steel
Sphere 13.7m ∅
Nylon Sphere
8.5m ∅

Muon veto:
200 outwardpointing PMTs
100 ton
fiducial volume
Nylon film
Rn barrier

Scintillator

Pseudocumene
Buffer
Water
Buffer
Holding Strings
Stainless Steel Water Tank
18m ∅

Steel Shielding Plates
8m x 8m x 10cm and 4m x 4m x 4cm

Figure 1: S hemati view of the Borexino dete tor.

2 The Borexino Dete tor
Borexino is an unsegmented s intillation dete tor featuring 300 tonnes of well shielded
liquid ultrapure s intillator viewed by 2200 photomultipliers ( g. 1). The dete tor ore
is a transparent spheri al vessel (Nylon Sphere, 100m thi k), 8.5 m of diameter, lled
with 300 tonnes of liquid s intillator and surrounded by 1000 tonnes of high-purity bu er
liquid. The s intillator mixture is PC and PPO (1.5 g/l) as a uor, while the bu er liquid
will be PC alone (with the addition of DMP as light quen her). The photomultipliers are
supported by a Stainless Steel Sphere, whi h also separates the inner part of the dete tor
from the external shielding, provided by 2400 tonnes of pure water (water bu er).
An additional ontainment vessel (Nylon lm Radon barrier) is interposed between the
S intillator Nylon Sphere and the photomultipliers, with the goal of redu ing Radon diffusion towards the internal part of the dete tor.
The outer water shield is instrumented with 200 outward-pointing photomultipliers serving as a veto for penetrating muons, the only signi ant remaining osmi ray ba kground
at the Gran Sasso depth (about 3500 meters of water equivalent). The innermost 2200
photomultipliers are divided into a set of 1800 photomultipliers equipped with light ones
(so that they see light only from the Nylon Sphere region) and a set of 400 PMT's without
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light ones, sensitive to light originated in the whole Stainless Steel Sphere volume. This
design greatly in reases the apability of the system to identify muons rossing the PC
bu er (and not the s intillator).
The BOREXINO design is based on the on ept of a graded shield of progressively lower
intrinsi radioa tivity as one approa hes the sensitive volume of the dete tor; this ulminates in the use of 200 tonnes of the low ba kground s intillator to shield the 100 tonnes
innermost Fidu ial Volume. In these onditions, the ultimate ba kground will be dominated by the intrinsi ontamination of the s intillator, while all ba kgrounds from the
onstru tion materials and external shieldings will be negligible.
BOREXINO also features several external systems and on eived to purify the experimental uids (water, nitrogen and s intillator) used by the experiment.

3 Status of the proje t
The Borexino dete tor and the asso iated puri ation and an illary plants are ompleted.
The whole system is now in lling phase and the dete tor will be fully operational by
June 2007.
While lling is taking pla e, the CTF is taking data to omplete tests on puri ation
strategies to be used in the experiment.

4 Borexino and Neutrino Physi s
Borexino will be studying solar neutrino physi s below the 1 MeV threshold, where the
Large Mixing Angle suppression pattern be omes va uum dominated. This is in ontrast
with the "matter dominated" situation of the B-8 neutrinos, the only omponent observed
in real-time up to now.
The expe ted Be-7 solar neutrino rates is lose to 30 ounts/day. With a sizeable number
of real-time expe ted events, Borexino an also study several time-dependen es of the
solar neutrino signal, in luding day-night and seasonal variations.
Finally, a 10% a ura y measurement of the Be-7 line will be of great relevan e when
ompared to solar model predi tions.
Other physi s topi s an be investigated with high sensitivity with the Borexino dete tor, su h as Supernova neutrinos, neutrino magneti moment, terrestrial neutrinos and
other rare events.

5 List of arti les published in year 2006
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Abstra t
C
R E

The aim of CRESST (
du ting

T

ryogeni

are

vent

S

ear h with

S

uper on-

hermometers) is to sear h for parti le Dark Matter and to

ontribute to the elu idation of its nature. The experiment is lo ated
at the `Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso' (LNGS), Italy, and it uses
low ba kground

ryogeni

dete tors with super ondu ting phase tran-

sition thermometers for the dire t dete tion of WIMP-nu leus s attering events.
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1

The Dark Matter Problem

The sear h for Dark Matter and the understanding of its nature is of entral interest for parti le physi s, astronomy and osmology. There is strong
eviden e for its existen e on all s ales, ranging from dwarf galaxies, through
spiral galaxies like our own, to large s ale stru tures. The history of the
universe is diÆ ult to re onstru t without Dark Matter, be it Big Bang Nuleosynthesis or stru ture formation.
Parti le physi s provides a well motivated andidate with the lightest
SUSY-parti le, the \neutralino". Generi ally, su h parti les are alled WIMPs
(Weakly Intera ting Massive Parti les). WIMPs are expe ted to intera t with
ordinary matter by elasti s attering on nu lei. All dire t dete tion s hemes
have fo used on this possibility.
Conventional methods for dire t dete tion rely on the ionization or s intillation aused by the re oiling nu leus. This leads to ertain limitations
onne ted with the low ionization or s intillation eÆ ien y of the slow re oil
nu lei. The ryogeni dete tors developed for the rst phase of CRESST
(CRESST-I) measure the deposited energy alorimetri ally, independent of
ionization, and allow a dete tion of mu h smaller re oil energies. When the
ryogeni measurement of the deposited energy is ombined with a measurement of s intillation light an extremely eÆ ient dis rimination of the nu lear
re oil signals from radioa tive ba kground signals an be obtained. This type
of dete tors is beeing used in the up oming phase CRESST-II.
2

Dete tion Prin iple

The low temperature alorimetri dete tors onsist of a target rystal, the
so- alled absorber, an extremely sensitive super ondu ting phase transition
thermometer, and a weak thermal oupling to a heat bath to allow thermal
relaxation of the system after an intera tion. The thermometer is made of
a tungsten lm evaporated onto the absorber rystal. Its temperature is
stabilized in the transition region from the super ondu ting to the normal
ondu ting state, whi h o urs at termeratures of about 10 mK. A typi al
width of the transition region is about 1 mK. A small temperature rise
(typi ally some K), e.g. from a WIMP nu leus s attering event, leads to
an in rease of resistan e, whi h is measured with a SQUID based readout.
For the rst phase of CRESST, whi h ended in Feb. 2001, 262 g sapphire
dete tors have been developed at the institute. These dete tors provided
an ex ellent energy resolution of 133 eV at 6 keV and a very low energy
threshold of 600 eV.
24

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 



    
     

Figure 1: Sket h of the dete tor setup for the oin ident dete tion of phonons
and s intillation light. This novel on ept will be used in CRESST-II. It allows to eÆe iently dis riminate nu lear re oils signals from radioa tive ba kgrounds.
In the up oming se ond phase CRESST-II, we are using 300 g s intillating
CaWO4 rystals as absorbers. The s intillating rystal is equipped with a
super ondu ting tungsten phase transition thermometer for the dete tion
of the phonons reated by parti le intera tions in the s intillating rystal.
The s intillation light is measured in oin iden e with a separate ryogeni
dete tor, optimized for light dete tion. Fig. 1 s hemati ally shows the setup
of this omposite dete tor. Starting with a proof of prin iple experiment in
1998, the te hnique of simultaneous measurement of phonons and s intillation
light has been developed at the institue.
The important advantage of the simultaneous dete tion of phonons and
s intillation light is that it o ers an extremely eÆ ient suppression of the
radioa tive ba kground. The ratio of the energy in the phonon hannel and
the energy in the light hannel depends on the type of intera tion. Nu lear
re oils, su h as WIMP or neutron s attering events, emit substantially less
s intillation light than fully ionizing intera tions, e.g. or intera tions do.
As the overwhelming part of the ba kgroud onsists of and intera tions,
this phonon/light te hnique provides a very e e tive method of ba kground
suppression. Fig. 2 illustrates this novel dete tion method. With this proof of
25

Figure 2: Coin ident dete tion of phonons and s intillation light with a 6 g
proof of prin iple CaWO4 dete tor. Left g.: The upper band of events is due
to irradiation of the CaWO4 rystal with ele trons and gammas, whereas the
lower band with lower light yield, is from nu lear re oils aused by a neutron
sour e. Removing the neutron sour e (right g.), on rms that there is no
leakage of ionizing events into the nu lear re oil region.
prin iple devi e, a 99.7 % suppression of ionizing ba kground in the energy
range from 15 and 25 keV , and 99.9 % at energies above 25 keV has been
demonstrted.
Compared to the alternative approa h of simultaneous measurement of
phonons and harge in a semi ondu tor rystal, whi h is applied in the experiments CDMS and Edelweiss-II, the method developed for CRESST-II
has the important advantage that it does not su er from dead layers at the
surfa e. A redu ed harge olle tion for ionizing events o urring lose to
the surfa e in semi ondu ting rystals may lead to a false identi ation of
low energeti 's and 's as nu lear re oils. The result in Fig. 2, whi h was
obtained with a gamma and beta sour e, on rms that the supression also
works for low energy ele trons impinging onto the rystal surfa e.
3

The CRESST Setup in Gran Sasso

The entral part of the CRESST installation is the ryostat, sket hed in
gure 3. The low temperature generated in the mixing hamber of the dilution refrigerator is transferred into the radiopure old box, whi h houses
the dete tors, via a 1.5 m long old nger, prote ted by thermal radiation
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Figure 3: Layout of the CRESST 3 He=4 He dilution refrigerator and low ba kground old box with its shielding.
shields, all fabri ated of low ba kground opper. Two internal old shields
onsisting of low level lead are atta hed to the mixing hamber and to a thermal radiation shield at liquid N2 temperature, respe tively, in order to blo k
any line-of-sight from the non-radiopure parts of the dilution refrigerator to
the dete tors inside the old box. The design ompletely avoids potentially
ontaminated ryogeni liquids inside the old box.
An extensive passive shielding of low ba kground opper and lead surrounds the old box and serves to shield radioa tivity from the surrounding
ro k. The entire shilding is in losed inside a gas-tight radon box, that is
ushed with boil of N2 gas and maintained at a small overpressure. Spe ial
are has been taken to minimize above ground exposure of the onstru tion
materials of the old box and the shielding to osmi rays, in order to avoid
a tivation.
Figure 4 s hemati ally shows the CRESST experimental building. The
ryostat is installed in a two level faraday age to shield ele tromagneti
interferen e. The ground level inside the faraday age is equipped as a lass100 lean room, in order to minimize ontamination of the dete tors and
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Figure 4: S hemati drawing of the three level CRESST building in hall B
of the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory.
old box during mounting. The head of the ryostat extends into the rst
oor of the farady age, whi h is outside the lean room to simplify servi ing
of the ryostat. The rst oor also houses the sensitive analog ele troni s.
The gas handling system of the ryostat and the DAQ is outside the faraday
age. In the top oor, of the experimantal building a laminar ow work
pla e is installed whi h serves to assemble and rebond dete tors under lean
onditions.

4

Preparations for CRESST-II

Until 2004 di erent prototype dete tor modules were teted in the ryostat
A nal run with two dete tors was performed in 2004 with a net exposure
of 20.5kg days. Form fa tor e e ts e e tively limit the energy transfer to
the heavy tungsten nu lei in elasti WIMP nu leus s attering to energies
below 40 keV. We obtained 16 events in the nu lear re oil a eptan e band
in the relevant energy region between 12 keV and 40 keV. The ryostat is
still without neutron shield and this rate of 0.87 events per kg and day
is onsistent with the predi ted neutron ba kground. Moreover, most of
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Figure 5: Ex lusion plot for spin independent WIMP intera tion, derived
from 8.11 kg days of data from one 300 g CRESST-II dete tor module. The
area above the urve is ex luded at 90% .l. For omparison, the DAMA positive eviden e is shown and also the limits from other ryogeni experiments,
CDMS and EDELWEISS.
this re oil events have a lear light signal asso iated with the phonon signal
as expe ted for neutron generated re oils. Neutron events in this energy
range are dominantly oxyxgen re oils, whereas WIMPs with spin independent
intera tion almost ex lusively ( / A2 ) re oil o tungsten nu lei. We have
measured a very large quen hing fa tor of Q  40 for W-re oils, whereas the
quen hing fa tor for oxygen re oils is Q = 7:3 at mK temperatures and Q 
10 at room temperature. If a similar quen hing fa tor applies for the tungsten
re oils at low temperature, there should be no light emission observed in the
12 to 40 keV region within the dete tion limit. The ex lusion plot derived
from this run is shown in g. 5.
The dete tor was alibrated with external 57 Co (122 keV 's) and 60 Co
(1.1 MeV and 1.3 MeV 's) sour es. With ele tri heater pulses the energy
alibration is extended over the omplete energy range of interrest. Periodially inje ted heater pulses also serve to on rm the stability of the alibration and to measure the trigger eÆ ien y lose to threshold. The phonon
hannel had a dete tion threshold for reoils of 3 keV at 100% eÆ ien y and
the threshold of the light hannel was 8 keV for and intera tions. As
shown in g. 6, the phonon hannel exhibited an energy resolution of 1 keV
at a 46.53 keV peak from an external 210 Pb ontamination during the whole
measuring period.
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Figure 6: Energy spe trum of the phonon hannel of a 300 g CaWO4 dete tor.
The peak at 46.53 keV, with a rate of 3.2 ounts/day, is from an external
210 Pb ontamination. The agreement with the nominal de ay energy and the
good resolution on rms the energy alibration and its stability.
Sin e this dete tors an learly dis riminate ba kground from alpha parti les and pgamma ba kground one an obtain a ba kground free alpa spe trum. In this spe trum we ould unambigously dete t the natural -de ay
of 180 W.A half-life of T1 2 = (1:8  0:2)  1018 y and an energy release of Q
= (2516.4  1.1 (stat.)  1.2 (sys.)) keV have been measured. The limits
on the de ay of other Tungsten isotopes ould be improved by more than a
foa tor 50 over present limits.
After these measurements the setup has been upgraded for the experimental program of CRESST-II, whi h will use 33 of su h 300 g phonon/light
dete tor modules. The upgrade in ludes the installation of a 66 hannel
SQUID readout system in the existing ryostat, a new wiring running (in
total 432 wires)from room temperature to 7 mK, a new dete tor holder support stru ture able to hold 33 modules, the installation of a neutron shield
and a muon veto, a new multi hannel ele troni s and DAQ. The ryostat
with the upgraded shielding is shown s hemati ally in g. 7. The upgrade
was ompleted in 2006.
Nine Dete tor modules with a total mas of 2.7 kg were installed g. 8 and
a omissioning run started whi h will go until spring 2007.
=
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Figure 7: Dilution refrigerator and low ba kground old box with its shielding
upgraded for CRESST-II. The gas tight radon box en losing the Cu (shown
in grey) and Pb (blue) shielding will be ompletely overed by a plasti
s intillator -veto (pink) and 50 m of polyethylen (red).
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Figure 8: Installation of the rst 9 dete tor modules in CRESST II.
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Abstra t

CUORE R&D and Cuori ino results a hieved in 2006 will be presented.
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1

Cuori ino 2006

Besides being a sensitive experiment on (0 ) of 130 Te CUORICINO is a on lusive
test of CUORE. Installed at LNGS during 2002 and ooled down for the rst time in
January 2003, CUORICINO is providing important results on erning both the te hni al
performan es of the bolometri tower (CUORE will be made of 19 su h towers), the
(0 ) ba kground level and origin, and the (0 ) of 130 Te .
CUORICINO is a tower of 13 planes ontaining 62 rystals of TeO2 ; 44 of them are
ubes of 5 m on a side while the dimensions of the others are 336 m3 (the two 9
rystal 336 m3 planes are the only relevant di eren e between the CUORICINO and
CUORE towers). The total mass of TeO2 in CUORICINO is 40.7 kg, the largest by more
than an order of magnitude than any ryogeni dete tor.
The performan es re orded for the dete tors are ex ellent: the average FWHM resolution measured during the periodi (on e a month) exposition to a 232 Th sour e of the
dete tors is  7 keV for the 5x5x5 m3 rystals and  9 keV for the 3x3x6 m3 rystals.
Both these values are measured on the 208 Tl gamma line at 2615 keV. Similar values are
measured on the 208 Tl line visible in the sum ba kground spe tra of 555 m3 and
336 m3 rystals: no deterioration of the FWHM is observed when summing long
measurements and all the dete tors together. The statisti s olle ted up to May 2006 for
the (0 ) measurement orresponds to 8.38 kg(130 T e) y and it is fully analyzed. Other
3 kg(130 T e) y olle ted during 2006 will be added soon to the total statisti . No eviden e
of a 2530 keV peak is found in the analyzed data. A Maximum Likelihood pro edure is
used to establish the maximum number of (0 ) events ompatible with the measured
ba kground. Performing the Likelihood relative to the spe tra olle ted in the two runs
three kind of dete tors (big, small natural and enri hed rystals) are ombined together,
allowing for di erent ba kground levels in the two runs for the 3 dete tor types. The
FWHM is xed to the measured values and the eÆ ien ies to the MonteCarlo evaluated
ones. A lower bound for the 130 Te (0 ) half-life of 2.4 1024 years at 90% C.L. results,
with a weak dependen e on the used ba kground fun tion (linear or at), and on the
assumed (0 ) peak position (allowing it to span over the 1 sigma error quoted for the
Q-value) and peak shape (symmetri or asymmetri gaussian). The orresponding upper
bound on the Majorana e e tive mass ranges from 0.18 and 0.9 eV (using the NME from
[1℄). CUORICINO will run until the ompletion of CUORE, foreseen for 2010. Assuming
a 60% live time eÆ ien y in May 2010 Cuori ino would have added 2.4 years of statisti s
rea hing therefore 28 kg(130 T e) y and resulting in a sensitivity of about 6 1024 years on
the (0 ) half-life.
Table 1: Estimate of the relative ontributions of the di erent sour es responsible for the
ba kground measured in CUORICINO.
Sour e
238
TeO2 U and 232 Th surf. ontam.
Cu 238 U and 232 Th surf. ontam.
232
Th ontam. of ryostat Cu shields
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Tl
(0 ) 3-4 MeV
10 5% 20 10%
15% 50 20% 80 10%
85% 30 10%
208

2

Ba kground

ontributions in CUORICINO

Figures 1 and 2 show the ba kground measured by 555 m3 rystals in CUORICINO.
The two histograms plotted in ea h gure are the spe trum of events olle ted operating the CUORICINO array in anti oin iden e (therefore sele ting events where just one
rystal is hit within the time oin iden e window of about 50 ms) and the spe trum obtained operating the array in oin iden e (here the oin iden e is obtained sele ting events
where two and only two rystals are ontemporary hit, spe tra requiring higher multipli ity per event an also be plotted even if they show a by far lower ounting rate). In both
ases the energy spe tra olle ted by ea h single (independent) dete tor of the array are
summed toghether to produ e the \sum energy spe tra" plotted in the two gures. The
(0 ) peak should appear as a gaussian line at about 2530 keV in the anti oin iden e
spe trum (the eÆ ien y with whi h the two ele trons are ompletely ontained within one
555 m3 rystal is 86%). The apability of operating the dete tors in anti oin iden e
(that is made possible thanks to the independen e of the dete tor read-out, trigger and
a quisition) allows to redu e the ba kground in the (0 ) region. In CUORICINO this
redu tion is not mu h relevant (see g. 3) but in the thight-pa ked stru ture of CUORE it
will play a fundamental role. Finally from the di eren es between oin iden e and anti oin iden e spe tra important informations on erning the ba kground origin and lo ation
are obtained as it will be lear in the following.
In a preliminar analysis of CUORICINO ba kground, in luded in CUORE Proposal,
we temptatively quanti ed the di erent ontributions to the (0 ) ba kground as shown
in table 1. More detail on this analysis are presented in the next paragraphs of this se tion.

2.1

232

Th bulk ontribution and the 3-4 MeV ontinuum.

As shown in g.1 the ba kground measured by CUORICINO on the left side of the
2615 keV 208 Tl line and on its right side di ers by about 30%.
The 208 Tl line is the highest natural line due to environmental ontamination (indeed
no higher energy gamma lines are observed in any of our TeO2 bolometers ba kground
spe tra, in luding CUORICINO ones) and appears as the only possible
ontribution
(through Compton events) to the (0 ) ba kground. The other two peaks appearing in
g. 1 are the 2448 keV, due to 214 Bi, and the 2505 keV sum line due to the intera tion, in
the same rystal, of the two 's ontemporary emmitted by 60 Co in its beta de ay. Both
peaks have an energy de netely too low to give any ontribution to the (0 ) ba kground. The 208 Tl line originates from ontaminations relatively far from dete tor, as
proved by the redu ed intensity of the low energy gamma lines oming from the 232 Th
hain. The ontamination is more likely in the refrigerator itself, a possible guess for its
exa t position is some thermal shield or the superinsulation itself (the sour e is appearently seen in the same way by all the rystals of the tower). From this guess on the sour e
position, it was possible to extrapolate - on the basis of a MonteCarlo simulation - the
ontribution gave from 208 Tl to the (0 ) ba kground.
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Figure 1: CUORICINO ba kground in the (0 ) region: the bla k line refers to the
anti oin iden e events spe trum (only one dete tor hit) the red lled histogram refers to
oin iden e events (two dete tors ontemporary hit). The 2448 keV 214 Bi, the 2505 60 Co
and the 2615 keV 208 Tl line are learly visible. The (0 ) de ay should appear as a
gaussian peak in the anti oin iden e spe trum at 2530 keV (without any orresponding
line in the oin iden e spe trum). Above the 2615 keV line a at ontinuous ba kground,
attributed to degraded alpha parti les, is visible. The low ontribution of oin iden e
event proves that only a small fra tion of the ontinuum an be as ribed to rystal ontaminations. This ba kground extends learly even below the 208 Tl peak and partake to
the ounting rate measured in the (0 ) region.
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Figure 2: CUORICINO ba kground above 2.3 MeV: the bla k line refers to the anti oin iden e events spe trum (only one dete tor hit) the red lled histogram refers to oin iden e
events (two dete tors ontemporary hit). Most of the peaks appearing in the region above
4 MeV are as ribed to U and Th surfa e ontamination of the rystals: in the anti oiniden e spe trum the peaks have their high energy side entered at the transition energy
of the de ay ( +re oil ompletely ontained in the rystal) and have a long, low energy
tail (either or re oil exit from the rystal depositing part of its energy outside). A similar pattern is observed in the oin iden e events spe trum, in this ase to give rise to a
oin iden e two rystals have to partake to the event. Therefore the maximum energy of
the peak orrespond to the energy (i.e. the ase in whi h the is ompletely ontained
in one rystal and the re oil in the other one). The peak entered at  3200 keV is
as ribed to an internal ontamination of the TeO2 rystals in the long living isotope 190 Pt:
the shape of the peak is gaussian (no low energy tail) no peak appears in the oin iden e
spe trum, the energy of the peak is ompatible with the transition energy of 190 Pt.
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Figure 3: CUORICINO ba kground: the bla k line refers to the total spe trum (all
the events are ounted) the red lled histogram refers to anti oin iden e events (one
dete tor ontemporary hit) and the green lled histogram refers to oin iden e events
(two dete tors hit per event). While in CUORICINO the fra tion of oin iden e events is
relatively small in CUORE the large mass and the high granularity of the array will allow
to have a relevant redu tion of the ounting rate by applying an anti oin iden e ut.

2.2 The at ontinuum between 3 and 4 MeV.
The ba kground measured on the right side of the 208 Tl line is as ribed mainly to degraded
alphas oming from U and Th radioa tive hains and due to surfa e ontamination of the
rystals or of the inert material fa ing them. This ontinuum learly extends below the
208
Tl line thus parte ipating to the to the (0 ) ba kground ounting rate. While the
heavy shielding forseen for CUORE will guarantee a deep redu tion of the ba kground
(and therefore of the 208 Tl ontribution), for ba kground (that omes only from the very
inner part of the dete tor, i.e. the rystal themselves and the material dire tely fa ing
the rystals) only a severe ontrol of bulk and surfa e ontaminations an guarantee the
ful llment of the sensitivity requirements for CUORE. To do that a orre t identi ation
and lo alization of the sour es of the ontinuous ba kground is mandatory. Finally
other ontribution to the 3-4 MeV ba kground ould ome from sour es di erent from
surfa e ontamination, as it will be dis ussed later. As it will be disussed in the next
se tion it is on this at ba kground that we fo oused all our e orts in view of CUORE.
This be ause:
1. it is learly evident that its redu tion would mean also a redu tion of the
ing rate;

(0 ) ount-

2. in our Hall C experimental measurements we an easly rea h in this energy region a
sensitivity similar to that of CUORICINO whereas the (0 ) region is dominated
by an unavoidable 208 Tl ba kground, generally higher than in CUORICINO;
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2.3 Surfa e ontaminations.
Alpha peaks an be identi ed very learly in bolometers spe tra. The peak position
and shape give strong indi ation on the lo ation of the ontamination: sharp gaussian
peaks indi ate ontamination of either the rystal bulk, if the energy orresponds to
the transition energy of the de ay (i.e. +re oil), or of an extremely thin surfa e layer
( ould it be on the rystals surfa e or on the inert material surfa e fa ing the rystal) if
the energy orresponds to the alpha energy. On the ontrary asimmetri , \long-tailed"
peaks are produ ed by thi k ontamination of surfa es. Finally a bulk or a deep surfa e
ontamination of an inert material fa ing the dete tor should produ e just a ontinuum
without any peak (but several, visible peaks). Examples of the hara teristi features
resulting from the di erent lo ation of the ontamination are shown in g. 4.
Side information, useful in this study, ome from the analysis of oin iden e events in
the array and from the study of gamma peaks. Indeed when the ba kground is dominated
by parti les a oin iden e between two rystals is produ ed only if the emitter is on
the surfa e of one rystal and the or the re oiling nu leus exits from one rystal and
enters into one other, produ ing a hara teristi pattern learly visible in g. 4 bottom
right.
Unfortunately while peaks are learly evident and their origin rather easly understood the ontinuous ba kground underlying the peaks and extending toward the
(0 ) region annot be easly orrelated to the one or the other peak (i.e. to the one
or the other ontamination). Hypotesis an be done on the basis of MonteCarlo simulations that however require as input a ontamination intensity and a density pro le, both
unknown.
In CUORICINO ( g. 2) most of the peaks appearing in the region above 4 MeV are
as ribed to U and Th surfa e ontamination of the rystals. Indeed these peaks are visible
in both oin iden e and anti oin iden e spe tra, moreover they have a large low energy
tail that on e more is (as dis ussed) a prove that the ontamination is at the rystal
surfa e. Finally they are learly identi ed also in the s atter plot of oin ident events
( g. 5). Four peaks do not belong to this ategory:



the peak entered at  3200 keV. It is as ribed to an internal ontamination of
the TeO2 rystals in the long living isotope 190 Pt: indeed the shape of the peak
is gaussian (no low energy tail) and no peak appears in the oin iden e spe trum,
the energy of the peak is ompatible with the transition energy of 190 Pt. The
ontamination is probably due to in lusions of fragments of the Pt ru ible used in
TeO2 rystal growth;



the peak entered at  4080 keV. It grows on the low energy tail of a surfa e
ontamination peak but, as it will be dis ussed in next the se tion, it is attributed
to a bulk ontamination in Th;



the peak entered at  5300 keV. It is entered at the
(and not +re oil)
emitted by 210 Po . The peak is stable in time and is therefore attributed to a 210 Pb
ontamination (210 Pb has a half-life of 22 years while that of 210 Po is 138 days). The
position of the peak indi ates that the ontamination has to be on a very thin layer
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Figure 4: Top: MonteCarlo simulation of the anti oin iden e spe tra produ ed in CUORICINO by a 238 U ontamination in rystal bulk (bla k line), rystal surfa e (red lled histogram) and opper mounting surfa e (green lled histogram). Surfa e ontaminations
has been simulated with an exponential density pro le and a thikness of 0.1 mi ron. Bottom left: a detail of the top histograms showing the di erent shapes of peaks. Bottom
right: the s atter plot of oin ident events for the 238 U rystal surfa e ontamination
shown in red in the histograms, the other two simulated ontamination do not ontribute
to the s atter plot.
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Figure 5: CUORICINO ba kground: the s atter plot of oin ident events.
(mu h thinner than the U rystal surfa e ontamination des ribed above) either on
the rystal surfa e or on the mounting surfa e. From the oin iden e spe tra and
s atter plots it is then possible to on lude that at least part (probably not all) of
the peak has to be due to a ontamination of the rystal surfa e. If this is the ase
also part of the 5.4 MeV peak has to be attributed to a su h ontamination;



the peak entered at  5400 keV. It has an intensity learly de reasing with time
in agreement with 210 Po half-life. The 210 Po ontamination, usually observed in
re ently grown TeO2 rystals, is as ribed to a bulk ontamination (no oin iden es
are observed). Part of the peak is however attributed to the U and 210 Pb surfa e
ontamination dis ussed above. When CUORICINO was started the 5.4 MeV peak
was by far dominated by the bulk ontamination 210 Po peak (with an intensity
as high as 0.2 /h/ rystal), now the peak has a mu h redu ed intensity (0.03
/h/ rystal) where the surfa e ontamination seems to dominate.

Finally the small amount of oin iden es in the 3-4 MeV range as well as the extrapolation (based on MonteCarlo simulations) of the ounts attributable to rystal surfa e
ontaminations, indi ate that a large fra tion of the at ontinuum between 3 and 4 MeV
has its sour e outside the rystals. Degraded
ould ome either form surfa e or bulk
ontamination of the mounting omponents, however the redu ed rate of low (hundred
keV) energy gamma peaks allow to ex lude that this ontinuum ould be due to U and
Th bulk ontaminations of opper mounting.
Ex luding important ontribution from the bulk ontamination of the small parts
of the dete tor (thermistors, heaters, bonding wires, PTFE parts ...) on the basis of
the radioa tive measurements made before the onstru tion of CUORICINO and exluding neutrons on the basis of both MonteCarlo simulation and experimental results
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(MiDBD experiment didn't see any hange in the (0 ) ba kground rate when the borated polyethylene shield was mounted) we have on luded that most of the ba kground
measured by CUORICINO should ome from rystal and opper surfa es. The surfa e
ba kground ontribution extrapolated in Table 1 was obtained on the basis of this model.
It is however worth to note that minor ontribution from small parts and neutrons
annot be ex luded, and annot be negle ted in CUORE.
To get rid of this puzzle two main solutions were devised:




redu tion of surfa e ontamination;
development of bolometers able to identify and reje t events originated at the dete tor surfa e.

These two solution are not mutually ex lusive, and their developement runs in parallel
toghether with a further he k of the radioa tive ontamination of the small parts of the
dete tor stru ture and the investigation of neutron ba kground.
3

CUORE 2006

The CUORE Proje t [2℄ foresees the realization of a (0 ) experiment with an a tive
mass of the order of 1 ton. CUORE will employ 988 natural TeO2 bolometers ea h made
of a ubi 555 m3 TeO2 rystal with a mass of about 750 g. The goal of the CUORE
ollaboration is to rea h, in the energy region of interest, a ba kground level lower than
10 2 ounts/keV/kg/y obtaining hen e a sensitivity on the e e tive Majorana mass of
neutrino of the order of 50 meV.
The CUORE array is designed in order to have the most ompa t stru ture redu ing to
a minimum the distan e between the rystals and the amount of inert material interposed
between them. The 988 bolometers of the array are arranged in a ylindri al matrix
organized into 19 \towers", ea h made of 13 planes. Every plane ontains four rystals
supported inside a opper frame. The entire array, surrounded by a 6 m thi k lead shield,
will be operated at about 10 mK in a He3 /He4 dilution refrigerator. A further thi kness
of 30 m of low a tivity lead will be used to shield the array from the dilution unit of
the refrigerator and from the environmental a tivity. A borated polyethylene shield and
an air-tight age will surround externally the ryostat. The experiment will be installed
underground in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso(LNGS) at a depth of 3400 m.w.e.
Despite operating a 1000 bolometer array at 10 mK ould look rather hallenging,
the te hni al feasibility of CUORE has been extensively proved by the good performan es
of the CUORICINO experiment, while the possibility of ooling large masses in dilution
refrigerators have been proved, for example, by the gravitational antenna experiments.
The true hallenge in CUORE - as in all the next generation (0 ) experiments - will be
the ba kground a hievement. Up to now - thanks to the ba kground knowledge a quired
through CUORICINO and dedi ated radioa tive measurements of various type (NAA,
ICMPS, HPGe ...) - the limiting fa tor appears to be the ba kground oming from ontamination of the dete tor surfa es (TeO2 rystals and Cu mounting stru ture surfa es).
With the present know-how the ba kground in CUORE would be between 2 and 4 10 2
ounts/keV/kg/y. New te hniques are however under development and will be applied to
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a test array onsisting in a CUORE-like small tower (two or three planes instead of 13)
that is used to evaluate ba kground a hievements in view of CUORE.

3.1 CUORE Hut and Shields
During year 2006 the design of the Hut that will host the CUORE experimental apparatus
was ompleted and it onstru tion begun. Also the design of the external shields have
been nalized after a areful study of environmental ba kground. The ryostat will be
surrounded by a gamma shield made of 25 m of Lead. A ording to our MonteCarlo
simulations the measured environmental gamma ux will be redu ed by su h a shield to
a level - in the (0 ) region - of 10 6 ounts/keV/kg/y.
Outside the Lead shield a 20 m thi kness of Polyethylene will be added in order to
thermalise environmental neutrons that will be then absorbed by the 3 m of H3 BO3
powder ontained in the hollow spa e between the Lead and the Polyethylene itself. MonteCarlo simulation indi ate that su h a shield will limit neutron indu ed ba kground to a
rate far below the required level for CUORE. The opportunity of mounting a muon veto to
avoid possible muon indu ed ba kground is under study. The Hut and the experimental
apparatus are however proje ted in order to eventually mount a dete tor array operated
as muon veto.

3.2 CUORE Dete tors
The design of the array stru ture (toghether with its exa t dimension) have been de nitively xed. Moreover in year 2006 the study of materials to be used in array onstru tion
was ompleted for what on erns Copper and TeO2 rystals requirements. Still open questions are the hoi e of the abling and of the the spa ers that are used in rystal mounting.
For wires and onne tors the problem is their radiopurity while for spa ers the de nition
of the exa t shape and material ould still require some ryogeni and radioa tive test.
The rystal growing pro edure has been agreed with the SICCAS (the rystal provider in
China), this in luding the material sele tion and treatment proto ols. The more deli ate
question of rystal surfa e treatment is still on the table. The te hnique su esfully optimized in LNGS and veri ed with the RAD array (see following se tions) has been odi ed
and transmitted to SICCAS: 8 newly grown rystals will be treated with su h te hnique
in China and tested within year 2007. If su esfull all CUORE rystals will be dire tely
treated in China and will be therefore provided us just ready for mounting.

3.3 CUORE Ba kground a hievement
In year 2006 the a tivity dedi ated to ba kground redu tion for CUORE ontinued. On e
again the fo us was on the at ba kground rate that hara terizes all our dete tors in the
region between 3 and 4 MeV. This ba kground learly extends below the 2.6 MeV peak
and partake in the (0 ) region ounting rate. It is worth to note that the ba kground
rea hable in the (0 ) region annot be dire tly measured be ause of the unavoidable
Tl ontribution oming from the experimental set-up 232 Th ontamination. (Only Cuore
with its spe ially built refrigerator and with its heavy internal and external lead shield will
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a hieve the required low level of 232 Th ). As a onsequen e it is the 3-4 MeV region whi h
is used to he k the ba kground a hievements. Two di erent dete tors have been realized
in the past year for test purposes: the two ryogeni test have been RAD dete tor and
the CAW dete tor. The former was spe ially built for ba kground studies, the latter for
te hni al studies regarding the rystal mounting system for CUORE. Both these dete tors
have been employed in year 2006 to he k ba kground a hievements and further investigate
ba kground sour es. A summary of the results obtained so far is presented in the next
two hapters.
4

The RAD dete tor

The \Radioa tivity Array Dete tor" or RAD was built at the end of summer 2004. The
RAD onsists in a 2-plane array made of 8 555 m3 TeO2 rystals, with a stru ture
almost identi al to that of CUORICINO ( g. 9). A ni e feature of the RAD is that it
an be mounted inside the hall C ryostat, as a standalone system, together with other
dete tors housed in an independent mounting stru ture. In this manner it is possible to
exploit the hall C fa ility simultaneously for di erent CUORE measurements.

4.1 RAD1
The preparation of the rst run of the RAD started in June 2004 (RAD1). The rystals
were et hed with nitri a id (removing about 10 mi ron on the surfa es) and then polished
with a SiO2 powder. The opper mounting stru ture was et hed and su essively treated
through ele troerosion removing from 10 to 30 mi rons on the surfa es.
The result of RAD1 was quite su essful from the point of view of rystal leaning
( g. 6): the TeO2 surfa e ontamination in U and Th was drasti ally redu ed as proved
by the disappearan e of the U and Th alfa peaks. The extremely low ba kground rea hed
so far allowed us for the rst time to disentangle the bulk vs. surfa e ontamination of
the rystals: on e the large spread peaks due to surfa e ontamination disappeared the
gaussian sharp peaks of the internal ontamination of TeO2 were visible. Appearently
the rystals are ontaminated in Th isotopes (232 Th in se ular equilibrium and long living
230
Th isotope belonging to the U hain) while no eviden e of U ontamination in se ular
equilibrium is obtained.
The only other alpha peaks visible in RAD1 are the two 5.3 and 5.4 peaks due to 210 Po
de ay (as dis ussed usually the ontamination is not in 210 Po that has a very short lifetime
but in its father 210 Pb , indeed only in the ase of TeO2 rystals we have found in the
years that a bulk ontamination of 210 Po and not in 210 Pb is present). When ompared
to CUORICINO the intensity of these two lines results to be: omparable in the ase of
the line due to the deposition of the entire transition energy ( +re oil = 5.4 MeV), 3
times higher in the ase of the line due to the deposition of the only parti le energy
(5.3 MeV). Finally, despite the strong redu tion of the U and Th rystal ontamination,
no improvement is observed in the at ba kground spanning the 3-4 MeV region.
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Figure 6: CUORICINO ba kground (bla k) ompared with RAD1 (red): the disappearan e of rystal surfa e ontamination peaks (visible in CUORICINO spe tra as large
asymmetri peaks) is evident. The only peak that remain in RAD1 are the doublet of
210
Po and the gaussian sharp peaks as ribed to a bulk ontamination of the rystals in
long living Th isotopes (to a level of about 10 13 g/g).

4.2 RAD2
RAD2 was intended to test the ba kground ontribution oming from the so- alled \small
parts" of the dete tor. The detetor is made not only by the TeO2 rystals and the Cu
stru ture but also by small parts like the PTFE lams, the NTD Ge thermistor, the Si
heater, the gold bonding wires and nally glue and pins. In RAD2 the top and bottom
plates of the Cu mounting stru ture were overed with samples of these small parts. These
were: a PTFE slab overing the top plate (i.e. fa ing 4 rystals), a set of heaters fa ing
two rystals on the bottom plane (169 heater for ea h rystal) and a set of gold wires
fa ing the other two rystals on the bottom plane. In this way the amount of PTFE,
heater and gold wires seen by the interested rystal was in reased by a fa tor respe tively
of 6, 80 and 169. The 3-4 MeV rates measured by the RAD2 proved that the three
materials have a maximum ontribution to RAD1 and to CUORICINO ba kground in
the 3-4 MeV region of: heaters 1%, wires 3% and PTFE 50%.

4.3 RAD3 and RAD4
RAD3 was operated at the end of 2005, the only hange with respe t to RAD1 was the
almost omplete overage of the opper fa ed to the rystals with a polyethylene lm. The
result was the dramati redu tion of the 5.3 MeV peak (by more than a fa tor 3) that has
now the same intensity as measured in CUORICINO. The 5.4 peak on the other hand
appears un hanged (proving that it is due to 210 Pb and not dire tely 210 Po). A se ond
run with this same dete tor started at the beginning of year 2006, after a hangement in
the ryostat external shielding (now in luding a neutron shield).
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Figure 7: CUORICINO ba kground (bla k) ompared with RAD3+RAD4 (red): the 5.3
MeV peak due to 210 Po has here a mu h redu ed intensity with respe t to that of RAD1,
now ompatible with CUORICINO. The ontinuum ba kground between 3 and 4 MeV
appears redu ed with respe t to CUORICINO (the redu tion fa tor is (38+/-7) %).
The results of RAD4 are ompletely ompatible with those of RAD3, as expe ted
for what on erns the alpha ontribution be ause the dete tor is untou hed. This further proved that environmental neutrons should not in uen e appre iably our ba kground
ounting rate. In order to he k the neutron absorbtion apability of the shield installed
for RAD4 measurement we have performed dedi ated measurement with a neutron sour e
(an AmBe sour e yielding 2200 n/s) both with and without neutron shielding (see Fig. 8
left panel). The results of the measurements either with the naked sour e as well as with
the sour e embedded in an a ryli moderator were ompared with MonteCarlo simulations in order to he k simulation reliability. Finally the environmental neutron ux
was simulated for the RAD3 (no neutron shield) and RAD4 on guration and ompared
with experimental results. Fig. 8 (right panel) shows the ba kground predi ted by our
MonteCarlo simulation for the RAD4 measurements. The simulation was realized using
FLUKA for the evaluation of the neutron and gamma ux impinging on the RAD array
and GEANT4 for the evaluation of the energy spe trum measured by the dete tors. Simulations and experimental results agree within a fa tor 3. Similar results (an agreement
within a fa tor 2) have been obtained when omparing n sour e measurement performed
with a shielded/unshielded portable Ge diodes.
Finally the environmental neutron ba kground predi ted for RAD3 and RAD4 shielding on guration is more than one order of magnitude lower than what measured. This,
toghether with the results a hieved in MonteCarlo validation, rules out neutron as a
relevant ba kground sour e.
On e summed, in order to in rease the statisti signi an e of the measurement, the
results of this nal version of the RAD dete tor an be summarized as follows:



rystal surfa e ontaminations in 232 Th and 238 U are redu ed by a fa tor  4 with
respe t to CUORICINO;
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Figure 8: Left: omparison of the spe tra obtained with the neutron sour e measurements
performed with (blue) and without (red) neutron shielding. Right: Comparison between
measurement with naked neutron sour e (bla k) and Monte arlo simulation (red).
Table 2: TeO2 bulk ontaminations as identi ed in RAD3+RAD4.
isotope
on entration
190
Pt
232
Th 21 10 13 g/g
230
Th 21 10 18 g/g
210
Po < 1 10 5 Bq/kg
238
U
< 2 10 14 g/g

lines origin
omments
3290 nat. Pt
de ays on a stable isotope - no or
232
4080
Th
appearently in se . eq.
238
4750
U
not in se . eq. with 238 U
238
5407
U not in se . eq. with 238 U but with 210 Pb
238
U
upper limit for 238 U in se . eq.



rystal bulk ontaminations have been measured with a sensitivity mu h higher
than in CUORICINO (where bulk lines were partially overed by the surfa e
ontamination peaks) the results are summarized in table 2;



the 5.4 MeV 210 Po peak is stable in time, therefore an be as ribed to a
ontamination;



the 5.3 MeV 210 Po peak, quite high in RAD1, was due to a ontamination of the
opper surfa e and it is eÆ iently redu ed, to a level ompatible to the CUORICINO
one, by means of the polyethylene lm used in RAD3 and RAD4. The 5.3 and 5.4
MeV peaks have almost the same intensity and ould be both as ribed to the same
surfa e ontamination of the rystals;



the surfa e treatment plus the polyethylene overage of the opper have redu ed the
3-4 MeV ounting rate by a fa tor 2.0 +/- 0.4 (i.e. to 0.060.0116 /keV/kg/y, to
be ompared with the 0.1220.003 /keV/kg/y of CUORICINO in the region just
above the Tl line);
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Figure 9: The RAD1 dete tor (left) and CAW2 dete tor ( enter) tested in hall C. The
top and middle planes host four 555 m3 rystals while the bottom plane (in detail at
the left) hosts four 555 m3 rystals oupled with SSB dete tors.
5

The CAW dete tor

The CAW dete tor is a 3 plane array having a stru ture a little bit di erent from that
of RAD and of CUORICINO. This new design is the result of an intense program of
optimization of the CUORE dete tor stru ture started in 2004, involving all aspe ts of
the single module stru ture and of its assembly pro edure in the nal CUORE towers. The
new stru ture should guarantee a high degree of reprodu ibility in its me hani al features
as well as a simply assembly and a redu ed amount of inert material (i.e. Copper) in
between the dete tors. Assuming that a large fra tion of the ba kground is due to surfa e
ontamination of the mounting stru ture the redu tion by about a fa tor 2 of the opper
surfa e interposed between the dete tors is parti ularly relevant. The CAW dete tor is
a prototype onstru ted and su esfully tested in 2005 from the te hni al point of view
(i.e. dete tor performan es). At the beginning of 2006 this same array was used for a
ba kground test.
The opper of the mounting stru ture was treated as for RAD1 and was overed with
polyethylene as in RAD3. The 12 rystals were treated also with a surfa e leaning
pro edure similar to the one applied to RAD1 rystals. In the top plane of the array four
CTI 555 m3 TeO2 rystals were mounted. These rystals, bought from CTI (Crystal
Te hnology In orporated - CA - USA), had to be examined sin e CTI is a possible provider
for CUORE dete tors. In the middle and bottom planes eight 555 m3 TeO2 rystals,
bought as usual from SICCAS (China), were mounted. Ea h of the four rystals in the
bottom plane were oupled to six SSB. An SSB is a thin TeO2 slab glued with four spot
to the 555 m3 rystal surfa e and overing almost ompletely that surfa e. The SSB
is an \a tive" dete tor if it is provided with a thermal sensor while it is a passive shield
if it is not (more on SSB in [3℄). On two rystals all the SSB were provided with a NTD
Ge thermistor (\a tive" slabs) while on the other two only one of the six slabs had a
sensor, the other being \passive" (the e e t of a passive slab is to produ e a deformation
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of pulses originated at the rystal surfa e and sharing energy between rystal and slab).
The purpose of this measurement were:






he k performan es and radioa tivity of CTI rystals
he k the ba kground a hievement obtained with RAD3+RAD4 in a di erent stru ture and with di erent rystals, proving therefore the reprodu ibility of the leaning
te hnique
he k the SSB performa es with a tive and passive TeO2 slabs
ompare SSB oupled rystal ba kground with RAD in order to understand better
the ba kground origin

The results obtained so far were:



the CTI rystals show a huge 210 Po ontamination and a
slightly higher that the one typi al of the hinese rystals;



the RAD3+RAD4 results are on rmed, proving that the surfa e leaning pro edure
of rystals and opper are reprodu ibile;



either a tive and passive TeO2 slabs produ e a deformation of surfa e events;

232

Th ontamination

The only un ertainty in this run was the on lusion about the 3-4 MeV at ba kground
sour e. The answer should have ome by the omparison of the rates measured by the
two lowest planes: both with hinese rystals, one with SSB the other without SSB. With
SSB perfe tly working this would have given a strong indi ation in favour or against the
hypotesis of a opper origin of the ba kground sour e. Unfortunately one SSB deta hed
from its rystal, for two we lost the ele tri al onta t and nally all the SSB showed an
ex ess alpha surfa e ontamination (SSB were not surfa e treated as the 1 i io rystals).
As a result the reje tion apability of SSB ould not be exploited to their best and the
ba kground rate only slighlty lower than the one measured by the rystals without SSB
made diÆ ult to draw any on lusion on erning opper.
6

Summary, future plans and

on lusions

In on lusion while we appearently have a te hnique that an get rid of the U and Th
surfa e ontamination of the rystals, we have not yet nd a ompletely satisfa tory
solution for the ontaminations responsible of the major fra tion of that at ontinuous
ba kground that extends from 4 MeV down to the (0 ) region. We have however
proved that, as predi ted by the CUORICINO ba kground model, surfa e ontamination
of the opper play a relevant role in 3-4 MeV ba kground. This is learly evident by
omparing RAD1 and RAD3+RAD4 ounting rates: RAD1 had a rate omparable with
CUORICINO while RAD3+RAD4 (the only hange was the polyethylene overage of
opper) had a rate lower by a fa tor 2. The residual ontamination we are presently
measuring - if attributed on e again to the surfa es (this time of polyethylene mainly) 49

would produ e a ba kground rate in CUORE that, extrapolated to the (0 ) region, is
of about 0.03 /keV/kg/y (this be ause the total amount of opper fa ing the rystals
in mu h redu ed in CUORE). However the low level of ba kground we are presently
measuring (0.06  0.01) ould make ontribution oming from other sour es not negligible,
parti ularly if more than one \small" ontribution sum up to produ e the measured rate.
The possible sour es we plan to investigate in the future are:
1. PTFE radioa tive ontribution (indeed a ording to RAD2 an give a not negligible
fra tion of the ounting rate);
2. glue (the one used for thermistor and heater);
3. thermal signals oming from PTFE relaxation of internal stresses;
4. environmental neutrons
5. environmental muons
6. new Copper surfa e treatment in luding the Plasma leaning
The neutron sour e alibration performed during CAW2 run allowed us to he k our MonteCarlo simulation. This was the fundamental ne essary step toward a reliable evaluation
of the ba kground indu ed by environmental neutrons. We plan to reprodu e the same
measurement in the next future olle ting a larger statisti for a more quantitative validation of MonteCarlo on both ontinuum an peaks. In the next future the RAD dete tor
will be used to test the possibility that part of the ba kground omes from PTFE parts,
either due to their radioa tivity or to their thermal signals.
7
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Abstra t

DAMA is an observatory for rare pro esses and it is operative deep underground
at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory of the I.N.F.N. (LNGS). The main experimental set-ups are: i) DAMA/NaI (' 100 kg of highly radiopure NaI(Tl)), whi h
ompleted its data taking on July 2002; ii) DAMA/LXe (' 6.5 kg liquid Kr-free
Xenon enri hed either in 129 Xe or in 136 Xe); iii) DAMA/R&D, devoted to tests on
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prototypes and to small s ale experiments, mainly on the investigations of double
beta de ay modes in various isotopes; iv) the new se ond generation DAMA/LIBRA
set-up (' 250 kg highly radiopure NaI(Tl)) in operation sin e Mar h 2003. Moreover, in the framework of devoted R&D for radiopure dete tors and photomultipliers,
sample measurements are arried out by means of the low ba kground DAMA/Ge
dete tor (installed deep underground sin e more than 10 years) and, in some ases,
by means either of mass spe trometers or of other fa ilities. In some measurements
on rare pro esses also the four-Ge fa ility of LNGS is used. In the following main
arguments on the a tivity during 2006 are summarised.

1 DAMA/NaI
The highly radio-pure DAMA/NaI set-up [1, 2, 3, 4℄ has been a pioneer Dark Matter
experiment of suitable exposed mass, sensitivity and stability of the running onditions,
taking data at LNGS over seven annual y les. The data taking has been ompleted in
July 2002 and still results are produ ed by various kinds of studies.
The main aim of DAMA/NaI has been the investigation of the presen e of Dark
Matter (DM) parti les in the gala ti halo by exploiting the model independent annual
modulation signature (see refs. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ and in the 2006 publi ation
list), originally suggested by [13, 14℄ in the middle of 80's. In addition, pro ting by its lowba kground features and by the high olle ted exposure, several results have been a hieved
both on Dark Matter parti le investigations with other approa hes and on several other
rare pro esses (see refs. [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22℄ and the 2006 publi ation list).
The DAMA/NaI set-up has pointed out the presen e of an annual modulation in the
single-hit residual rate in the lowest energy interval (2 { 6) keV (see Fig.1). The observed
e e t satis es the many pe uliarities of a DM parti le indu ed signature, giving a 6.3 
C.L. eviden e over seven annual y les (total exposure: 107731 kg  day) for the presen e
of DM parti les in our Galaxy (see refs. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ and in 2006
publi ation list). Neither systemati e e ts nor side rea tions able to a ount for the
observed e e t have been found.
This result is model-independent. It represents the rst experimental eviden e of the
presen e of DM parti les in the halo independently on their nature. At present, apart
from DAMA/LIBRA, no other experiment is sensitive, for mass, radiopurity and ontrol
of the stability, to su h a model independent signature; thus, no other a tivity is available
whose result an dire tly be ompared with the one of DAMA/NaI.
Additional orollary investigations have also been pursued on the nature of the DM
andidate parti le and on the astrophysi al s enarios. These orollary investigations are
instead model-dependent and, due to the poor knowledge on the astrophysi al, nu lear and
parti le physi s needed assumptions and on the related parameters, they have no general
meaning (as well as e.g. the ex lusion plots in dire t and indire t dete tion experiments).
Thus, these investigations should be handled in the most general way (see e.g. [3, 4, 12℄,
in the 2006 publi ation list and in literature). Various other s enarios have also been
addressed in literature.
DAMA/NaI, having both a light (the 23 Na) and a heavy (the 127 I) target-nu leus, is
intrinsi ally sensitive to Dark Matter parti le both of low and high mass. As regards
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Figure 1: On the left: experimental residual rate for single-hit events in the umulative
(2{6) keV energy interval as a fun tion of the time over 7 annual y les, end of data taking
July 2002. The experimental points present the errors as verti al bars and the asso iated
time bin width as horizontal bars. The superimposed urve represents the osinusoidal
fun tion behaviour expe ted for a Dark Matter parti le signal with a period equal to 1
year and phase exa tly at 2nd June; the modulation amplitude has been obtained by best
t [3, 4℄. Center: power spe trum of the measured single-hit residuals for the umulative
(2{6) keV energy interval al ulated in luding also the treatment of the experimental
errors and of the time binning. As it an be seen, the prin ipal mode orresponds to a
frequen y of 2:737  10 3 d 1 , that is to a period of ' 1 year. On the right: experimental
residual rates over seven annual y les for single-hit events (open ir les) { lass of events
to whi h DM events belong { and over the last two annual y les for multiple-hits events
( lled triangles) { lass of events to whi h DM events do not belong { in the (2{6) keV
umulative energy interval. They have been obtained by onsidering for ea h lass of
events the data as olle ted in a single annual y le and using in both ases the same
identi al hardware and the same identi al software pro edures. The initial time is taken
on August 7th .
the WIMP lass of DM andidate parti les, it is fully sensitive not only to spin independent (SI) oupling, but also to spin dependent (SD) one, to the SI and SD mixed ase,
to the preferred inelasti s attering oupling; moreover, it is favoured for several other
andidates.
Several (of the many possible) orollary quests for a andidate parti le have been
arried out on the lass of DM andidate parti les named WIMPs [3, 4℄; in literature
several andidates for WIMPs have been onsidered, all foreseen in theories beyond the
Standard Model of parti le Physi s. In parti ular in ase of a andidate with dominant SI
intera tion a omparison with the expe tations for a neutralino in MSSM an be found in
ref. [23℄ in the framework of models onsidered in ref. [3, 4℄. It is worth to remind that the
neutralino itself has both SI and SD oupling and that the basi theory has a very large
number of "open" parameters. Moreover, other possibilities exist with a phenomenology
similar, but not identi al as for the WIMP ases: the mirror Dark Matter parti les [24℄,
the self-intera ting dark matter parti les [25℄, et . and in prin iple even whatever parti le
with suitable hara teristi s, even not yet foreseen by theories, an be a good andidate
as DM in the gala ti halo.
In addition, the orollary quest for the light (' keV mass) bosoni andidate, either with pseudos alar or with s alar axion-like oupling, already des ribed in the LNGS
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annual report 2005, has been published in 2006 [12℄. For these andidates, the dire t
dete tion pro ess is based on the total onversion in NaI(Tl) rystal of the mass of the
absorbed bosoni parti le into ele tromagneti radiation. Thus, in these pro esses the
target nu lei re oil is negligible and is not involved in the dete tion pro ess; therefore,
signals from these light bosoni DM andidates are dete ted in DAMA/NaI, but are lost in
a tivities applying reje tion pro edures of the ele tromagneti ontribution to the ounting rate (su h as e.g. Cdms, Edelweiss, Cresst, Warp, et .) [12℄. Despite these parti les
are unstable, their lifetime an be of osmologi al interest and o ers valuable andidates
for the DM signal, observed in DAMA/NaI. In parti ular, results for the pseudos alar
ase is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: DAMA/NaI allowed region at 3 C.L. in the plane ga vs ma for a light
pseudos alar andidate ( rossed hat hed region). All the on gurations in this region an
be allowed depending on the values of all the gaff
 . Examples of two of the many possible
models: i) upper bla k region: oupling only to ele trons; ii) lower bla k region: oupling
(proportional to the ma ) through the (weak) isospin to quarks and leptons. For details see
ref. [12℄. The indi ative region of the Kaluza-Klein (K.K.) pseudos alar axion redited
in ref. [26℄ from the analysis of indire t observations and the region of the DFSZ and
KSVZ models (P.Q. axion) are shown as well. The solid line orresponds to a parti le
with lifetime equal to the age of the Universe; at least all the ga 's below this line are of
osmologi al interest. However, in prin iple, it might be possible that the on gurations
above this line would also be ome of interest in ase of some exoti me hanism of the
a parti le produ tion. Thus, a pseudos alar DM andidate ould also a ount for the
DAMA/NaI model independent result as well as the WIMP solutions already dis ussed
elsewhere.
Obviously, these results are not exhaustive of the many s enarios (still possible at
present level of knowledge) for these and for other lasses of andidates as well as for the
astrophysi al and nu lear/atomi aspe ts. In parti ular, during 2006 we have published
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a paper where the e e t of the in lusion of the ontribution of the SagDEG tidal streams
has been investigated onsidering as example some of the orollary analyses for WIMPs
ases already analysed in refs. [3, 4℄.

1.1 Further orollary investigations during 2006: SagDEG
In 2006 we have investigated the onsequen es, on the annual modulation result, of the
DM stream ontribution to the gala ti halo due to the SagDEG, the best known satellite
galaxy of the Milky Way rossing the solar neighbourhood. In fa t, Galaxy hierar hi al
formation theories [27℄, numeri al simulations [28℄, the dis overy of the Sagittarius Dwarf
Ellipti al Galaxy (SagDEG) in 1994 [29℄ and more re ent investigations [30℄ suggest that
the dark halo of the Milky Way an have a ri h phenomenology ontaining non thermalized
dark matter uxes. The presen e of DM streams would indu e a (slightly) variation of the
phase value of the modulated omponent of the signal; su h a variation an also depend
on the energy.
For simpli ity, in this analysis we have investigated these topi s just onsidering some
of the andidates belonging to the WIMP lass and some of the many possible astrophysi al, nu lear and parti le Physi s s enarios already onsidered in refs. [3, 4℄ in order to
allow a dire t omparison.
Despite the fa t that SagDEG is the best known satellite galaxy of the Milky Way
rossing the solar neighbourhood, some important quantities su h as the value of the mean
velo ity of the stream, its dire tion and its velo ity dispersion are not yet well known.
Thus a large number of related investigations an be found in literature. In parti ular
we have modelized the stream taking into a ount the di erent values reported in ref.
[32℄ (derived from the analysis of eight lump stars { from Chiba and Yoshii atalogue
[33℄ { attributed to the SagDEG tail) and in ref. [31℄ (based on a SagDEG simulation
model). For the latter ase, the orresponding stream mean velo ities have been derived
by onsidering the spheri al, the oblate and the prolate halo models sele ting for ea h one
< 2.5 kp
of these models the ' 100 on gurations nearest to the Sun within a distan e 
(see Fig. 3; for details see in the 2006 publi ation list).
In on lusion, we have derived and used the following values for the stream velo ity
and dispersion: V~8 = (Vx ; Vy ; Vz ) = ( 65  22; 135  12; 249  6) km/s, (x ; y ; z )8 =

Figure 3: SagDEG simulation models for spheri al (left), oblate ( enter) and prolate
(right) halo potentials; data taken from ref. [31℄. In ea h panel the ir le pointed by the
arrow sele ts the Earth position and the on gurations onsidered in this paper for the
evaluation of the used mean velo ity values: V~sph and V~obl . We note that no on guration
is present in the solar neighbourhood for the prolate model.
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(62; 33; 17) km/s, to a ount for [32℄ reporting 1 error for ea h velo ity omponent;
V~sph = (Vx; Vy ; Vz ) = ( 86  14; 69  3; 384  1) km/s, (x ; y ; z )sph = (60; 19; 8) km/s
and V~obl = (Vx ; Vy ; Vz ) = ( 57  8; 79  3; 395  1) km/s, (x ; y ; z )obl = (59; 23; 9)
km/s, to a ount for [31℄ al ulating velo ity dispersions as r.m.s. values of the ' 100
onsidered on gurations; note that the prolate model has not been onsidered sin e it
does not provide on gurations in the solar neighbourhood.
As regards the phase of the modulation, the net e e t of a SagDEG tail ontribution
to the lo al halo density is a shift of few days (towards January) in the expe ted phase
of the signal depending on the dete ted energy. We remind that the DAMA/NaI results
(107731 kg  day exposure) provide t0 = (140  22) day averaged in the (2-6) keV energy
window; larger exposures, whi h will be available in near future thanks to the presently
running DAMA/LIBRA set-up [34℄, will o er the possibility of more stringent onstraints.
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Figure 4: Examples of sli es of the four-dimensional allowed volume in the (SI ; SD )
plane for some mW and  values in the onsidered s enarios. The shaded regions have
been determined for no SagDEG ontribution [3℄, while the areas en losed by the lines are
obtained by introdu ing in the analysis the SagDEG stream with DM density not larger
than 0.1 GeV m 3 . The nine onsidered possibilities for the SagDEG stream velo tity
(V~8 (blue), V~sph (bla k), V~obl (red)) and v0;sgr dispersion (20 km/s (dashed), 40 km/s
(solid) and 60 km/s (dotted)) have been reported. In lusion of other un ertainties on
parameters and models would further extend the regions; for example the use of more
favourable form fa tors and/or of more favourable spin fa tors would move them towards
lower ross-se tions.
For simpli ity, for the SagDEG stream des ription we have onsidered the three possibilities for the velo ity (V~8 , V~sph and V~obl at their entral values) and three possible
velo ity dispersions (v0;sgr = 20; 40; 60 km/s), obtaining nine di erent ases for ea h onsidered halo model (see [3, 4℄ and in 2006 publi ation list). In addition, we have also
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Figure 5: Region allowed in the (SI ; mW ) plane in the onsidered s enarios for pure
SI oupling. The lled region has been determined for no SagDEG ontribution [3, 4℄,
while the areas en losed by lines are obtained by introdu ing in the analysis the SagDEG
stream with DM density not larger than 0.1 GeV m 3 . The nine onsidered possibilities
for the SagDEG stream velo tity (V~8 (blue), V~sph (bla k), V~obl (red)) and v0;sgr dispersion
(20 km/s (dashed), 40 km/s (solid) and 60 km/s (dotted)) have been reported. In lusion
of other un ertainties on parameters and models would further extend the regions; for
example the use of more favourable form fa tors would move them towards lower rossse tions.
imposed that the SagDEG density ontribution annot ex eed 0.1 GeV m 3 , as suggested by M/L ratio onsiderations of ref. [32℄. The results of these orollary quests for
the andidate parti le { reported in Fig. 4, 5 and 6 { are presented in terms of allowed
regions obtained as superposition of the on gurations orresponding to likelihood fun -

Figure 6: Examples of sli es of the three-dimensional allowed volume in the (SD ; mW )
plane for some  values in the onsidered s enarios and for pure SD oupling. See Fig. 5
for the meaning of the regions. In lusion of other un ertainties on parameters and models
would further extend the regions; for example the use of more favourable form fa tors
and/or of more favourable spin fa tors would move them towards lower ross-se tions.
tion values distant more than 4 from the null hypothesis (absen e of modulation) in ea h
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of the several (but still a limited number) of the possible model frameworks. These results
are not exhaustive of the many s enarios possible at present level of knowledge (e.g. for
some other re ent ideas see [35, 36℄) and larger sensitivities than those reported in the
following would be rea hed when in luding the e e t of other existing un ertainties on
assumptions and related parameters (see e.g. [3, 4℄).
As it an be seen, the SagDEG stream ontribution and the related un ertainties signi antly modi es the allowed volumes/regions, mainly for larger WIMP masses enlarging
as well the sets of best- t values.
On the other hand, an analysis has also been pursued giving the possibility to set
some autious onstraints on the density of the SagDEG stream in the gala ti halo
and, onsequently, on the presen e of substru ture in the halo, by means of the observed
DAMA/NaI annual modulation e e t. In fa t, by exploiting the likelihood ratio method,
the best values for the SagDEG parameters ompatible with the annual modulation data
have been derived with the respe t to all the others quantities involved in the al ulation.
In this approa h, xing the SagDEG velo ity set and velo ity dispersion, the WIMP mass
(labeled as mW ) and , the gala ti halo model and all the other needed parameters, a
best t value for sgr has been derived at some C.L.. In this analysis we have investigated
for simpli ity only the purely SI and the purely SD ases, obtaining, for ea h onsidered
mW and stream set velo ity, the 90% C.L. allowed intervals on sgr . Fig. 7 shows these
intervals as a fun tion of mW , for pure SD oupling ( = 0; =2; =4 and 2.435, pure Z0
oupling). For other ases see 2006 publi ation list.

Figure 7: SagDEG density sgr allowed at 90% C.L. (hat hed area) for pure SD oupling
as fun tion of mW values for some of the possible  values. Left 4-box: ase of V~8
velo ity set. Right 4-box: ase of V~sph (des ending hat hed) and V~obl (as ending hat hed)
superimposed. The used stream velo ity dispersion, v0;sgr values are: 20 km/s (dashed),
40 km/s (solid) and 60 km/s (dotted). For details see 2006 publi ation list.
It is worth to note that in many of the analyzed on gurations the in lusion of the
SagDEG ontribution improves the data t. For example, for SI andidate in the ase of
a stream with velo ity set V~sph and velo ity dispersion v0;sgr = 40 km/s, about 67% of
the on gurations have an improvement of the data t by the in lusion of the SagDEG;
in parti ular, the improvement of about 18% of them is better than 2  . Finally, the plot
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of the umulative per entage distribution of sgr best- t values for the various onsidered
models, providing a C.L. better than 2  with the respe t to the absen e of SagDEG,
shows that about 60% of these models gives sgr best- t values below 0:1 GeV m 3 ; in
addition, the distribution peaks around sgr  0:04 GeV m 3 . These latter values are
intriguing onsidering the expe tations on the stream density at Sun position { that is
few % of the lo al dark halo { based on some theoreti al studies about the disruption of
the satellite galaxies falling in the Milky Way halo [37℄.
In on lusion this investigation has also pointed out the potentiality of the used approa h to study the halo omposition as well as to derive experimental bounds on the
possible ontribution of the SagDEG to the lo al dark matter density. It is worth to
note that, for some of the investigated WIMP masses, the order of magnitude of these
bounds, obtained by lo al measurements, is in agreement with the existing bounds based
on non-lo al M/L ratio observations.
Other streams an potentially play more intriguing roles in the orollary investigations
for whatever andidate parti le with whatever approa h and for omparisons; they will be
investigated in near future, su h as e.g. the Canis Major [30℄ and those arising from austi
halo models [36℄. In addition, other andidates and other non thermalized substru tures
will be addressed in near future studies; in parti ular, the availability of larger exposures
by DAMA/LIBRA will o er the possibility of more eÆ ient dis rimination apability
among { at least some of { the many possible di erent astrophysi al, nu lear and parti le
physi s s enarios.

1.2 Comparisons in the eld
No experiment is available - with the ex eption of the presently running DAMA/LIBRA whose result an be dire tly ompared in a model independent way with the experimental
positive 6.3  C.L. eviden e for the presen e of parti le Dark Matter in the gala ti halo
obtained by DAMA/NaI. Thus, laims for ontradi tions have intrinse ally no s ienti
meaning.
In parti ular, as regards some laimed model-dependent omparisons we just mention
{ among the many existing arguments { that: i) the other experiments are insensitive
to the annual modulation signature; ii) they release just a marginal exposure (orders of
magnitude lower than the one by DAMA/NaI) after several/many years underground;
iii) they exploit strong data sele tion and strong and often unsafe reje tion te hniques of
their huge ounting rate, be oming at the same time insensitive to several DM andidates;
iv) they generally quote in an in orre t/partial/not updated way the DAMA/NaI result
(see even in some LNGS web sites and reports); v) they onsider a single model xing all
the astrophysi al, nu lear and parti le Physi s assumptions as well as all the theoreti al
and experimental parameters at a single questionable hoi e 1 . Thus, e.g. for the WIMP
1 We

note that the naive and partial \pres ription" of ref. [38℄ on some aspe ts for a single parti ular
WIMP ase annot be de ned { on the ontrary of what appears in some paper { as a \standard theoreti al
model". Su h a paper summarized a single oversimpli ed approa h adopted at that time. Its use as
\unique" referen e is obviously un orre t, sin e it did not a ount at all for the level of knowledge on all
the involved astrophysi s, nu lear and parti le physi s aspe ts and parameters, for the many possibilities
open on the astrophysi al, nu lear and parti le physi s aspe ts and for the di erent existing approa hes.
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ase they do not a ount for the existing un ertainties on the real oupling with ordinary
matter, on the spin-dependent and spin-independent form fa tors and related parameters
for ea h nu leus, on the spin fa tor used for ea h nu leus, on the real s aling laws for
nu lear ross se tions among di erent target materials; on the experimental and theoreti al parameters, on the e e t of di erent halo models and related parameters on the
di erent target materials, et . For example, large di eren es are expe ted in the ounting
rate among nu lei fully sensitive to the SD intera tion (as 23 Na and 127 I) with the respe t
to nu lei largely insensitive to su h a oupling (as e.g nat Ge, nat Si, nat Ar, nat Ca, nat W,
nat
O) and also when nu lei in prin iple all sensitive to this oupling but having di erent
unpaired nu leon (e.g. neutron in ase of the odd spin nu lei, su h as 129 Xe, 131 Xe, 125 Te,
73
Ge, 29 Si, 183 W and proton in the 23 Na and 127 I). Moreover, in ase the dete tion of the
DM parti les would involve ele tromagneti signals (see, for example, the ase of the light
bosons dis ussed above, but also the ele tromagneti ontribution in WIMP dete tion),
all the experiments, su h as e.g. Cdms, Edelweiss, Cresst, Zeplin, Warp and their extensions, do lose this signal in their reje tion pro edures of the e.m. ontribution to the
ounting rate.
For ompleteness, it is also worth to note that no results obtained with di erent target
material an intrinse ally be dire tly ompared even for the same kind of oupling; in fa t,
this requires { among others { the knowledge of e.g. the real s aling laws (the situation
is mu h worse than that in the eld of double beta de ay experiments when di erent
isotopes are used).
Dis ussions at some extent are also reported in ref.[3, 4, 12℄, in the 2006 publi ation list,
in literature and in previous reports; these general omments also hold in the substan e
for more re ent data releases.
As regards the indire t sear hes, a omparison would always require the al ulation
and the onsideration of all the possible DM parti le on gurations in the given parti le
model, sin e it does not exist a biunivo al orresponden e between the observables in
the two kinds of experiments. However, the present positive hints provided by indire t
sear hes are not in on i t with the DAMA/NaI result.
Finally, it is worth to note that { among the many orollary aspe ts still open { there
is f.i. the possibility that the parti le dark halo an have more than one omponent. The
more sensitive NaI(Tl) experiments in progress and in preparation by DAMA will also
have this aspe t among the arguments to be further investigated.

2 DAMA/LIBRA
In 1996 DAMA proposed to realize a ton set-up and a new R&D proje t for highly radiopure NaI(Tl) dete tors was funded. As a onsequen e of the results of this se ond generation
R&D, the new experimental set-up DAMA/LIBRA (Large sodium Iodide Bulk for RAre
pro esses), '250 kg highly radiopure NaI(Tl) rystal s intillators (matrix of twenty- ve '
9.70 kg NaI(Tl) rystals), was funded and realised. This set-up has repla ed the previous
DAMA/NaI; the experimental site as well as many omponents of the installation itself
have been implemented (environment, shield of the photomultipliers, wiring, High-Purity
Nitrogen system, ooling water of air onditioner, ele troni s and data a quisition sys62

tem, et .). In parti ular, all the Copper parts have been hemi ally et hed before their
installation following a new devoted proto ol and all the pro edures performed during the
dismounting of DAMA/NaI and the installation of DAMA/LIBRA dete tors have been
arried out in High-Purity Nitrogen atmosphere [34℄.

Figure 8: Left panel: energy distribution of the 241 Am sour e as measured by one of the
new highly radiopure DAMA/LIBRA NaI(Tl) dete tors ( /E = 6.7% at 59.5 keV). Right
panels: examples of the stability of the alibration fa tor (td al) during more than three
years of data taking; the standard deviation is 0.5%.
DAMA/LIBRA is ontinuously taking data sin e Mar h 2003; for example, up to
Mar h 2006, an exposure of about 105 kg  day was already olle ted. As in the ase
of the DAMA/NaI experiment we regularly perform routine energy alibration, e.g. in
3 years of measurements we olle ted about 4  107 sour es' events. As an example in
Fig. 8 { left the energy distribution of the 241 Am sour e as measured by one of the new
DAMA/LIBRA dete tors ( /E = 6.7% at 59.5 keV) is shown and in Fig. 8 { right the
stability of the energy s ale during more than three years of data taking an be observed.
In 2006 we have also implemented the air onditioning system of the ele troni room
by installing an additional stand-alone onditioner whi h an work independently on the
water ooling hiller of the underground laboratory. Moreover, we have also prepared an
upgraded version of the DAQ system to be ready for the s heduled installation of the new
Transient Digitizers, produ ed by the A qiris Company; they will repla e the Tektronix
Waveform Analyzers presently in fun tion, but no more in warranty by the ompany.
The main aim of the highly radiopure DAMA/LIBRA set-up is to further investigate
the model independent eviden e pointed out by DAMA/NaI with in reased sensitivity.
The larger sensitivity will also allow to better study some interesting physi al and astrophysi al aspe ts. As an example, we mention the possibility to study with large exposure
the ontributions of non-thermalized omponent to the Dark Matter parti les in the gala ti halo, as expe ted from tidal streams (from the Sagittarius Dwarf ellipti al galaxy and
from the Canis Major satellite galaxy), extending the analysis des ribed above.
Moreover, other topi s will be further addressed by the highly radiopure DAMA/LIBRA,
su h as the study (i) on the velo ity and spatial distribution of the Dark Matter parti les
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in the gala ti halo (see e.g. [3, 4℄); (ii) on other possible non-thermalized omponents
in the gala ti halo, as the presen e of dis rete streams and austi s [36℄ due to the ontinuous infall of Dark Matter parti les in the gala ti gravitational eld; (iii) on possible
stru tures as lumpiness with small s ale size; (iv) on the gravitational fo using e e ts
of the Sun enhan ing the Dark Matter ow ("solar wakes") [36℄; (v) on the nature of
the Dark Matter parti les (SUSY parti les in various s enarios, a neutrino of a fourth
family, parti les from multi-dimensional Kaluza-Klein like theories, Mirror Dark Matter,
self-intera ting dark matter, axion-like parti les, ...); (vi) on di erent nu lear and parti le
physi s models (su h as oupling, inelasti intera tion, parti le onversion pro esses, ...,
form fa tors, spin fa tors, ...); (vii) on s aling laws and ross se tions (we remind that,
even for the neutralino andidate, the usually adopted s aling laws ould not hold [35℄);
(viii) on possible multi- omponent dark halo; et . A large work will be fa ed by the new
DAMA/LIBRA, whi h will also further investigate with higher sensitivity several other
rare pro esses. The rst data release is foreseen not later than 2008.

3 R&D-III towards DAMA/1ton
A third generation R&D e ort towards a possible NaI(Tl) ton set-up has been funded by
I.N.F.N. and related works on sele tion of materials for dete tors and photomultipliers are
in progress. This new low ba kground NaI(Tl) set-up will also a t as a \general purpose"
experiment (as the previous ones) allowing to investigate not only other approa hes for
Dark Matter, but also many other interesting topi s in underground Physi s having the
following main advantages: i) well known te hnology; ii) high radiopurity by sele tions,
hem./phys. puri ations, proto ols (there is still room for improvements); iii) high duty
y le with the respe t to all the experiments available so far; iv) high light response and
routine alibrations feasible down to keV range in the same produ tion run onditions;
v) well ontrolled operational ondition feasible; vi) no need re-puri ation pro edures
(reprodu ibility ...); vii) absen e of mi rophoni noise; viii) no ryogeni omplexities; ix)
e e tive investigation of the annual modulation signature feasible; x) feasibility proved
up to the 250 kg stage; xi) large mass feasible; xii) small underground spa e is needed,
xiii) feasible in few years; xiv) pulse shape dis rimination feasible at reasonable level in
dedi ated periods giving a prior for some andidates of the WIMPS lass; xv) sensitivity
to all the DM parti le andidates, in luding those having intera tion not involving nu lear
re oils (on the ontrary of all the other proje t based on various te hniques of reje tion of
the ele tromagneti omponent of the ounting rate, on the use of di erent approa h and
target materials, et .); xvi) safe and e ologi al lean set-up; xvii) sensitivity to several
rare pro esses; xviii) heaper than every other te hniques onsidered in the eld; et .
At present measurements on several materials have been performed by DAMA/Ge
and by ICP-MS. New proto ols have been set in order to further redu e some tra e
ontaminants both in the powders used for the growth of the Sodium Iodide ingot and
in the housing. The produ tion of the rst 3" diameter by 3" lenght NaI(Tl) prototypes is going to start. In addition, e orts were, are and will be arried out for the
produ tion of photomultipliers with lower tra es of radioa tive ontaminants. In this
framework some photomultiplier prototypes without any glass and erami s have been
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produ ed; their residual ontaminations are 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the previous low-ba kground PMTs. However, improvements in the ele troni part as well as the
produ tion of larger photo atode PMTs are still ne essary.
Finally, in ase all the R&D's will give positive results, the already funded RD-IV as
a feasibility study of a very low ba kground 1 ton NaI(Tl) (DAMA/1ton) produ tion will
be realized. In su h a ase a possible design an be: i) DAMA/1ton will be realized by
four repli as of DAMA/LIBRA; ii) the dete tors will have similar size and shape than
those already used; iii) the features of low-radioa tivity of the set-up and of all the used
materials will be assured by many years of experien e in the eld; iv) the ele troni hain
and ontrols will pro t by the previous experien e and by the use of ompa t devi es
already developed, tested and used; v) the new digitizers will o er high expandibility and
high performan es; vi) the data a quisition system will be a repli a of the new one now
prepared for DAMA/LIBRA.
DAMA/1ton will allow to further investigate with large exposure and larger sensitivity
on the basis of the results of a model independent approa h the astrophysi al, nu lear and
parti le physi s pe uliarities of the DM parti les in the gala ti halo. Moreover, it will
also o er an unique and multi-purpose set-up for the study of many other rare pro esses
with larger sensitivity.

4 DAMA/LXe
We pointed out many years ago (see e.g. ref. [39℄) the possible interest in using the
liquid Xenon as target-dete tor material for parti le dark matter investigations. Sin e
the end of 80's (former Xelidon experiment of the INFN) we have realized several liquid
Xenon (LXe) prototype dete tors and, then, we have preliminarily put in measurement
the set-up used in the data taking of ref. [40, 41℄ at LNGS; this set-up (having a Cu
inner vessel lled by ' 6.5 kg - i.e. ' 2 l - of liquid Xenon) was rstly upgraded at fall
1995 [42, 43, 44, 45, 46℄. At that time it used Kr-free Xenon enri hed in 129 Xe at 99.5%.
Then, in 2000 the set-up was deeply modi ed rea hing the on guration of ref. [47℄ in
order to handle also Kr-free Xenon enri hed in 136 Xe at 68.8%. The main features of the
set-up, details on the data a quisition, on the ryogeni and va uum systems and on the
running parameters ontrol an be found in refs. [45, 46, 47, 49, 50℄. Investigations on
several rare pro esses have been arried out with time passing in the various on gurations
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53℄. In parti ular, rst and/or ompeting
results have been obtained on some approa hes for Dark Matter investigations, on double
beta de ay modes in 136 Xe and 134 Xe, on possible harge non- onserving pro esses, on
nu leon, di-nu leon and tri-nu leon de ay into invisible hannels both in 129 Xe and in
136
Xe.
On the ontrary of the NaI(Tl) ase, plans for enlarging the exposed mass have never
been onsidered both be ause of the te hni al reasons (spe i of liquid noble gas dete tors
and, in parti ular, of liquid xenon dete tors), we pointed out several times in the past
(see e.g. [54℄), and of the extremely expensive ost of Kr-free and enri hed Xenon.
After the forbiddeness of using ryogeni liquids in the underground laboratories, the
set-up has taken data just for several months until De ember 2004; then it has been put in
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standby waiting for the restart of LNGS ooling water plant and lo al water refrigeration
system. Its data taking will restart during 2007.

5 DAMA/R&D
The DAMA/R&D installation is a low-ba kground set-up used for measurements on low
ba kground prototype s intillators and PMTs realized in various R&D e orts with industries. It is also regularly used to perform small s ale experiments also in ollaboration
with INR Kiev and IIT Kharagpur. This set-up has been upgraded several times and,
in parti ular, during 2006 the alibration fa ility has been modi ed. The small s ale experiments mainly investigate double beta de ay modes in various isotopes. Among the
obtained results we remind the sear h for: i)
de ay modes in 136 Ce and in 142 Ce [55℄;
40
ii) 2EC2 de ay mode in Ca [56℄; iii)
de ay modes in 46 Ca and in 40 Ca [57℄; iv)
106
de ay modes in Cd [58℄; v)
and de ay modes in 48 Ca [59℄; vi) 2EC2 in 136 Ce and
in 138 Ce and de ay in 142 Ce [60℄; vii) 2 +0 and EC + 0 de ay in 130 Ba [61℄; viii) luster de ay in 138 La and 139 La [62℄. Both the a tive and the passive sour e te hniques have
been exploited as well as { sometimes { the oin iden e te hnique. Fig. 9 summarizes
the many results obtained by DAMA in the sear hes for double beta de ay modes.

Figure 9: Summary of the T1=2 limits obtained by DAMA (light shaded bars) and by
previous experiments (dark bars) on various double beta de ay pro esses All limits are at
90% C.L. ex ept the 2 + 0 of 136 Ce and 2 +0 of 142 Ce that are at 68% C.L..
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5.1 A tivities in 2006
In 2006 the a tivity was fo used on:
1. the sear h for possible CNC de ay of 139 La into 139 Ce (performed for the rst time);
2. ompletion of data analysis of CaF2 (Eu) experiment, performed to observe for the
rst time the rare de ay of 151 Eu;
3. on lusion of the data taking of the CdWO4 experiment;
4. installation of the ZnWO4 dete tor presently in data taking.
5. a new larger BaF2 s intillator, available for new measurements in future.
6. the ompletion of the studies on depletion of the about 150 g of 106 Cd from the 113 Cd
as well as on the possibilities of using it for growing a s intillator; the related works
are expe ted to be ompleted at end of year 2007 and the data taking is foreseen in
2008/2009.
Here we summarize just the rst sear h for the possible CNC de ay of 139 La into 139 Ce,
by exploiting the \sour e = dete tor" te hnique and by using the LaCl3:(8.51.0%)Ce
rystal (25.40.2 mm in diameter by 25.40.2 mm length), of (49.71.3)g mass, oupled
to a low ba kground photomultiplier through a Tetrasil-B light guide (7.6 m diameter
10 m long). A detailed des ription of the used set-up has been given in ref. [62℄, where
the same data have been analysed to investigate the features of the dete tor and some
possible luster de ays modes in La isotopes.
The onservation of the ele tri harge, whi h is related with a gauge invarian e and
masslessness of a photon in a ordan e with the Weinberg theorem [63℄, is onsidered as
an absolute law in the standard quantum ele trodynami s. Nevertheless, the possibility of
harge non- onserving (CNC) phenomena has widely been dis ussed in the literature (see
reviews [64℄ and referen es therein) mainly in onne tion with future uni ed theories and
with the possible existen e of extra dimensions [65, 66℄; several experimental a tivities
have been performed on this topi s.
The approa h, we followed, onsider the existen e of possible de ay pro ess [67℄
(A; Z ) ! (A; Z + 1) + e +  e , where some massless un harged parti le would be emitted
instead of the ele tron (for example, e or or Majoron); in this ase, an additional 511
keV energy release would o ur. Thus, usually forbidden de ays to the ground state or to
the ex ited levels of the daughter nu lei would be ome energeti ally possible. In our ase,
following the strategy we have rstly exploited in ref. [68℄, we sear h for the presen e of
139
Ce isotopes, reated in the dete tor after CNC de ay of 139 La, through their subsequent
EC de ays into 139 La (T1=2 = 137:64 d and QEC = 279 keV [69℄). In parti ular, we look for
a peak at ' 200 keV due to the of ' 166 keV and X rays/Auger ele trons. The expe ted
response fun tion of the LaCl3 (Ce) dete tor for the EC of 139 Ce has been simulated with
the help of the EGS4 pa kage [70℄. Comparing the experimental energy distribution with
the expe ted response fun tion, no eviden e for the presen e of 139 Ce de ay has been
been found and a bound on the probability of the investigated pro ess has been extra ted
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Figure 10: Experimental energy distribution in the energy region 183-230 keV ( ontinuous
histogram) with superimposed the best- t urve obtained for the ba kground. The dashed
urve is hundred times the energy distribution expe ted for CNC equal to the 90% C.L.
limit reported in the text. For details see in the 2006 publi ation list.
(see Fig. 10). Note that other data analysis pro edures give limits of the same order of
magnitude. The obtained most autious lifetime limit is:

CNC (139 La!139 Ce) > 1:0  1018 yr at 90% C.L.
This limit holds for whatever CNC 139 La de ay with emission of massless un harged
parti le ( , Majoron(s),  , et ., even some other interesting physi s whi h ould appear
in future).

6 Measurements with DAMA/Ge and LNGS Ge faility
6.1 DAMA/Ge
Various R&D developments to improve low ba kground set-ups and s intillators as well
as new developments for higher radiopure PMTs are regularly arried out. The related
measurements on samples are usually performed by means of the DAMA low ba kground
Ge dete tor, spe ially realised with a low Z window. It is operative deep underground
in the low ba kground fa ility of the LNGS sin e many years. Some sele ted materials
are in addition measured with high sensitivity ICP-MS and mass spe trometers. On
2005 a signi ant improvement of the DAMA/Ge installation has been performed: a new
sealing system, a new system for neutron shielding, an automati Marinelli and shield
opening/ losure system have been realised.
During year 2006 samples' measurements have regularly been arried out with parti ular are to the developments of new low-ba kground PMTs. Moreover, the features of a
Li6Eu(BO3 )3 rystal have also been investigated.
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6.2 Measurement of intrinsi radioa tivity of Li6Eu(BO3)3 rystal
A Li6Eu(BO3 )3 mono rystal 14:55:6 mm ( orresponding to a mass of about 2.72 g) was

inserted in the HP Ge dete tor (size 408 m3 ) lo ated deep underground at low ba kground
Ge fa ility of LNGS in order to measure its radioa tive ontaminations. The experimental
spe trum measured during 1500 h is reported in Fig. 11 a) and the ba kground spe trum
of the HP Ge dete tor in Fig. 11 b). By analysing these energy spe tra the radiative
ontaminants in the rystal have been derived and the results are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 11: Measured energy distributions: (a) Li6Eu(BO3 )3 sample during 1500 h; (b)
ba kground of the used HP Ge dete tor during 689 h (normalized to 1500 h). Peaks at
122 keV and 344 keV due to the 152 Eu radioa tive de ay are evident in the Li6 Eu(BO3 )3
spe trum.
As by produ t, the olle ted data have also been used to set the rst experimental
limits on the half lives of the rare alpha de ays of 151 Eu into the rst ex ited level of 147 Pm
and of 153 Eu into 149 Pm. They are, respe tively: T1=2 > 2:4  1016 yr and T1=2 > 1:1  1016
yr at 90% C.L. Other measurements by using this rystal and some other dete tors are
foreseen.
Table 1: Measured radioa tive ontaminations in the Li6 Eu(BO3 )3 rystal. Limits are at
90% C.L.
Chain Nu lide
232
Th 228 A
212
Pb
208
Tl
238
U 214 Pb
214
Bi
40
K
60
Co
137
Cs
207
Bi
152
Eu
154
Eu
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A tivity, Bq/kg
<0.20
<0.25
<0.13
<0.17
<0.07
<1.5
<0.026
<0.081
<0.009
=0.949(48)
=0.212(35)

6.3 Measurement of two-neutrino
ex ited 0+ level of 100Ru

de ay of 100Mo to the rst

The meAsuReMent of twO-NeutrIno
de Ay of 100 Mo to the rst ex ited 0+ level of
Ru (for sempli ity hereafter named ARMONIA) onsists of a Molybdenum sample of
' 1 kg enri hed in 100 Mo at 99.5%. The sample { in form of metalli powder { is installed
in the four low-ba kground HP Ge dete tors (about 225 m3 ea h, all mounted in one
ryostat) fa ility lo ated at LNGS. The sample has been puri ed and ompressed to a
density of about 6 g/ m3 before the measurement.
The aim of this high sensitivity experiment is to measure the 2 2 de ay of 100 Mo to
the rst ex ited 0+ level of 100 Ru (E (0+1) = 1130:5 keV) either to on rm positive results
reported in [71, 72, 73℄ (with T1=2 in the range around 6 9  1020 y) or to on rm previous
higher limit value of ref. [74℄ (T1=2 > 1:2  1021 y at 90% C.L.).
Preliminary data have been olle ted deep underground at LNGS during 1927 h. In
a ordan e with the s heme of 100 Mo de ay two of 590.8 keV and 539.6 keV respe tively
are expe ted in the de-ex itation of the 0+1 level. The measured energy distribution in the
range of 500-600 keV is reported in Fig. 12 and ompared with the ba kground spe trum
measured without the 100 Mo sample (shaded area). Note that peaks at 511 keV and 583
keV are related with 208 Tl de ay and annihilation pro esses.
100

Figure 12: Spe trum of 100 Mo sample (mass of 1009 g) measured with 4 HP Ge dete tors
set-up at LNGS during 1927 h in the range of 500-600 keV. Shaded area is ba kground
spe trum (without 100 Mo sample) normalised to the same time of measurements. Peaks
at 511 keV and 583 keV are related with 208 Tl de ay and annihilation pro ess (511 keV).
A very modest peak stru ture seems to be present { but at very low C.L. { around 540
keV, where one sear hed for is expe ted. If this would be as ribed to the de ay sear hed
for, one gets: T1=2 = 3  1020 y. However, no signi ant statisti al eviden e for the peak at
the energy of 591 keV is found and a limit on the half-life an be derived: T1=2 > 6  1020
y at 90% C.L.. These measurements have shown that ARMONIA is entering in the
sensitivity region of interest. Therefore, after that, further hemi al puri ation of the
sample has been performed at the LNGS hemi al laboratory and the data taking with
the new sample has been restarted in order to in rease the sensitivity (and exposure)
needed for the veri ation sear hed for.
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7 Con lusions
In on lusion, the main a tivities during year 2006 an be summarized as in the following:
I. Further orollary investigations on the 6.3  C.L. model independent eviden e for
the presen e of a parti le Dark Matter omponent in the gala ti halo, obtained by
DAMA/NaI over seven annual y les. Other ones are in progress

The new DAMA/LIBRA set-up is regularly in data taking. DAQ modi ations for
the new Transient Digitizers, whi h will be installed during 2007, have been ompleted.

II.

III.

The RD-III towards the possible DAMA/1ton is progressing on the various aspe ts.

The DAMA/LXe set-up is going to restart the data taking as soon as the laboratory
will on lude some works.

IV.

The DAMA/R&D set-up has been used in various small s ale experiments; several
data analyses are in progress. The data taking is in progress with a new dete tor and
various other relatively small s ale experiments are in preparation.

V.

The DAMA/Ge is regularly sele ting materials, while a double beta de ay experiment
is also in progress in the LNGS Ge fa ility with 100 Mo.
VI.
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Abstra t

After operation of GENIUS-TF over three years with nally six naked Ge dete tors (15 kg) in liquid nitrogen in Gran Sasso we realize the following problems:
1. Ba kground from 222 Rn di using into the setup, on a level far beyond the expe tation. 2. Limited long-term stability of naked dete tors in liquid nitrogen. None
of the six dete tors is running after three years with the nominal leakage urrent.
Three of the six dete tors do not work any more at all. These problems ould
be ome relevant in realization of a full size GENIUS-like experiment.

1

Introdu tion

Some years ago, the status of old dark matter sear h, of investigation of neutrinoless
double beta de ay and of low-energy solar neutrinos all required new te hniques of drasti
redu tion of ba kground in the experiments. For this purpose we proposed the GENIUS
(GErmanium in liquid NItrogen Underground Setup) proje t in 1997 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. The
idea of GENIUS (and GENIUS-TF) is to operate 'naked' Ge dete tors in liquid nitrogen
(as applied routinely already for more than 20 years by the CANBERRA Company for
short term te hni al fun tions tests [8℄, and later 'redis overed' [22℄), and thus, by removing all materials from the immediate vi inity of the Ge rystals, to redu e the ba kground
onsiderably with respe t to onventionally operated dete tors. The liquid nitrogen a ts
both as a ooling medium and as a shield against external radioa tivity.
After the su ess of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment in 0
de ay [17, 18,
19, 20℄ GENIUS is no more needed for
de ay experiments with 76 Ge, but may still be
required for dark matter and solar neutrino experiments using Ge as target [15℄. Therefore,
we ontinued the resear h on the GENIUS Test Fa ility. Monte Carlo simulations for the
GENIUS proje t, (and for GENIUS-TF) and investigation of the new physi s potential
of the proje t have been performed in great detail, and have been published elsewhere
[1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 14℄. We were the rst to show (in our HEIDELBERG low-level fa ility
already in 1997) that su h devi e an be used for spe tros opy [1, 3, 5℄ at least over short
measuring times.
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The small s ale version of GENIUS, the GENIUS-Test-Fa ility had as main goal to
test the long-term stability of the dete tors under liquid nitrogen onditions, and also
other operational parameters. A detailed des ription of the GENIUS-TF proje t is given
in [10, 13℄.
The GENIUS-Test-Fa ility has been approved by the Gran Sasso S ienti Committee
in Mar h 2001.
GENIUS-TF is up to now the only existing test fa ility for a proje t operating naked
Ge dete tors in liquid nitrogen su h as GENIUS [2℄ and its opies (Cameo, Gerda) is the
GENIUS-Test Fa ility (GENIUS-TF) operating over three years in Gran Sasso, until May
2006.
The rst four naked dete tors (in total 10 kg) were installed on May 5, 2003 (GENIUSTF-I). This has been reported in Cern Courier [2℄ and in [13℄.

2

The GENIUS-TF-II and III Setups

In O tober 2004 we have installed a new setup GENIUS-TF-II (see Figs. 1,2,3), ontaining
now six naked Ge dete tors (in total 15 kg), and, as te hni al improvement a se ond
opper vessel, for further shielding of the Radon. That 222 Ra di using into the setup
has been a problem for GENIUS-TF-I, has been des ribed in detail in [9℄. The inner
shielding by bri ks of (5-10) m poly ristalline Germanium (300 kg) was used also in
this setup forming the inner highly eÆ ient shield of the Ge dete tors (see Fig. 3).

Figure 1: Left - View from the top on the GENIUS-TF-II setup during installation in
O tober 2004. Right - The six onta ted naked Ge dete tors.
The thin wall (1 mm) inner opper box ontaining the liquid nitrogen is made of highpurity ele trolyti opper and is thermally shielded by 20 m of spe ial low-level styropor,
the outer opper box (also made of ele trolyti opper) is followed by a shield of 10 m of
ele trolyti opper (15 tons) and 20 m of low-level (Boliden) lead (>35 tons).
The high-purity liquid nitrogen used, is produ ed by the BOREXINO nitrogen plant,
whi h has been extended for in rease of the produ tion apa ity to be able to provide
enough nitrogen also for GENIUS-TF (see [9℄).
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Figure 2: Left: S hemati view of a naked Ge dete tor for the GENIUS-TF experiment
and its holder onstru tion. Right: The onstru tion of the signal onta t of a naked Ge
dete tor for the GENIUS-TF experiment ( ortesy Orte ompany).
GENIUS-TF-II in Gran Sasso, Italy
11 October, 2004

Figure 3: S hemati al view of the TF-II setup.
GENIUS-TF-III started operation in beginning of Mar h 2005 after the inner shield
of poly rystalline Ge bri ks had to be removed a ording to ontra t with Kur hatov
institute.
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Table 1: The high voltages applied to the dete tors after installation in GENIUS-TF I,
II and III as fun tion of time, and the nominal voltages.
Det-s

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

GENIUS-TF-I, from 10.12.2003, till 25.09.2004
10.12.03 2404 2603 2879 2301 n. inst. n. inst.
06.04.04 2600 2220 2879 2301
04.05.04 2600 2220 3200 2500
GENIUS-TF-II, from 18.11.2004, till 28.02.2005
08.10.04 250 1296 261 954 1253
18.11.04 364 2200 347 2298 3501
20.01.05 "
"
"
"
"

502
1015
1000

GENIUS-TF-III, from 15.03.2005
15.03.05 80
03.05.05 0
09.03.06 19.05.06 -

1802
1700
1700
1600

20
0
-

2153
1500
-

3501
3501
3500
2100

Nom. 3000 2600 3200 2500 3500

3

980
980
911
850

2000

Operational Parameters

Ba kground from 222 Rn: The unexpe ted (a ording to our Monte Carlo simulations
[10℄) high ba kground from 222 Rn in GENIUS-TF-I (see [9℄) has been redu ed in GENIUSTF-II by about a fa tor 2. This 222 Rn ba kground is ompatible with the goal of GENIUSTF to sear h for dark matter [23℄, but would be a serious problem for any full GENIUS-like
experiments, be ause the 222 Rn leads to the 'famous' ba kground from 214 Bi lines near
the Q-value for double beta de ay of 76 Ge [17, 21℄.

Long-Term Stability: The most dramati result is obtained for the long-term
stability of the dete tor operation in liquid nitrogen. It is shown in Table 1. As a result
of in reasing leakage urrents, nally from initially six dete tors at present only three are
still working and not one of them with the nominal high voltage (see Table 1). The reasons
for the deterioration of the surfa e purity with time whi h ould lead to the in reasing
leakage urrents need further investigation. There might, however, be also other reasons.
However, for some dete tor experts a surfa e purity problem does not ome very surprising
[24, 25, 26℄. From their experien e, partly in dete tor produ ing ompanies, they expe t
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this for a naked dete tor, having no shield of its surfa e against an open surrounding
(the liquid nitrogen). In fa t it would not be surprising that the high voltage of several
thousand volts lying at the dete tor surfa e would attra t ions from the surrounding liquid
nitrogen. It is further well known that re ently rushed germanium pie es have a highly
a tive surfa e and are a very a tive getter. They have been used as su h in deionized water
to further improve the purity of the water, and will be an a tive getter for impurities also
in liquid nitrogen [28, 29℄. Perhaps this suspi ion might be he ked by mass spe tros opi
investigation of the dete tor surfa e material. The energy resolution on long terms also
de reases systemati ally [27℄.

4

Con lusions

GENIUS-TF is the only setup with naked Ge dete tors worldwide running underground and
over a longer time period. It has lead to important insight into the onditions of te hni al
operation of naked Ge dete tors in liquid nitrogen. The relatively large ba kground from
222
Ra di usion is a problem unsolved up to now. The main problem realized, is, however,
the in rease of leakage urrent after long running of the dete tors, whi h, among others,
ould be aused by in reasing surfa e impurity of the rystals. This lead to serious
restri tions of the high voltages appli able and nally to destru tion of the dete tors. The
information GENIUS-TF delivered after almost three years of operation on the possibility
of long-term operation of su h experiments, has to be seriously taken into onsideration
for planning of experiments on larger s ale in general.

5
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Abstra t

A lower limit of >1.22 1026 years (68% .l.) has been determined for the mean
life time of ele tron de ay via the bran h e ! + e. The limit was dedu ed from
the spe tra measured in the period 1995-2003 with the full set-up of 5 enri hed
76 Ge dete tors of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW
experiment in the Gran-Sasso
underground laboratory. One of the dete tors, and the setup 1 onsisting of four
dete tors show an indi ation of a signal on a 1.4 C.L. The best limit given by a
single dete tor is 1.93 1026 y. The result is the by far sharpest limit obtained with
Ge dete tors. When omparing it with other limits, e.g. that from BOREXINO [10℄
it may be essential to note that the present limit has been dedu ed from the raw data
without any treatment of the ba kground. Combined with the best laboratory limit
on the photon mass it gives the following restri tion for
:
2e < 0.86 10 98 (68% .l.) or < 1.14  10 97 (90% .l.).
harge non onservation

1

Introdu tion

The standard model of elementary parti le physi s is in ex ellent agreement with all
experimental results obtained with a elerators. Looking for physi s beyond the standard
model the sear h for rare events in testing fundamental laws of physi s have been shown
to be rather promising (see, e.g. [1, 2, 3℄). One of the possible tests is that of harge
onservation. In the ontext of gauge eld theories, the invarian e of the Lagrangian
under a given gauge transformation orresponds to the onservation of some spe i type
of harge. In some grand uni ed theories, for example, terms appear in the Lagrangian
whi h break the global gauge invarian e asso iated with baryoni harge leading to proton
de ay at some level. In the ele troweak se tor the lo al gauge invarian e of the Lagrangian
orresponding to the equations of quantum ele trodynami s di tates stri t ele tri harge
onservation and a massless photon. A ording to this lass of theories we do not expe t
ele trons to de ay, be ause there is no lighter harged lepton, and the de ay into photons
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and/or neutrinos requires the violation of harge onservation. No onservation of the
ele tri harge will only be possible if the Lagrangian of QED ontains terms whi h
destroy global as well as lo al gauge invarian e.
There are two possible ways of observing the ele tron de ay in Ge semi ondu tor
dete tors: the sear h for the 255.5keV -rays oming from the de ay e ! e + ,
and looking for the de ay e ! e + e + e. The se ond de ay mode reates K-shell
X-rays whi h are, even with a very low-ba kground large dete tor, diÆ ult to measure.
Thus we sear hed for the de ay mode e ! e + using the data olle ted in the period
1995-2003 (56.66kgyr) by the enri hed germanium dete tors of the Heidelberg-Mos ow
experiment [1, 2, 3℄. Earlier sear hes for ele tron de ay have been performed with NaI
dete tors [4, 5, 6℄, Ge dete tors [17, 7, 8, 9℄, liquid Xe [23, 24℄ and C16 H18 [10℄, yielding
lower half-life limits in the range 1023  1026 years (see Table 1).
Table 1: The present limits for the mean life time  (till 2006) for the ele tron de ay for
the de ay mode e ! e + . Presented are all experiments from 1959 whi h measured this
mode. The energy resolution is given for the ase without and with Doppler-broadening
in keV. Indi ated is also the stru ture of the analysed data - raw data or after ba kground
subtra tion.
Type of the Mass, Reso- Ba kgr. Raw Limits  (yr)
Ref.,
Dete tor
kg lution (keV data ( .l.) mode:
Year
1
keV kg y)
e ! e +
Ref.,
19
NaI
5
- >1.010 (68%) [4℄ , 1959
NaI
1.4 44(-) 21020 No >4.01022 (68%) [5℄ , 1965
NaI
6
43(-) 3105 Yes >3.51023 (68%) [6℄ , 1979
Ge(Li)
0.69 1.5
1500 Yes >31023 (68%) [17℄ , 1983
HPGe
0.71 1.9(5.13) 240 Yes >1.51025(68%) [7℄, 1986
HPGe
3.1 2.5(7.6) 25.8 Yes >2.41025 (68%) [8℄ , 1993
HPGe
2.2 1.8(5.3) 10-80 Yes >3.71025 (68%) [9℄ , 1995
LXe (DAMA) 6.5
Yes >1.01025 (90%) [23℄ , 1996
LXe (DAMA) 6.5 78(80) 0.04 Yes >3.41026 (68%) [24℄ , 2000
CTF(C16 H18 ) 4170 72(-)
0.06 No >4.61026 (90%) [10℄ , 2002
(Borexino)
HPGeII 10.96 2.3(7.7) 25 Yes >1.931026 (68%) this work
2006
The sharpest limit is given a ording to Table 1 by BOREXINO [10℄. However, in
dedu tion of the life time limit from the Borexino data some major un ertainties may
have entered into the analysis, sin e 1. The ba kground whose origin seems not to be
fully known has been parameterized by six parameters - and it has to be assumed to
behave linearly down to low energies 2. Strong and perhaps not unique uts have been
applied to redu e the ontamination of the spe trum in the range of interest by betas and
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gammas from 40K and from 14 C 3. It is not lear that threshold e e ts on the spe trum
in the range of interest are really ex luded 4. There do not exist dire t measurements of
the dependen e between light yield of the ele trons and their energy for the s intillator
used in Borexino 5. The energy resolution in the Borexino experiment is by a fa tor of
30 worse than that of the present Ge experiment. These points may make it useful to
have an independent experiment, as presented in this paper, not su ering from all these
potential drawba ks.
2

Experimental setup

The sear h for the rare ele tron de ay requires a dete tor with ultralow ba kground, not
to loose the expe ted weak signal of the expe ted  255.5 keV -line of the de ay in
the ba kground radiation. The enri hed germanium dete tors of the HEIDELBERGMOSCOW experiment [11, 13, 1, 2℄ whi h has been used for sear h for neutrinoless
double-beta de ay give su h possibility as byprodu t.
The experiment operated in the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory ve p-type highpurity enri hed 76Ge dete tors (Fig. 1) with total a tive mass of 10.96kg, orresponding
to 125.5mol of 76 Ge in the period August 1990 - November 2003. The experiment and
its shielding have been des ribed in detail in [12, 13, 1, 2, 3, 14℄, to whi h we refer for
experimental details.

Figure 1: Geometry of the setup 1 of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment, ontaining four of ve enri hed dete tors (dete tors 1,2,3,5). The germanium dete tors (grey) are
mounted in opper ryostats (red). The dete tor holder system onsists of te on (green)
and vespel (yellow).
For the analysis with respe t to ele tron de ay we use the data taken in the period
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November 1995 till May 2003 (see Table 2).
Table 2: Main parameters of the 76 Ge dete tors in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment (November 1995 till May 2003).
ANG1 ANG2 ANG3 ANG4 ANG5
A tive mass, kg
0.920 2.657 2.324 2.295 2.666
Measurement times, days 2090.61 1894.11 2079.46 1384.69 2076.34
76 Ge ontent, %
85.9
86.6
88.3
86.3
85.6

3

Data Analysis and Results

The idea of the present work is to sear h for rays with  255.5keV energy whi h ould
a ompany the possible de ay of any ele tron in germanium and in its surroundings, by
analyzing the spe tra olle ted during the measurement time with these dete tors (see
Table 2). The exa t value of the total energy deposited in the dete tor depends on the
pla e where the ele tron de ay o urs. If it happens outside the sensitive volume of
the dete
torE the deposited energy is simply equal to the energy released by the photon:
m
Et = 2 , where me 2 keV is the ele tron mass and Eb is the binding energy of the
de aying ele tron in the orresponding atomi shell. If the ele tron de ay o urs in the
sensitive volume of the dete tor, the energy deposited in the dete tor is a sum of the
photon energy E and of the energy released by the X rays or Auger ele trons following
the atomi deex itation (with total energy of Eb ): Et = m 2 E + Eb = m 2+E . Data
for binding energies are taken from [15℄. To obtain the lower limit for the mean life time
 of the ele tron de ay we write
e 2

b

e 2



 t  (PCuNCu + PGeNGe);

b

e 2

b

(1)

where NCu;Ge are the number of ele trons in the opper ryostat and germanium
dete tor, respe tively, PCu;Ge are the dete tion eÆ ien ies for the 255.5keV -ray and
t is the measuring time. The eÆ ien ies were al ulated with the aid of the GEANT4
program [16℄. For ANG2 and ANG5 PCu;Ge were al ulated and used for the mean life
time determination, for ANG1, ANG3, ANG4 and the full setup (all ve dete tors) only
PGe was used for the half-life limit al ulations (see Table 3). The quantity  is the
maximum number of ele tron de ay events that an be ex luded at the peak position.
To obtain the value  one has to take into a ount the Doppler broadening ( rst
mentioned by [17℄), resulting from the average kineti energy of the ele trons in their
orbital motion [7, 8, 9, 24℄, or - in the language of atomi and solid state physi s - being
due to the Compton pro le of the bound ele trons, i.e. their linear moments [26℄. This
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Table 3: Dete tion eÆ ien ies for germanium and opper for both setups.

Setup 1

Dete tor
ANG1
ANG2
ANG3
ANG5
Full setup1
ANG4

PGe , % PCu %

30.824 63.548 4.620
61.514 64.439 6.940
55.471 Setup 2
60.862 Full setup: setup 1 + setup 2 58. 166 -

e e t is not negligible, for instan e, for Ge K-shell ele trons a Gaussian line entered at
261.05keV with width (full width at half maximum (FWHM)) equalling 91.37keV will
be expe ted, for opper the values are 251.01keV and 79.01keV, respe tively. On the
other hand for Ge M5-shell ele trons a Gaussian line entered at 255.51keV with FWHM
4.59keV is expe ted. The lines expe ted from di erent atomi shells for germanium and
opper atoms are presented in Fig. 2.
The Doppler broadening is al ulated here (following [7, 8, 9, 24℄) under the assumption
that the ele trons have a temperature orresponding to the expe tation value of the kineti
energy in a given energy level, and that the virial theorem
hEkini = 21 hEpot i, is ful lled. The Doppler line shape is then given by,
"
2#
1
(
E
E
t)
I (E ) = p
(2)
22 ;
2 exp
q
with  = Et mkT , where k is Boltzmann's onstant, T is the absolute ele tron temperature. This anq be expressed in terms of the absolute binding energy of the ele tron,
 = 4:47  10 2 Et Eb (keV ). The full line shape an be expressed as
"
#
"
#
X ni
X ni
(
E Et;i )2
(
E Et;i )2
p2 exp
I (E ) =
22  Nat (Cu) + Ge;i p2i exp
22  Nat (Ge)
i
Cu;i
(3)
q
2
with i = 4:47  10 Et;i Eb;i (keV ), where ni is the fra tion of ele trons, the index i runs
over the used atomi shells. The number of atoms (Nat ) for germanium and opper are
presented in Table 4.
We have done two types of analysis: at rst we took into a ount only M-shell ele trons
for the opper and germanium (ME ase), in the se ond analysis we used all shell ele trons
(AE ase). The overall FWHM's for all dete tors arising from Doppler broadening are
presented in Table 4 for the ME and AE ases. The expe ted lines for one dete tor are
shown in Fig. 3. The situation is very similar for the other dete tors. The e e t of
the intrinsi resolution of the dete tors is negligible within a few per ent, and has been
negle ted.
e 2
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Figure 2: Lines expe ted from de ay of ele trons in di erent atomi shells for germanium
and opper atoms.
Table 4: Numbers of atoms and Doppler-broadened FWHM for all dete tors.
Dete tors
Setup 1 ANG1
ANG2
ANG3
ANG5
Full setup1
Setup 2 ANG4

Number of atoms:

Ge
0.7301025
2.2311025
1.8441025
2.1161025
6.9211025
1.8211025

FWHM, keV:

Cu
ME ase AE ase
25
4.56210
7.83
9.67
25
8.96610
7.70
9.47
25
7.52310
7.67
9.57
25
7.25210
7.63
9.37
26
2.83010
7.7
9.5
25
8.37110
7.73
9.5

Full setup:
(setup 1 + setup 2): 8.7421025 3.6671026

7.70

9.47

The measured spe tra (after alibration) for all dete tors separately, for setup1 and
for the full setup are presented in Figs. 4,5. The alibration was done by using known
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Figure 3: The expe ted line shape at 255.5keV when only M-shell/all shell ele trons are
taken into a ount. The bla k urve shows for omparison the dete tor resolution without
Doppler broadening.
ba kground lines in that energy range from 212;214 P b. The typi al energy resolution is
about 2.1keV.
3.1

Determination of limits for ele tron de ay events

3.1.1 One sigma approa h

The maximum number of ele tron de ay events has been determined in three ways. First,
it has been evaluated by using the so- alled 'one sigma approa h' in whi h the ex luded
number of events due to the e e t sear hed for is estimated simply as the square root of the
number of ba kground ounts in a suitably hosen energy window E (see, for example
[18℄). This method, inspite of its simpli ity, gives the right s ale of the sensitivity of the
experiment. For example, for ANG2 3045 and 3684 ounts are present in the spe trum of
Fig. 4 within the maximal sensitivity intervals 250.161-260.957keV (for the ME ase) and
248.768-262.002keV (for the AE ase) whi h ontain 90% of the expe ted peak; thus, the
square root estimated gives <61.31/67.44events (ME/AE ases). Using these values,
the number of ele trons in the germanium (4.9091026/7.14081026 for ME/AE ases) and
in the opper (1.7041027/2.6001027), the measuring time and the al ulated eÆ ien ies,
we obtain the mean lifetime limit  > 3.3061025/4.4161025yr (ME/AE ases). In the
same way, the mean lifetime limits for all dete tors, for setup1 and for the full setup were
obtained (see Table 5).
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Figure 4: Measured spe tra for all ve dete tors of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment in the energy range of interest for the pro ess e ! e + .
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Figure 5: Measured spe tra for the full setup of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment, and setup1 separately, in the energy range of interest for the pro ess e ! e + .
Table 5: Cal ulated values of the maximum number of ele tron de ay events that an be
ex luded at the peak position () and respe tive limits of the lifetimes in the frame of the
'one sigma approa h' (90% of expe ted peak).
,

Dete tors ME ase
Setup 1 ANG1 49.229
ANG2
61.313
ANG3
63.945
ANG5
73.148
Full setup1 125.485
Setup 2 ANG4 46.081

ounts

AE ase
55.255
67.440
71.552
80.359
140.330
51.568

Lifetime limit, yr

ME ase
5.7601024
3.3061025
2.2241025
3.0761025
4.0641025
2.0081025

AE ase
7.4641024
4.4161025
2.8901025
4.1211025
5.2861025
2.6111025

Full setup:
(setup 1 + setup 2): 133.551 149.443 4.1791025 5.5301025
3.1.2 Analysis by Maximum Likelihood Method and the Least Squares Method

Se ond we used the approximate analyti al maximum likelihood te hnique [18, 19℄ to t
the experimental spe trum in the neighborhood of the peak sear hed for. We tted the
energy range 210-310keV, assuming a linear ba kground and 3 lines (and 4 lines for ANG4
and the full setup) from 212;214 P b (see Figs. 4,5), and the Doppler-broadened expe ted line.
The numbers of ele tron de ay events, al ulated a ording to the maximum likelihood
analysis, due to an e e t, whi h an be ex luded at 68% (90%) C.L. [19, 20℄ and the mean
life-time limits for the ME/AE ases are presented in Table 6.
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Table 6: Cal ulated values of the maximum number of ele tron de ay events that an
be ex luded at the peak position () and respe tive limits of the mean lifetimes  in the
frame of the analyti al maximum likelihood te hnique.
 (68%/90%

Dete tors
ANG1
ANG2
ANG3
ANG5
Full setup1
ANG4

Setup 1

Setup 2
Full setup: (setup 1 + setup 2):
Dete tors
ANG1
ANG2
ANG3
ANG5
Full setup1
ANG4

Setup 1

ME ase
13.777/18.943
32.204/48.610
20.889/30.695
12.518/20.793
80.754/104.842
6.841/16.248
41.169/60.153

AE ase
16.441/21.104
60.627/81.109
47.836/55.551
17.620/28.728
132.532/187.610
17.826/38.365
69.129/105.817

Lifetime limit (68%/90% C.L.), yr

ME ase
2.0581025/1.4971025
6.2951025/4.1701025
6.8071025/4.6321025
1.7971026/1.0821026
6.3151025/4.8641025
1.3521026/5.6981025
1.3801026/0.9441026

Setup 2
(setup 1 + setup 2):

C.L.), ounts

1300

AE ase
2.5131025/1.9541025
4.9121025/3.6711025
4.3261025/3.7231025
1.8801026/1.1531026
5.5971025/3.9541025
7.5541025/3.5101025
1.1951026/0.7811026
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Figure 6: Full spe trum with the least-squares tting urve for the ME ase for setups 1
and 1+2 of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment, in the range around the expe ted
signal from e de ay.
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Table 7: Results al ulated in the frame of the standard least squares pro edure.

Dete Peak area ME/AE  (68%/90% C.L.), ounts
NDF
tors
ME/AE ase
ase, ounts
ME ase
AE ase
ANG1
1.422/1.423 -38.18751.077/ 13.216/22.850 12.350/22.824
-83.75990.216
ANG2
0.991/0.992 89.44463.058/ 38.354/51.138 64.772/86.362
146.341110.710
ANG3
1.275/1.243 -38.30167.374/ 13.216/22.850 21.295/37.497
-57.914118.130
ANG5
1.393/1.391 -33.27375.947/ 14.343/24.867 19.764/35.699
-111.978132.749
Setup1
2.092/2.095 185.881144.264/ 83.392/111.531 138.429/189.972
293.838273.878
ANG4
1.339/1.368 -76.24947.401/ 4.789/9.065 10.386/20.771
-114.45083.968
Setups 2.143/2.144 45.587153.863/ 46.501/74.146 72.604/88.052
1+2
26.670292.608
Dete Lifetime limit (68%/90% C.L.), yr
tors
ME ase
AE ase
ANG1
2.1461025/1.2411025
3.3401025/1.8071025
ANG2
5.2851025/3.9641025
4.5981025/3.4481025
ANG3
1.0761026/0.6221026
9.7121025/5.5161025
26
26
ANG5
1.56910 /0.90510
1.6761026/9.2771025
Setup1
6.1151025/4.5721025
5.3581025/3.9051025
26
26
ANG4
1.93310 /1.02110
1.2971026/6.4831025
Setups 1+2
1.2221026/0.7661026
1.1381026/0.9391026
2
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Figure 7: Full spe trum with the least-squares tting urve for the AE ase, setups 1
and 1+2 of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment, in the range around the expe ted
signal from e de ay.
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Finally, the  value was determined by using the standard least squares pro edure.
Some of tting urves are shown in Figs. 6,8,7. As for the maximum likelihood t, the
Gaussian entroids are xed at the values E1 =238.52keV, E2 =241.92keV, E3 =295.09keV
and E4=300.087keV [15℄. From the t, ANG1, ANG3, ANG4 and ANG5 give no eviden e
of an e e t (line) near 255keV. (In ANG2 and setup1 there is a small peak in the energy
region of the ele tron de ay.) The peak areas ( ounts), number of the events due to the
e e t whi h an be ex luded at 68% (90%) C.L. [19℄, and the mean life-time limit for the
ME-AE ases are presented in Table 7.
The mean life time limit for the ele tron de ay mode e ! + e after 6.038years of
e e tive measuring time of the full HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW setup is
T1=2 > 1:222  1026 =7:662  1025 yr (68%/90% C.L.) if we are taking into a ount only
M-shell ele trons for germanium, and T1=2 > 1:138  1026 =9:385  1025 yr (68%/90% C.L.)
for the ase, when all ele trons are taken into a ount. The best limit obtained from a
single dete tor is 1.931026 y. We see a small peak in the energy region near 255.5keV,
at a 1.42/1.29 (for ANG2/Setup1), orresponding to a mean life time of (4.513.18)
1025 y.
4

Con lusions

From the analysis of the data of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment we derive
one of the sharpest limits for the stability of the ele tron for the pro ess e ! + e.
Setups 1+2 together yield a lower mean life time limit of 1.2 1026 y. The best limit
from a single dete tor omes from dete tor 4 with 1.93 1026 years. This is the by far
best limit - more than one order of magnitude stronger - than those obtained in previous
Ge experiments (see Table 1), and it is one of the best limits in general.
If omparing this limit with the presently sharpest laimed limit given by Borexino
[10℄, of 4.61026 years, it may be essential to note that the present limit has been dedu ed
from the data without any un ertainties resulting from any treatment of the ba kground
(see se tion 1).
As dis ussed e.g. in [24℄ there is urrently no self- onsistent and non ontradi tory
theory des ribing possible violations of the harge onservation and allowing to suitably
parameterize information from the experimental lifetime limits. If one introdu es however,
following [21℄, a harge non onservation parameter by assuming that the weak intera tion
Lagrangian in ludes a small harge non onservation part having the usual form, but with
a neutrino repla ing the ele tron in the lepton urrent; then
1
LCNC = ee  e  (1 5 )  A + h: :;
(4)
2
where the parameter e gives a measure of the harge non onservation. The transition probability for the ele tron de ay e ! + e an be written, a ording to [22℄,
as:
2
!2 3
2
m
m
e
e
CNC
= 2e 32 h 41 + m 5  2e
e
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!
me 2 me 2
32 h m ;

(5)





and
where is the ne stru ture onstant. A ording to [24℄ 2e mm 2 = 5:610
2
thus the experimental limit for the full setup 1+2 leads tothebound 2e mm = 4:59 
10 51 =0:7310 50 (68%/90% C.L.) for the ME ase and 2e mm 2 = 4:9210 51=0:6010 50
(68%/90% C.L.) for the AE ase. If we ombine the latter expression with the best
laboratory limit on the photon mass m < 7  10 19 eV [25℄, we obtain the following
restri tions for harge non onservation: for the ME ase 2e < 0:86  10 98=1:14  10 98
and for the AE ase 2e < 0:92  10 98=1:13  10 98 at 68%/90% C.L.
e

25

e

e
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Abstra t
The nal result of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment, whi h sear hed
with 11 kg of enri hed 76 Ge for double beta de ay in the Gran Sasso underground
laboratory, is presented for the main set of data taken in the period Nov. 1995
- May 2003 [3, 4, 5℄. In this period the time stru tures of all events have been
registered. Two di erent methods of pulse shape analysis [4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 3℄ lead
to sele tion of potential 0 events at Q with almost no -ba kground in a wide
range around Q . The ba kground a hieved in the energy region around Q is
0.006 events kg 1 yr 1 keV 1 . A line at Q is observed on a on den e level of more
than 6. It is not ne essary that we identify this line with neutrinoless double beta
de ay, but this does seem the most reasonable explanation at present.

1 Introdu tion

Nu lear double beta de ay provides an extraordinarily broad potential to sear h for beyond standard model physi s [1, 2, 23℄. Its o urren e has enormeous onsequen es: it
means that total lepton number is not onserved, and se ond that the neutrino is a Majorana parti le. Furthermore it an provide, under some assumptions, an absolute s ale
of the neutrino mass, and yields sharp restri tions for SUSY models, leptoquarks, ompositeness, left-right symmetri models, test of spe ial relativity and equivalen e prin iple
in the neutrino se tor and others [1, 2℄. Among the many existing e orts in sear h for
this pro ess, sin e 13 years now the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment [12℄ whi h
operated 11 kg of enri hed 76 Ge in the period Nov. 1990 - May 2003 in the Gran Sasso
underground laboratory is the by far most sensitive double beta experiment, and probably
will remain this at least for the next de ade.
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The rst and up to now only eviden e for 0 de ay has been reported from this
experiment [6, 4, 5, 10, 2, 11, 28℄. From the analysis of the full spe trum without any
ba kground subtra tion a line was observed at Q on a 4.2 .l. 1 . In the period Nov.
1995 - May 2003 whi h delivered the main set of data, the time stru tures of all events
have been registered. In this ontribution we on entrate on an analysis of these data, and
try to sele t 0 event andidates from the surrounding -ba kground by two di erent
and ompletely independent methods of pulse shape analysis. For a proof of observation
of neutrinoless double beta de ay a method is required, whi h ful lls the following riteria:
(1) - sele t 0 events at Q ; (2) - redu e strongly surrounding events.
In this Contribution we show that both of our pulse shape analysis methods, neuronal
net method [14, 4, 5, 6℄ and method based on al ulated pulse-shape libraries [15, 3℄, ful ll
these riteria, and lead to onsistent results. We show that we have now two proje tions
of events with almost no ba kground, whi h both prove the existen e of a line at Q . The
signal seen in ea h of the pulse shape analyzed spe tra has a on den e level of 6 . It
is not ne essary that we identify this line with neutrinoless double beta de ay, but this
does seem the most reasonable explanation at present.

2 The Identi ation of 0
2.1

Events

The Applied Pulse Shape Analysis (PSA) Methods

2.1.1 The Neuronal Net Method

A general des ription of the neuronal method used in this analysis is given in [14℄. It was
applied in a rst step already in [4, 5℄. This neuronal method (whi h we all N or 'total'
neuronal net here), was trained with one -double es ape line (DE), and a se ond one
( alled R) trained with two lines. For the following dis ussion we have to explain some
notations. The 'total' proje tion N by the neuronal method an be subdivided into events
seen only by method N ( alled NN here), events seen by methods N and R ( alled NR), seen
by methods N,R and the method ( alled H) developed in [13℄, ( alled HNR). So the total
proje tion by N an be written as sum of subproje tions N=HNR+NN+NR+HN+HR.
In Fig. 31 of [5℄ we show the proje tion obtained by HNR+NN (whi h we all 'global'
neuronal net here) whi h ontains most of the N-events. We will show below that the
sele tivity of events around Q in reases drasti ally, if we use only the sub lass NN of
the proje tion.

2.1.2 Zero Range Library

Sin e our Monte Carlo al ulations (see [7, 8, 9℄) show, that most
-events have a small
size, a library of pulses has been built up for pulses, in whi h all energy of the event is
assumed to be deposited in one point in the dete tor (zero range approximation), for the
four enri hed 76 Ge dete tors of the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment [7, 8, 9, 15, 16℄,
whi h measured the time stru ture of events in the period Nov. 1995 - May 2003 with
250 MHz ash ADCs, throughout the dete tor volume. This is found to be a good
approximation for 80% of the
events (see [15, 16℄). This is shown by al ulations,
1 An independent analysis of the data taken until 2000, whi h on rmed our earlier result published in [6℄, has been
performed in [29℄. Another analysis of part of the data (whi h was performed by the Kur hatov part of the ollaboration whi h left the ollaboration in 2001) has been shown to be wrong in [4℄, page 201, and [5℄, p.382, 385. Some earlier riti ism
has been ruled out already in [10, 30℄, i.e. it was already history before the higher statisti s data were presented in [4, 5℄
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starting from Monte Carlo simulated time history and spatial distribution of 0 events
as fun tion of lo ation in the dete tor (in luding the dependen e on the spe tral angular
orrelation of the emitted ele trons) [7, 15℄ (see Fig.1).

Figure 1: Typi al al ulated event for 0

de ay without photon emission (bremstrahlung). Right:
Cal ulated spe tral angular orrelation for the hi2 - term for 0
de ay of 76 Ge (see [7℄).

The pulses measured in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment will later in this
paper be ompared to pulses of this library. The method of al ulation follows the standard pro edure and has been des ribed in [15℄. The library of pulses was al ulated as
fun tion of lo ation (R,Z) of the event in the dete tors. It was optimized and he ked by
measurements with ollimated -sour es. For this purpose -sour e measurements have
been performed with a ollimator in the period July to September 2004 in Gran Sasso,
in whi h shapes of pulses were measured as fun tion of radius and height of the enri hed
dete tors (see [15℄). The al ulated library was iteratively optimized in order to rea h
simultaneously the best possible lo alization of events along the dete tor volume for a
given pla ement of the ollimator in the sour e measurements, as well as to rea h the best
suppression of the 1620 keV line whi h is mainly onsisting of higher multipli ity (larger
size) events, with respe t to the double es ape -line of the 2614 keV transition, whi h
is known (see, e.g. [7, 8, 9℄) to onsist of sharply lo alized events at 1592 keV (for details
seen [15, 16℄). The radial position resolution obtainable by analysis with the al ulated
libraries an be seen in [15℄.
2.2

Analysis of the Double Beta De ay Data of the
HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW Experiment with
Neuronal Net and Cal ulated Libraries

The nature of invention of suitable PSA methods is not simple. We will see, that the
experimental data exhibit a greater swing of potential than indi ated by theory [7, 8, 15℄.
This will be exploited here. We dis uss now the pulse shape analysis (PSA) of the spe tra
measured in the period Nov. 1995 - May 2003 (see [4, 5℄) by the two PSA methods.
The appli ation of the neuronal net as des ribed in se tion 2.2 (' rst order neuronal
net') redu ed normal -lines (full energy peaks), see, e.g. Fig. 30, 31 of [5℄, whi h show
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the sele tion by HNR+NN, (see se tion 2.2). However it is obvious, that this suppression
is not suÆ ient to learly separate a signal at Q from the surrounding ba kground lines, in parti ular at low statisti s. We thus have to nd a way to suppress the -lines
stronger. We observe that this an be a hieved by a epting from the events sele ted
in the rst order approa h, only a sub lass of events, namely when a epting only the
sub lass NN. In the library method, a epting only measured pulses whi h are tted by a
library event with a 2 smaller then required for optimal sele tion of 1592 keV single site
events (see [15℄) allows this (2 < 0.4, 0.4, 0.7, 0.35 for dete tors 2,3,4,5, respe tively)2 .
In ontrast to the ' rst order' PSA- uts in [5℄ we now obtain by both methods an almost
omplete suppression of -lines (see also [5, 3, 28℄).
Fig. 2 shows the results of the uts in the full dete tor volumes and those obtained
when utting 1 or 2 mm from the dete tor borders. This is the typi al length whi h ould
be passed by ele trons emitted on the surfa e (e.g. onversion ele trons). By su h ut we
should loose on the other hand almost no
-events, sin e for most 0 events produ ed
in this border zone, not the full energy will be deposited in the dete tor and thus they will
not show up in the line at Q . A ording to Monte Carlo al ulations about 4% of all
0 events produ ed homogeneously in the dete tor, are lost in this way in the border
range (see [8℄). The surrounding -lines are now pra ti ally ompletely erased ( ompare to
Fig.3 right). This in ludes the stru ture at  2030 keV. Only a tiny part is still seen of the
2053 keV 214 Bi line. The indi ation of a stru ture seen at  2024 keV in the full spe trum
(Figs. 17,18 in [5℄) whi h is still visible in Fig. 2 without border ut, seems to be a surfa e
impurity vanishing with the 2 mm ut ompletely. What is remaining for the ut with the
pulse library is a signal at 2038.4  0.3(stat)  1.2(syst) keV. The estimated systemati
error omprises ballisti de it, energy non-linearity, et . It is important to be noted,
that the result is not dependent on details of the applied library { it is obtained for the
library in whi h the impurity distribution in the dete tors is approximated by a onstant
distribution [15℄ and also when the library is al ulated using the realisti variation [17℄
of the impurities along the dire tion of the dete tor axis, given by the manufa turers (see
Table 2 in [15℄), and further, if we hange the dete tor parameters within limits, still
allowing to reprodu e the lo ation of the events measured with the ollimated sour e.
The 2 values of the uts hange slightly, but the sele ted events remain the same.
From the ut with the neuronal net (NN - see se tion 2.2) we obtain (Fig. 2 right)
a signal at 2036.7  0.2(stat)  1.2(syst) keV. The ts in Fig. 2 are made, onservatively assuming only one line in the energy window 2000-2100 keV, and treating all other
stru tures as onstant ba kground. If we allow lines at the positions of the known 214 Bi
lines, the on den e levels in Fig. 2 be ome somewhat larger (see Fig. 3). We obtained
similar on den e levels for the signal when we analyzed a slightly smaller energy window,
2000-2060 keV (see [3℄).

2 We de

ne hisquared here as a sum of squared deviations between the time stru tures of measured pulse and library
(in
in )2
pulse:  = n=t05l f expw5 lib  103 : Here inexp and inlib are the (normalized) experimental and library urrents for the
(time) hannel n (one time step is 4 ns per hannel of the ash-ADC sampling frequen y of 250 MHz). w5 is the width at
the 5% level of the amplitude (see Fig. 2). 2min gives the degree of agreement of a measured pulse with the library pulse
' losest' in shape (time stru ture) to the measured pulse. For a detailed des ription see [15℄.
2
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Figure 2: Left olumn: The pulse shape sele ted spe trum after applying the zero range library with
'small' uts (left: (a),( ),(e)) measured with dete tors 2,3,4,5 from 1995 to 2003 in the energy range of
(2000-2100) keV. Shown are the events in the full dete tor (a) and utting boundary areas of 1(2) mm -( )
and (e). Signals are found near Q : 5.051.23, 5.331.08, and 5.540.96 events (a, ,e, respe tively),
orresponding to 4.1, 4.9 and 5.8 levels. Right olumn: The pulse shape sele ted spe tra (subse tion
NN by neuronal net, see also Fig. 33 from [5℄) measured with dete tors 2,3,4,5 from 1995 to 2003 in
the energy range of (2000-2100) keV. Shown are the events in the full dete tor (b) and utting boundary
areas of 1(2) mm - (d) and (f). Signals near Q are found: 7.051.11, 7.181.03, and 5.910.97 events
(b,d,f, respe tively), orresponding to 6.4, 7.0 and 6.1 on den e levels. The non-integral numbers of
ounts in the spe tra in Figs. 2,3 are simply a binning e e t (see [4℄).
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The spe tra shown in Fig. 2 should be ompared to the full spe tra measured, shown
in Fig. 3 (right) (see Figs. 4, 19 in [4, 5℄). It is lear, that after applying the (NN) method
(and similarly the library method) all -lines are drasti ally redu ed and only a line at
Q survives.
20
18
16

Counts/keV

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
2000

2010

2020

2030
Energy, keV

2040

2050

2060

Figure 3: Left: The pulse shape sele ted spe trum (sele tion by the neuronal net-(NN) method, see
also Fig. 33 from [5℄ and text below) measured with dete tors 2,3,4,5 from Nov. 1995 to May 2003 in the
energy range of (2000-2100) keV. The t assumes a onstant ba kground and three lines at the position
of known Bi lines and a signal at Q . The signal at Q has onsists of 7.271.05 events (6.9 ). Right:
The full spe trum measured in the same period (from [5℄), in the energy range 2000-2060 keV.
If we sum the omplementary spe tra shown in Fig. 2, a line at 2037.4  0.5(stat) 
1.2(syst) keV is seen at a 5.4, 6.4, 6.7 level (0, 1, 2 mm border ut) (see [28, 3℄). That
the .l. is smaller than would be expe ted from the summed information from the two
di erent PSA approa hes, has its reason in the larger width of the line resulting from the
slight di eren e in energy in the lines from both methods, whi h again is oming from
the ballisti de it (see below).
Let us now look into the individual events and dis uss them. First we note, that the
events found by the zero range library and by the neuronal net subset (NN) are found to
be omplementary (see Table 1).
How an we understand these ndings? Interestingly, parts of the full line at Q in
Fig. 3 (right) an be proje ted out of the full data, pra ti ally without ba kground, by
the subset NN (de ned in se tion 2.2) of the neuronal net given in [4, 5℄ and also by the
low-2 ut of the pulse shape analysis (PSA) des ribed in [15℄. All events proje ted out
by these two pro edures are sele ted also by the less restri tive full ('total', (see se tion
2.2)) neuronal net of [4, 5, 14℄ (see Table 1). So, the present result is fully onsistent
with those presented earlier [4, 5℄. They ontain no multiple site events (ex ept for one
event). In total, by the two proje tions, whi h show ea h a line near Q with almost no
ba kground, we nd 9+8=17 events in the energy range 2036-2043 keV a ording to Table
1. From these, 11 events from the ts in Figs. 2, 3 remain in the line. This means we
an identify the major part of the 19.6  5.4 events determined from the t of the line in
the full spe trum (Fig. 19 and Table 7 in [5℄), as 0
andidate events.
That the two proje tions sele t di erent events, we may understand in the following
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way: the proje tions may sele t events in di erent parts of the volume of the dete tor.
Table 1 shows that the neuronal net (NN) mainly sele ts events in the outer part of
the dete tor, while the zero range library mainly sele ts in the inner parts. This would
easily explain the slightly di erent energies of the lines observed by both methods - by
the ballisti de it (see below). The reason may lie in tiny deviations of the al ulated
ele tri elds from the real ones for the outer part of dete tor for the library method, and
in limitations of the training pro ess with the 1592 keV line for the neuronal method.
Table 1: Events sele ted by di erent methods in the energy region 2035-2043 keV for dete tors 2,3,4,5

[4, 5℄. 0 - global neuronal net sele tion NN+HNR; 1- Events sele ted by sub lass of neuronal net method
(NN); 2 - sele ted by low-2 (see text) library uts.

Det.
5
3
3
3
5
4
4
3
5
2
3
5
5
3
4
3
4
3
4
2
4
5
3
5
3
5
4
4
4
4
4

run event type
Date
Energy
3357 2948 HNR 24.09.02 2034.39
3383 180 HNR 18.10.02 2035.14
1627 172 HNR 15.05.99 2036.0
749 295
NN 08.07.97 2036.04
1067 421
NN 20.02.98 2036.31
2613 47
NN 23.07.01 2036.37
1762 97 HNR 28.08.99 2036.43
3463 27
NN 07.01.03 2036.49
2390 199
NN 27.01.01 2036.57
2094 42
NR 20.05.00 2036.91
3385 354 HNR 21.10.02 2037.22
1787 359 HNR 17.09.99 2037.22
2744 430
NN 21.11.01 2037.35
108 112
NN 23.03.96 2037.58
1271 251 HNR 01.08.98 2038.0
2216 526 MSE 10.09.00 2038.3
1465 46 HNR 03.01.99 2038.33
49
226 HNR 28.12.95 2038.53
1592 144 HNR 18.04.99 2038.57
735 131 HNR 28.06.97 2038.91
2133 138
NR 24.06.00 2038.92
670 486
NN 09.05.97 2038.92
3501 142 HNR 07.02.03 2038.97
1036 73 HNR 26.01.98 2039.92
1513 342 HNR 13.02.99 2039.93
1650 206 HNR 03.06.99 2040.82
3449 74 HNR 22.12.02 2041.0
1378 490 HNR 27.10.98 2041.53
1125 296 HNR 05.04.98 2042.56
3476 259 HNR 18.01.03 2042.75
1833 74 HNR 22.10.99 2042.97
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2 R[ m℄
0.33 3.45
0.77 1.84
0.49 2.51
1.68 2.7
0.98 2.65
1.72 1.99
3.38 2.75
6.84 2.7
0.81 3.82
0.3 1.31
0.8 1.35
0.31 1.91
1.18 3.63
0.81 2.45
1.96 3.52
0.38 1.1
5.9 2.75
0.26 2.27
0.53 1.99
2.31
3
0.56 1.64
0.7 1.17
0.74 2.7
5.88 0.92
0.55 2.27
0.25 3.69
0.64 3.69
0.55 2.05
0.7 2.23
0.78 1.35
1.76 3.69
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Figure 4: Time stru ture of those events (bla k) measured in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment
in the energy region 2036-2042 keV by the four enri hed 76 Ge dete tors (ANG2, ANG3, ANG4, ANG5),
during the period Nov. 1995 - May 2003 sele ted by the neuronal net (NN sele tion, see text) as single-site
events (see Table 1, and Fig. 9 in [4℄). The red lines show ts of the events by the zero range pulse shape
approximation library, as des ribed in this paper. The 2 for the t by the zero range library and the radii
determined from the latter are: Det.3: (a)- 0.81(2.45 m), (b)- 6.84(2.7 m) and ( )- 1.68((2.7 m); Det.4:
(d)- 1.72(1.99 m); Det.5: (e)- 0.98(2.65 m), (f)- 0.81(3.82 m), (g)- 1.18(3.63 m), (h)- 0.7(1.17 m) (see
also Table 1).
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Figure 5: Time stru ture of those events (bla k) measured in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment

in the energy region 2036-2042keV by the four enri hed 76 Ge dete tors (ANG2, ANG3, ANG4, ANG5),
whi h were identi ed, by the low- ut PSA method (se tion 3) as single site events (see Table 1). The
red lines show ts of the events by the zero range pulse shape approximation library, as des ribed in
this paper and in [15℄. The 2 for the t by the zero range library, and the radii determined from the
latter are: Det.2: (a) - 0.3(1.31 m); Det.3: (b) - 0.38((1.1 m) and ( ) - 0.26(2.27 m); Det.4: (d) 0.53(1.99 m), (e) - 0.56(1.64 m), (f) - 0.64(3.69 m), and (g) - 0.55(2.05 m); Det.5: (h) - 0.31(1.91 m)
and (i) - 0.25(3.69 m), (see also Table 1).
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It is important to note, that if we relax a bit the sharp ut onditions, then all sele ted
events are seen by ea h of these methods. The softer uts then are, however, not any more
able to suÆ iently strongly suppress the gamma ba kground events, whi h then are also
partly a epted by the uts (see Fig. 31 in [5℄, whi h shows the neuronal net ut in luding
in addition to NN events also HNR events, also see Table 1).
We should keep in mind that the sele tion methods have to look for di eren es between
gamma events and double beta events - whi h ould be extremely small. In that sense su h
e e t of slight inhomogeneities of the methods over the dete tor volume, when strongly
sharpening the uts, may also not be surprising. It may be a question, whether the
pre ision of the simulations of the ele tri eld in the dete tors an be pushed to su h
level at all, that su h inhomogeneities fully disappear.
Con luding, by the two proje tion pro edures, the major part of the line near Q in
the full spe trum is sele ted as single site events, while at the same time the surrounding
-lines are drasti ally redu ed. Figs. 4,5 show these events, and ts by the zero range
approximation of se tion 2.1. The radii at whi h the events are observed in the dete tor (determined by the zero range approximation) are given in Table 1. The observed
distribution as fun tion of R is found within the statisti s to be onsistent with that
expe ted for a homogeneous sour e distribution. It is not ne essary that we identify the
observed line with neutrinoless double beta de ay, but this does seem the most reasonable
explanation at present.
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Fig. 5 ontinued.
The energy of the line observed, with 2037.4  0.5(stat)  1.2(syst) keV seems to
be slightly below the 'best' value reported for Q [36℄ of 2039.0060.050 keV. Other
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measurements report Q =2040.710.52 keV [33℄, 2038.560.32 keV [34℄ and
2038.6682.142 keV [35℄.
Part of this di eren e, and the di eren e in energy of the (NN) and low- ut lines
in Fig. 2, seems to be due to the e e t of the ballisti de it (see [18, 19℄). Sin e in
axial Ge dete tors di erent radial lo ation of events orresponds to large variation in
the harge olle tion times, and the latter may ome lose to the di erentiation time of
the ele troni ir uit, this leads if un orre ted, to a dependen e of the measured energy
from the radial lo ation of the individual event and to a broadening of the observed line.
We have investigated this e e t. We nd [3℄ that for energies around Q , a di eren e
in energy between the relatively slow pulses that start from the peripheral parts of the
rystal, with respe t to the fastest pulses with initial radii of around 1.5 m, of about
0.8-1.8 keV an be expe ted for the four enri hed dete tors used here.

3 Lessons after the Eviden e - The Next Step
3.1

Status of sear h for



0

What is the main result from the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment (see [6, 4, 7, 15,

3, 28℄).

- There is now a >6 signal for 0
de ay.
- The neutrino is a Majorana parti le.
- Total lepton number is violated (neutrino os illations prove only violation of family lepton
number).
- The neutrinos are (if we assume vanishing ontributions of right-handed weak urrents and
of other ontributions to the 0
amplitude, see below) degenerate in mass or (if the LSND
result will be on rmed) allow existen e of a sterile neutrino [4, 20℄).
- The 0
pro ess yields very strong limits for other elds of Beyond SM physi s often well
ompetitive to high energy a elerators (see [1, 10, 2℄).

To put the experiment into histori al perspe tive, the rst (non-geo hemi al) dis overy
of 2 de ay, in 1987 with a half-life of 1.1  1020 y for 82 Se, relied on a 2.2 signal
(35 events) [32℄.
Now we see this de ay pro ess, for 76 Ge, in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment
with 160 000 events (T12=2 = 1.741021 y) [21℄, i.e. the experimental sensitivity has been
in reased by a fa tor of 50 000 !! This is what allowed us to see the 0 signal, with
a half-life of 1.191025 y on a >6 .l. [4, 3, 28℄ (without methods to redu e the ba kground, on a 4.2 level). The experiment is the by far most sensitive 0 experiment
sin e 13 years and its sensitivity will be unfortunately not rea hed by other experiments
in near future (see below).
It has the largest sour e strength ever in operation (11.0 kg), the lowest ba kground in
su h type of experiment (0.17 ounts kg y keV without pulse shape analysis), the highest
eÆ ien y for dete tion of
events (95%), the highest energy resolution (3.3 keV),
the highest duty y le and the highest olle ted statisti s (71.7 kg y, i.e by a fa tor of 8.2
more than one of the other 76 Ge experiments (IGEX) whi h nished operation in 1999
(see e.g. [31℄)). Further, the ba kground of the experiment is very well understood from
extensive Monte Carlo simulations [21℄ and from independent analysis by [29℄.
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Of de isive importan e for the redu tion of the -ba kground in the range of the
Q value of the 0
pro ess was, to develop methods of pulse shape analysis whi h
were able to separate 0 from ba kground events (see se tion 2).
3.2

Lessons for present and future

3.2.1 To ' on rmation' of the 76 Ge experiment
The a tual experimental status is in 2006 similar as it was in 2001. There is an observed signal and various experiments trying to he k this result (some of them meanwhile stopped operation). What is required: - Very good energy resolution. Not ful lled
by NEMO III [43℄ and EXO whi h have 400 and 100 keV, respe tively, to be ompared
to 3.3 keV in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment [4, 10, 28℄. - Large eÆ ien y.
Nemo III has only 14%, i.e. a 10 kg experiment is e e tively only a 1.4 kg experiment. The measured spe trum should be shown and analysed over the full energy range to show
that the ba kground is fully understood. - the 2 spe trum should be measured as well
as a help for normalization of the 0 matrix element. This is at present not possible
with suÆ ient pre ision for CUORICINO/CUORE.

Problems:

The main problem is that present and future ' on rmation' experiments partly beause of the reasons mentioned are usually not sensitive enough: A good example is the
NEMO III experiment. The half-life limits rea hed (at a 1.5 level) of T10=2 =1.01023
and 4.61023 years for 100 Mo and 82 Se (see [43℄) after 389 days of e e tive measurement are a fa tor of  20 away from the half-lives required to he k the HEIDELBERGMOSCOW 76 Ge q
result on a 1.5 level. Sin e the half-life is onne ted with the measuring
tM
0

time by T1=2 = ÆE
B , this means that NEMO III would have to measure more than
400 years, to see the signal on a 1.5 level, and orrespondingly longer, to see it on a
higher .l. [10℄. The future proje t SuperNEMO, with a by a fa tor large sour e strength,
would still require 40 years for the same purpose (!!).
CUORICINO - whi h has the general problem, that it annot distinguish between
and -events, and be ause of its high ba kground annot see the 2 spe trum of 130 T e,
ould see the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW 76 Ge signal, assuming an un ertainty in the
knowledge of the nu lear matrix element [22℄ of a fa tor of only 2, within 1 and 30 years on a 1.5 .l. [10℄. It an thus never disprove the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW 76 Ge result
(see also [40℄).
The large version CUORE with a by a fa tor of 16 larger mass, also would need many
years for a statement on a 6 level.
EXO - the main problem is that no tra ks are visible in a liquid 136 Xe experiment
[41℄. This kills the main idea of the experiment to separate
from events, and just
redu es it to ompli ated alorimeter. Sin e the other main idea - laser identi ation of
the daughter nu leus, is not (yet) working, the present rather modest aim is to rea h a
ba kground level as rea hed in the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW 76 Ge experiment, instead
of the fa tor of 1000 less, proje ted earlier [42℄.
GERDA/MAJORANA - (the rst of them being essentially a opy of the GENIUS
proje t proposed in 1997 [37℄, planning to operate naked 76 Ge rystals in liquid nitrogen).
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From our earlier Monte Carlo al ulations we expe ted to get a large potential of GENIUS
for
resear h. The only long-term experien e with naked dete tors in liquid nitrogen
has been olle ted sin e then with our GENIUS-Test-Fa ility [38, 39℄. The main problem
found [28, 39℄ is that over longer operation time the leakage urrent of the dete tors raised
whi h led to serious restri tions of the high voltages appli able and nally to destru tion
of the dete tors. MAJORANA, if performed with onventional dete tor mounting in Cu
ups, will have serious diÆ ulties - as already visible by the IGEX experiment stopped in
1999 [31℄ - to improve the ba kground beyond the level rea hed by the HEIDELBERGMOSCOW -experiment. If MAJORANA will also take up the GENIUS idea, the remarks
given for GERDA should be onsidered.
COBRA - using or planning to use CdTe pixelized semi ondu tor dete tors whi h may
have in prin iple the potential of looking for + + and + EC de ay, still is almost 10
orders of magnitude away (see [44℄) from the required sensitivity, to be ome useful for
double beta de ay resear h (see [7, 25℄), e.g. for the points dis ussed in se tion 3.3. The
in rease in sensitivity of about one order of magnitude in the last four years shows that
rather long time s ales may be expe ted for this te hnique to ome to fruitful appli ability
for
de ay.

3.2.2 A problem of present and future experiments on erning the neutrino
mass and right-handed weak urrents
Con erning expe ted information on the  mass, there is another problem in present and
future experimental approa hes. Even if one of the above or other
experiments
76
would be able to on rm the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW Ge result, no new information
would be obtained.
It is known for 20 years - but surprisingly often overlooked - that a
experiment
an give information on the e e tive neutrino mass only under some assumption on the
ontribution of right-handed weak urrents (parameters ; ) or of others like SUSY et .
to the
-amplitude (see e.g. [1℄). The half-life for the neutrinoless de ay mode is given,
if we negle t for simpli ity ontributions from SUSY, leptoquarks, et . (for Refs. see [1℄)
by [26, 24℄
[T10=2 (0+i ! 0+f )℄ 1 =
hmi
hm i
i2
2
2
= Cmm hm
m2e + C h i + C hi + Cm h i me + Cm hi me + C h ihi;
i2
(2)
i3
(3)
hmi = jm(1)
ee j + e jmee j + e jmee j ,
where m(eei)  jm(eei) j exp (ii ) (i = 1; 2; 3) are the ontributions to the e e tive mass hmi
from individual mass eigenstates, with i denoting relative Majorana phases onne ted
with CP violation, and Cmm ; C ; ::: denote nu lear matrix elements squared. Ignoring
ontributions from right-handed weak urrents on the right-hand side of the above equation, only the rst term remains.
Thus, in general one obtains only an upper limit on hmi. So if neutrino masses are
dedu ed from 0 experiments, this is always done under the assumption of vanishing
;  et . In that sense it is highly premature to ompare as often done su h number
with numbers dedu ed e.g. from osmologi al experiments, su h as WMAP or other
experiments, or to use it as a landmark for future tritium experiments.
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Figure 6: Allowed region of parameter spa e if 0 de ay would be observed in two 0 de ay
experiments. Shown is only the hi hm i plane for simpli ity. Upper part: For the plot s hemati ally
a 0 de ay half life of (1.50.50  1024 y has been assumed for 76 Ge (full lines) and 136 Xe (dashed
lines). The dashed area is onsistent with both experiments (for dis ussions see [25℄). Middle part: As
upper part, but for one 0
de ay experiment (76 Ge) and one experiment measuring the neutrinoless
+
124
mixed mode EC de ay of Xe. For 124 Xe a 0 de ay half life of T10=2 =(1.50.50  1025 y has
been assumed. Bottom part: As in middle part, but for a 0 + EC de ay half life of T10=2 =(1.50.50 
1026 y) for 124 Xe (see [25℄).
It is unfortunate that even an additional high-sensitive
experiment (e.g. 136 Xe)
together with the 76 Ge result an give no information to de ide the individual ontribution
of hmi, h i; hi to the 0 de ay rate. This has been shown already in 1994 [7, 25℄ (see
Fig. 6).

3.2.3 A proposed way out
In the same paper [25℄ it has been shown that the only realisti way to get this information
on the individual ontributions of m, ;  is to ombine the
result from 76 Ge, with
+
a very high-sensitivity mixed mode EC de ay experiment (e.g. of 124 Xe) on a half-life
level of 1027 years (see [7℄ and Fig. 6). The essential point is that the 0 + EC de ay is
relatively more sensitive to the hi me hanism, than to the mass me hanism. The reasons
for this are des ribed in [25℄. While in Fig. 3 the prin iple behaviour is shown, re ent
al ulations, with the measured 0 half-life of 76 Ge, and with 124 Xe and some other
sour es on rm this general behavior [27℄.
Another theoreti al possibility is to look for the 0
half-life for the 0+ ! 2+
76
transition, e.g. in Ge, for whi h the mass me hanism vanishes in rst order and the
transition is driven mainly by the  and  me hanism. Sin e the half-life to be expe ted
[25, 26℄ for these modes would lie, however, with  1030 and  5  1032 years almost in
the range of that of proton de ay, su h experiment may be only of a ademi interest.
So it might be wise to ombine future e orts to on rm the 76 Ge result with a possibility to pin down the various ontributions to the 0 de ay amplitude.
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4 Summary and Outlook
We rea hed with the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW 76 Ge experiment [12, 4, 3, 28℄, what we
wanted to learn from our large GENIUS proje t, proposed in 1997 [37℄ - at a time where
a signal was not yet seen - namely observation of 0 de ay. There is now a >6 signal
for 0 de ay. The neutrino is a Majorana parti le. Total lepton number is violated.
Presently running and planned experiments are usually not sensitive enough to he k the
76 Ge result on a reasonable time s ale. They further annot give any information on the
absolute (e e tive) neutrino mass and on the ontribution of other pro esses to the total
0 amplitude. A way out of this dilemma is outlined [28℄.
Starting from an intensity of the line in the pulse shape sele ted spe trum (sum of
NN and low- ut spe tra, see Fig. 2), of 111.8 (stat) events (average of intensity in
the sumspe tra for 0, 1, 2 mm uts, see [3℄), leads to a half-life for 0
de ay of
+0:44
0

25
T1=2 = 2:23 0:31 (stat)  10 y. This agrees with the entral value of the half-life
determined from the full spe trum (see [4, 5℄) within a 1.7 error of the latter. From the
half-life one an derive some information on the e e tive neutrino mass hmi and the righthanded weak urrent parameters h i, hi. In general we annot determine the individual
ontributions of hmi; h i; hi from a single
experiment, but only upper limits (see
eq. (1) of [4℄). Only under the assumption, that only one of the terms ontributes to
the de ay pro ess, and ignoring potential other pro esses onneted with SUSY
theories,

eV,
or
h i =
leptoquarks, ompositeness, et . (see [1℄), we an x hmi = 0:32 +00::03
03




+0
:
58
+0:26
3:05 0:25  10 9 , or hi = 6:92 0:56  10 7 . Thus we an x the e e tive neutrino
mass only, when we assume h i; hi=0. In that sense it is highly premature to ompare, as
often done, su h number with numbers dedu ed from e.g. WMAP or other osmologi al
experiments, or to use it as a landmark for future tritium experiments - other than as
an upper limit. This fa t also strongly relativates the popular e orts to al ulate the
nu lear matrix elements entering into eq. (1) in [4℄. They are not very relevant at the
moment for the extra tion of fundamental physi s. We use in derivation of the limits given
above the nu lear matrix elements of [22, 24℄. Sin e the orresponding matrix element
for 2 de ay underestimates this de ay by 30% (see [4, 5, 21℄) these al ulations may
also underestimate the 0
matrix element, and onsequently the upper limit for the
e e tive neutrino mass ould be lower, down to 0.22 eV.
It might be nally asked what else ould be done in prin iple to prove observation of
double beta de ay - after having proved that there is a line at Q - after having shown
that this line is not a double es ape peak (whi h should onsist of single site events)
of an unknown gamma line (see [4, 5℄) - after having shown that -with two ompletely
independent methods - only these events are sele ted at Q , while at the same time
gamma events around Q are suppressed almost ompletely.
The answer to this question in our opinion is: \Unfortunately pra ti ally nothing else
ould be done." An idea ould be to look for angular orrelations of the emitted ele trons
for the double beta andidate events. However: rst, no future experiment, if it would be
sensitive enough to see double beta de ay, ould do that (see [7, 8℄). Se ond, even if some
future experiment ould measure these angular orrelations, probably no lear on lusion
ould be made (see the dis ussion of the expe ted angular orrelation, for di erent ombi114

nations of hmi; h i; hi in [7, 8, 28℄). It might be added that the perhaps most promising
of the proje ted experiments (CUORE ) has even unfortunately no han e to perform a
pulse shape analysis as it has been performed for the HEIDELBERG-MOSCOW experiment, sin e the signal produ ed in the bolometer annot di erentiate between a
and
-event.
Con luding, the sear h for double beta de ay may have rea hed some point, after
whi h further progress will require huge e orts and di erent types of experiments than
onsidered at present (see [7, 8, 28℄).
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Abstra t

The ICARUS T600 dete tor is the largest liquid Argon TPC ever built, with a
size of about 600 tons of fully imaging mass. The design and assembly of the dete tor
relied on industrial support and represents the appli ation of on epts matured in
laboratory tests to the kton-s ale.
The dete tor was developed to a t as an observatory for astroparti le and neutrino physi s at the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory and a se ond generation
nu leon de ay experiment.
The ICARUS T600 was ommissioned in 2001 for a te hni al run performed at
surfa e in the Pavia INFN site. During this period all the dete tor features were
extensively tested with an exposure to osmi {rays. During 2004 the dete tor was
moved from Pavia to the LNGS underground site. In 2005 and 2006 remounting of
the dete tor and of the ryogeni system has been undertaken. This deli ate phase
is still under way and the installation in the underground site at LNGS (HAll B) is
pro eeding smoothly. The nal ommissioning is expe ted within 2007.
In this report some results from analysis and studies based on the experimental
data olle ted during the te hni al run are summarized.

1 Introdu tion
The te hnology of the Liquid Argon Time Proje tion Chamber (LAr TPC), rst proposed
by C. Rubbia in 1977 [1℄, was on eived as a tool for a ompletely uniform imaging with
high a ura y of massive volumes. The operational prin iple of the LAr TPC is based
on the fa t that in highly puri ed LAr ionization tra ks an be transported pra ti ally
undistorted by a uniform ele tri eld over ma ros opi distan es. Imaging is provided
by a suitable set of ele trodes (wires) pla ed at the end of the drift path ontinuously
sensing and re ording the signals indu ed by the drifting ele trons.
Non{destru tive read{out of ionization ele trons by harge indu tion allows to dete t
the signal of ele trons rossing subsequent wire planes with di erent orientation. This provides several proje tive views of the same event, hen e allowing spa e point re onstru tion
and pre ise alorimetri measurement.
The LAr TPC was developed in the ontext of the ICARUS programme and urrently nds its appli ation in studies on erning some of the major issues of parti le and
astroparti le physi s:
 the study of neutrino os illations with the CNGS beam;
 the dete tion of neutrinos following a Supernova explosion;
 the study of solar and atmospheri neutrino intera tions;
 the study of nu leon de ay for some hannels predi ted by GUTs;
After the original proposal, the feasibility of the te hnology has been rst demonstrated
by an extensive R&D programme, whi h in luded ten years of studies on small LAr
volumes and ve years of studies with several prototypes of in reasing mass[2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄.
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The se ond step was represented by the onstru tion of the T600 module[17℄: a dete tor employing about 600 tons of liquid Argon to be operated at LNGS. This step{wise
strategy allowed to progressively develop the ne essary know{how to build a multi{kton
liquid Argon dete tor.
The realization of the T600 dete tor (from design to onstru tion) lasted about four
years and ulminated with the full test of the experimental set{up, arried out at surfa e
during 2001. This test demonstrated the maturity of the proje t. All te hni al aspe ts
of the system, namely ryogeni s, LAr puri ation, read{out hambers, dete tion of LAr
s intillation light, ele troni s and DAQ had been tested and performed as expe ted. Statisti ally signi ant samples of osmi {ray events (long muon tra ks, spe ta ular high{
multipli ity muon bundles, ele tromagneti and hadroni showers, low energy events) were
re orded. The subsequent analysis of these events, arried out in 2002-03, has allowed
the development and ne tuning of the o {line tools for the event re onstru tion and
the extra tion of physi al quantities. It has also demonstrated the performan e of the
dete tor in a quantitative way, issuing in a number of papers published in 2003-04:
 Analysis of the liquid Argon purity in the T600 dete tor [18℄;
 Observation of very long ionizing tra ks [19℄;
 Measurement of the muon de ay spe trum [20℄;
 Study of ionization quen hing in liquid Argon [21℄;
A detailed des ription of the T600 dete tor and of its te hni al performan e as obtained
from the a eptan e tests has been reported in a dedi ated milestone paper [22℄ published
in 2004.
In 2005, a paper dedi ated to the hara terization tests at ryogeni temperature of the
photomultipliers adopted in ICARUS for the dete tion of the LAr s intillation light has
been published [23℄.
In 2006 other results, based on the T600 data from the test run, have been nalized
from dedi ated studies on (1) optimization of methods for parti le identi ation and
on (2) LAr s intillation light signal re onstru tion and appli ation for deposited energy
re onstru tion:
 Measurement of through-going parti le momentum by means of multiple s attering
with the ICARUS T600 TPC [24℄.
 Analysis of liquid Argon s intillation light signals with the ICARUS T600 Dete tor
[26℄.
In parallel with data analysis from the T600 test run, another important data set from
a 50 liters ICARUS-like hamber lo ated between the CHORUS and NOMAD experiments
at the CERN West Area Neutrino Fa ility (WANF) has been exploited for the study of
the LAr-TPC apability to identify and re onstru t low multipli ity neutrino intera tions.
The results from this work have been also published in 2006:
 Performan e of a liquid argon time proje tion hamber exposed to the CERN West
Area Neutrino Fa ility neutrino beam [25℄.
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2

Performan e of a 50 liters TPC exposed to the CERN WANF
neutrino beam

Extra ted from [25℄

"Performan e of a liquid argon time proje tion hamber exposed to the CERN West Area Neutrino Fa ility neutrino beam", ICARUS
Collaboration, Physi al Review D (2006) (Vol. 74, No. 11)

In 1997, the ICARUS ollaboration together with a group from INFN and Milano University proposed to expose a 50 liter LAr TPC to the multi-GeV wide band neutrino beam
of the CERN West Area Neutrino Fa ility (WANF), during the NOMAD and CHORUS
data taking. The test was part of an R&D program for a medium baseline  appearan e
experiment. The idea was to olle t a substantial sample of quasi-elasti intera tions (
+ n ! p +  ) to study the following physi s items:
 Measurement of the a oplanarity and missing transverse momentum in events with
the -p topology in the nal state, in order to assess Fermi motion and proton
re-s attering inside the nu leus.
 Appearan e of nu lear fragments (short tra ks and blobs around the primary intera tion vertex) in quasi-elasti events.
The data olle ted in 1997 o er the unique opportunity to study nu lear e e ts in
the Argon nu leus and to assess the identi ation and re onstru tion apability of a LAr
TPC for low-multipli ity neutrino events. The present work shows, for the rst time, a
omprehensive set of results from the 1997 test.
The LAr TPC was pla ed on a platform 4.5 meters above ground, right in between
the CHORUS and NOMAD dete tors (Fig. 1). The modest size of the LAr TPC du ial
volume (50 liters), oupled with the high energy of the WANF  beam, made ne essary
a muon spe trometer downstream the TPC. A oin iden e with the NOMAD DAQ was
set up to use the dete tors lo ated into the NOMAD magneti dipole as a magneti
spe trometer. The experimental setup was ompleted with additional ounters for the
trigger and veto systems.
The LAr TPC (Fig.2) has an a tive volume of 323246.8 m3, en losed in a stainless
steel vessel in the shape of a bowed-bottom ylinder 90 m high and with a radius of 35 m.
The a tive volume orresponds to 67 kg of Liquid Argon (T = 87K at 1 atm,  = 1:395
g/ m3). Ionization ele trons produ ed by the passage of harged parti les drift verti ally
toward the anode by means of a onstant ele tri eld of 214 V/ m. The readout area
(anode) is made up of two orthogonal wire planes mounted at a distan e of 4 mm. The
distan e between the wires is 2.54 mm and ea h plane is made up of 128 wires.
The hamber has been exposed to the  beam produ ed at the CERN West Area
Neutrino Fa ility (WANF). The mean energy of the  rea hing the NOMAD dete tor
is 24.3 GeV, while ontaminations from other avors are below 7% for  and  1% for
e . Being the TPC entered on the beam axis and overing a small surfa e, an harder
neutrino ux is expe ted (with a mean energy of about 30 GeV). The trigger is provided
by a set of s intillators lo ated between the hamber and the NOMAD apparatus (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: A sket h of the experimental setup (top view). Relative sizes are not to s ale.

Figure 2: The 50 liters Liquid Argon Time Proje tion Chamber.
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2.1

Event re onstru tion and parti le identi ation

Intera tions happening in the TPC du ial volume were fully registered in two 2D images
with a ommon oordinate (time), with full alorimetri information asso iated to ea h
point. Ea h 2D-image represents the signal amplitude digitized by the ADC (in a linear
gray s ale) versus the time sample (drift oordinate) and the wire number. Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 (top part) show the raw images of two  CC events in the olle tion (left panel)
and indu tion plane (right panel). These raw images represent the time evolution (in
verti al axis) of the signal indu ed in the wires (in horizontal axis). The purpose of
the re onstru tion pro edure is to extra t the physi al information provided by the wire
output signals, i.e. the energy deposited by the di erent parti les and the point where
su h a deposition has o urred, to build a omplete 3D and alorimetri pi ture of the
event.

Figure 3: Example of the 3D re onstru tion of a low-multipli ity  CC event. The raw image

from olle tion and indu tion wire planes (on top): Hits and 2D tra k proje tions have been
identi ed. Three dimensional view of the re onstru ted event (bottom pi ture) embedded in
a 3D re reation of the experimental setup.

In Fig. 3, we show an example of the full re onstru tion pro edure for a low-multipli ity
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 CC event.

This algorithm allows the re onstru tion of more ompli ated event topologies (see Fig. 4). This is the rst time that intera tions of multi-GeV a elerator neutrinos
o urring in a LAr TPC are fully re onstru ted in 3D.

Figure 4: (Top) The raw images of a high multipli ity event ( CC DIS) in the

olle tion (left
panel) and indu tion plane (right panel). Below, the 3D re onstru tion of a high multipli ity
event ( CC DIS) with eight primary parti les. Two of them stop in LAr and are re ognized
as protons.

Proton identi ation and momentum measurement were performed using only information provided by the TPC. The dis rimination between protons and harged pions is
performed exploiting their di erent energy loss behavior as a fun tion of the range, see
Fig. 5 . For the ase of andidates stopping in the du ial volume of the hamber, as the
ones of the \golden sample", p/ separation is unique. Monte-Carlo studies reveal that
almost 100% of protons are identi ed as su h on the basis of their dQ=dx shape on the
vi inity of the stopping point; in addition, the fra tion of pions and kaons misidenti ed as
protons is negligible. On e a ontained proton is identi ed, its kineti energy is al ulated
from range, whi h only depends on the spatial re onstru tion of the tra ks. In this ase,
the momentum un ertainty is dominated by the nite pit h of the wires (2.54 mm) and
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the performan e of the re onstru tion tools. These have been tested using a Monte-Carlo
simulation of the dete tor. The resolution on the kineti energy (Tp) varies from 3.3% for
protons with Tp = 50 MeV up to 1% for Tp larger than 200 MeV.
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Figure 5: (left) dQ=dx as a fun tion of the residual range for the re onstru ted proton in the

event shown in Fig. 3: ontinuous (dashed) line represents the expe ted behavior of protons
(pions) in the dete tor. (right) dE=dx distribution for the muon re onstru ted in Fig. 3: data
is tted to a onvoluted Landau-Gaussian distribution.

The kinemati re onstru tion of the outgoing muons exploits the tra king apability
of NOMAD. The re onstru ted parti le is tra ed ba k to the TPC a ounting for the
magneti eld and the presen e of the forward NOMAD alorimeter.
2.2

Analysis of quasi elasti  intera tion

The data set re orded with the 50L hamber amounts to 1:2  1019 protons on target. The
trigger eÆ ien y was monitored during data taking and its integrated value is 97%. Over
the whole data taking period around 70000 triggers were olle ted in the TPC from whi h
20000 have at least a re onstru ted muon possibly transversing the du ial volume. From
all these a priory  CC andidates, a visual s anning reveals that around half of them
show a vertex in the du ial volume. Therefore, we have a olle tion of around 10000
 CC events from whi h we have sele ted a set of 86 events alled the \golden sample".
This set onsists of events with an identi ed proton of kineti energy larger than 40 MeV
fully ontained in the TPC and one muon whose dire tion extrapolated from NOMAD
mat hes the outgoing tra k in the TPC. The sele tion eÆ ien y for QE intera tions and
their intrinsi ba kground have been evaluated using a Monte-Carlo sample generated
using the FLUKA pa kage, whi h o ers a full des ription of nu lear e e ts in neutrino
intera tions. The expe ted number of \golden events" is obtained taking the MC evaluated 16% (golden fra tion) of the total QE, and adding the orresponding 20% due to
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ba kground ontribution, whi h nally gives 80  9(stat)  13(sys) \golden events" to be
ompared with the observed 86 events.
In spite of the limited statisti s (86 events), the \golden sample" provides information
on the basi me hanisms that modify the kinemati s of neutrino-nu leus intera tions with
respe t to the orresponding neutrino-nu leon pro ess.
The proton kineti energy is bounded by the Tp > 40 MeV ut and the requirement of
full ontainment in the du ial volume. This distribution is shown in Fig. 6 together with
the transverse momentum of the proton for the \golden sample" with omparison with
MC simulation. They demonstrate that Monte-Carlo reprodu es the kinemati sele tion
performed during the s anning and analysis of the \golden hannel". They also show
that our sele ted sample ontains a non-negligible ontamination from non-QE events.
As already indi ated, we estimate this ontamination to be 20 %.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the proton kineti

energy for the \golden sample" (squared marks).
Dotted histogram represents the expe tation from simulated Monte-Carlo QE events, while
the hat hed one represents the simulated ba kground from non-QE events. Both ontributions
are summed in the lled histogram and normalized to the golden sample data.

These results learly demonstrate the e e tiveness of LAr imaging in the hara terization of low-multipli ity multi-GeV neutrino intera tions.
3

Analysis of Liquid Argon S intillation Light Signals with the
ICARUS T600 Dete tor

Extra ted from [26℄ "Analysis of Liquid Argon S intillation Light Signals with
Dete tor", ICARUS Collaboration, ICARUS-TM/06-03 (to
be published on NIM A)
Ionization in liquid Argon (LAr) is a ompanied by s intillation light emission. Charged
parti les intera ting in LAr reate ionized and ex ited Ar mole ular states whi h produ e
the ICARUS T600
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prompt s intillation radiation through re ombination and de{ex itation pro esses. Therefore, free ele tron separation and light emission are the two features that hara terize the
use of LAr as a tive medium. The two pro esses are omplementary and their relative
weight depends on the a tual strength of the ele tri eld applied to the a tive LAr volume. The free ele tron yield (from ionization) rises with the eld value while the photon
yield (from s intillation) de reases. At low elds the photon yield for a minimum ionizing
parti le (mip) is very high (e.g. omparable to NaI(Tl) rystal), for more densely ionizing
parti les is even higher. This light emission is hara terized by a narrow{band intrinsi
spe trum in the deep ultra-violet region (Va uum-UV, VUV) and by a very fast response
(e.g. omparable to plasti s intillator). Dete tion of s intillation light an provide, at
one hand, an e e tive method for an absolute time measurement of the event (T0 signal)
as well as for an internal trigger signal formation, at the other hand, the light pulse amplitude and shape an provide additional information suitable for total energy deposition
re onstru tion and for parti le identi ation.
With the ICARUS te hnology the spatial re onstru tion of ionizing tra ks inside the
LAr volume is performed by the simultaneous exploitation of the harge and of the light
release following the energy loss pro esses of harged parti les whi h ross the dete tor,
Fig.7:
1. free ele trons from ionization indu e dete table signals on the wires of the Time
Proje tion Chambers (TPC) during their drift motion towards and a ross the wire
planes (wire oordinates);
2. VUV photons from s intillation provide a prompt signal on the photo-multipliers
(PMTs) dire tly immersed in LAr, that allows the measurement of the absolute
drift time (T0 signal) and, hen e, of the distan e traveled by the drifting ele trons
(drift oordinate).
Dete tion of the s intillation light is obtained by oating the PMT surfa e with a proper
uores ent ompound a ting as wavelength shifter from the VUV{light region to the PMT
sensitive spe trum.
The realization of the ICARUS T600 module, a dete tor of about 600 t of LAr ( 470
t a tive), has been ompleted in 2000 and a full test of the experimental set{up has been
arried out at surfa e during 2001. A detailed des ription of the T600 dete tor, in luding
the imaging dete tor (LAr-TPC) and the light dete tion system, and of its te hni al
performan e as obtained from the a eptan e tests are given in Ref.[22℄.
In the present summary we report on the light data: light signals have been re orded
in oin iden e with ionizing events of various topologies, the waveform features have
been here re onstru ted and analyzed. The results have been ompared with dedi ated
MonteCarlo (MC) simulations of the light emission, propagation and olle tion pro esses
embedded in the standard MC ode for the ICARUS dete tor simulation. The results obtained, in omparison with MonteCarlo simulations, demonstrate that the main features
of the s intillation light emission, beyond the a quisition of the T0 signal, are well understood and that the light dete tion system oupled to the ICARUS imaging te hnology
performs a ording to expe tations, see Fig.7.
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Figure 7:

Cosmi muon event: 2D image from the LAr-TPC re onstru tion and the orresponding PMT waveform re orded by one of the equipped PMT.

3.1

Analysis of LAr s intillation light signals

The data sample for this analysis onsists of a sele tion of digitized waveforms re orded by
the a tive PMT's stri tly in oin iden e with the passage of atmospheri muons identi ed
by an external trigger system. A total statisti s of 224 tra ks have been a umulated for
the present analysis, of whi h the sele ted events amounts to 200 -tra ks. S intillation
light emitted along the ionization tra k is dete ted by the PMT's equipped with the
omplete read-out ele troni s. In this ase for ea h PMT a waveforms is re orded: a
sample of 347 PMT waveforms is made available for the light analysis (after appropriate
sele tion uts).
The omparison between the integral of the re orded waveform signal and orresponding MC number of dete ted photo-ele trons showed a relation of stri t proportionality.
The linear orrelation oeÆ ient between two variables turns out to be very lose to unity.
This shows that the integral of the waveform arries a relevant physi al information useful
for the extra tion of a reliable estimate for the light alibration fa tor to translate physi al
quantities into experimentally measurable quantities (and vi eversa). The determination
Table 1: Spe i

energy loss and deposited energy from light signal analysis: numeri al results
and expe tation values.

Run h`i [m℄ h dEdx i [MeV m
long- 19.1
2.18
650 4.4
1.82

2 g 1℄

E[h dEdx i℄ [MeV m
2.186
1.888

2 g 1℄

hE i [GeV℄ E[hE i℄ [GeV℄

5.8
1.1

5.80
1.15

of this alibration fa tor [26℄ was used to attempt to a rst alorimetri re onstru tion of
the energy deposited in LAr by through-going muons from the re orded s intillation light
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Figure 8: Sket h of the PMT array in the T300 half-module. #PMT1-4 are instrumented
with the omplete read-out hain.

Figure 9:

phel
Real data and MC simulation: IO vs NMC
(full statisti s). The strong linear
relationship is evident from this plot ( orrelation oeÆ ient r = 0:92, see text).
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signals.
Given a muon tra k, up to k = 4 PMT signals an be asso iated to it. Throughphelthe
alibration fa tor, the PMT signals an be onverted into physi al quantities (Nk ).
These orrespond to the total amount of photo-ele trons at the k-th PMT indu ed by the
muon tra k and an independent measurement of hdE=dxik along the muon tra k an be
obtained from ea h PMT. The mean value from these measurements represents the best
estimate of the spe i energy loss averaged along the muon tra k of length ` .
In Tab.1 the spe i energy loss and total deposited energy (mean values) determined with
a subset of experimental muon data are reported. These results well agree on average with
expe tations.
The alorimetri measurements from s intillation light ould subsequently be used to
improve the energy resolution when ombined with the ionization harge information.
4 Con lusions
We have presented a brief des ription of the ICARUS T600 dete tor, a large{mass Liquid
Argon TPC meant as the basi unit for a multi-kton astroparti le observatory and neutrino
dete tor to be installed in the underground Gran Sasso Laboratory.
An extended te hni al run with the T600 dete tor has been performed at surfa e in
the Pavia INFN site during 2001. The design, the des ription of the basi omponents,
assembly, start{up and test-run pro edures of the dete tor have been re ently published,
as well as the demonstration of the o {line event re onstru tion apabilities. The dete tor
spa e and energy resolution, parti le identi ation and full events re onstru tion have
been also the subje ts of several analyses published during the last two years. Additional
results from more re ent studies are here brie y reported and will be soon matter of
dedi ated publi ations.
The main on lusion from the test is that the measurements and the experimental
results demonstrate that it is feasible to master all te hni al issues related to the onstru tion and operation of a large size LAr TPC, within and sometimes beyond the design
spe i ations.
The T600 dete tor has been transported from Pavia to the INFN Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory in 2004. The installation of the an illary infrastru tures in the LNGS
Hall B represented the main hardware a tivity in 2005-06 and is presently still under way.
The re-assembly of the dete tor omponents will be the main goal of the a tivity during
2007.
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Introdu tion

Nu lear rea tions that generate energy and synthesize elements take pla e inside the stars
in a relatively narrow energy window: the Gamow peak. In this region, far below the
Coulomb energy, usually below 100 keV, the rea tion ross-se tion (E) drops almost
exponentially with de reasing energy E :
S (E )
 (E ) =
exp( 2   );
(1)
E

where S (E ) is the astrophysi al fa tor and  is the Sommerfeld parameter, given by
2   = 31:29 Z1 Z2(=E )1=2 . Z1 and Z2 are the nu lear harges of the intera ting parti les
in the entran e hannel,  is the redu ed mass (in atomi mass units), and E is the enter
of mass energy (in units of keV).
The extremely low value of the ross-se tion inside the Gamow peak, from pi o to
femto-barn and even below, has always prevented its measurement in a laboratory at the
Earth's surfa e, where the signal to ba kground ratio is too small be ause of osmi ray
intera tions. In order to explore this new domain of nu lear astrophysi s we have installed
two ele trostati a elerators underground at LNGS: a 50 kV a elerator and a 400 kV
one. The qualifying features of both the a elerators are a very small beam energy spread
and a very high beam urrent even at low energy.
Outstanding results obtained up to now are the only existing ross-se tion measurements within the Gamow peak of the sun: 3 He(3He,2p)4 He[1℄ and D(p, )3He [2℄. The
former plays a big role in the proton-proton hain, largely a e ting the al ulated solar
neutrino luminosity, whereas the latter is the rea tion that rules the proto-star life during
the pre-main sequen e phase. With these measurements LUNA has shown that, by going
underground and by using the typi al te hniques of low ba kground physi s, it is possible
to measure nu lear ross se tions down to the energy of the nu leosynthesis inside stars.
In the following we report on the a tivity during the year 2006, when we started a new
high pre ision measurement of the ground state apture in 14 N(p, )15 O, we ompleted the
study of 3He(4 He; )7Be and we started the 25Mg(p; )26 Al experiment.
1

The 14 N(p, )15O rea tion

14 N(p;

)15 O (Q=7.297 MeV) is the slowest rea tion of the CNO y le, the one whi h
determines the rate of the y le. The results we obtained rst with the germanium
dete tor data [3, 4℄ and then with the BGO set-up down to 70 keV [5℄ are about a fa tor
two lower than the existing extrapolation at very low energy [6, 7℄. The astrophysi al
onsequen es of this redu tion are signi ant: the CNO neutrino yield in the Sun is
de reased by about a fa tor two [8, 13, 14℄, with respe t to the urrent estimates, the
age of the oldest Globular Clusters is in reased by 0.7-1 Gyr [15, 8℄ and the dredge-up of
arbon to the surfa e of AGB stars is mu h more eÆ ient [16℄.
The main on lusion from the LUNA data has been on rmed by an independent
study at higher energy [9℄. However, a dis repan y amounting to 15 % of the total extrapolated S fa tor at energies orresponding to solar hydrogen burning remains between
the R-matrix extrapolations of the di erent experiments [3, 9℄. This dis repan y is due to
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the extrapolation of the apture to the ground state in 15 O, a transition that is strongly
a e ted by interferen e e e ts between several resonan es and the dire t apture me hanism. Removing this dis repan y by pre ision ross se tion data would make it possible
to study the solar enter [10℄ by omparing the al ulated ux of CNO neutrinos with the
low energy neutrino data to be provided by the BOREXINO experiment at Gran Sasso.
Therefore, a new experiment is urrently underway at LUNA to provide pre ision
ross se tion data for the ground state apture at energies where the R-matrix t an be
e e tively onstrained.
The unique low gamma-ray ba kground for E  7 MeV [11℄ that is evident in the
Gran Sasso underground a elerator fa ility essentially removes laboratory ba kground as
a sour e of un ertainty in su h an experiment. Based on the experien e from the previous
LUNA 14 N(p, )15 O experiment, stable titanium nitride targets with low levels of 11 B and
19 F ontamination have been produ ed by rea tive sputtering at Laboratori Nazionali di
Legnaro, e e tively redu ing ion beam indu ed ba kground.
Low energy studies of the radiative apture to the ground state in 15 O (Fig. 1) are
hampered by the systemati un ertainty stemming from the (beam energy dependent)
orre tion for the true oin iden e summing e e t. This e e t be omes apparent when
pla ing the dete tor at lose distan e to the target, whi h is ne essary be ause of the
low absolute value of the ross se tion to be measured. Primary and se ondary gamma
rays from the strong as ade transitions through the states at 6.792, 6.172 and 5.181 MeV
(Fig. 1) an be dete ted in oin iden e and have the same signature in the dete tor as a
true ground state apture gamma ray. This true oin iden e summing e e t limited data
taking in the previous LUNA 14 N(p, )15 O solid target experiment [3℄.
The new experiment urrently underway at LUNA uses a segmented Clover germanium dete tor [12℄ to redu e the summing orre tion, de isively improving the systemati
un ertainty for the ground state apture. In order to obtain suÆ ient statisti s, we onE [keV]
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entrate on the beam energy region immediately above the 259 keV resonan e, where
pre ision data will e e tively onstrain the R-matrix t for the ground state transition.
Data taking for this experiment is in progress (Fig. 2).
2

The 3 He(

;

)7Be measurement

3 He( ;

)7Be (Q-value=1.586 MeV) is the key rea tion for the produ tion of 7Be and 8B
neutrinos in the Sun. The error on S3;4, 9.4% [6℄ is the main nu lear limitation to the
extra tion of physi s from the 8 B and, very soon, 7Be neutrino ux measurements from
the Sun [10, 13℄. The 3 He( ; )7Be rea tion is also responsible for the produ tion of 7 Li in
big-bang nu leosynthesis. Its un ertainty strongly a e ts the predi tion of the primordial
7 Li abundan e [17℄.
The apture rea tion is dominated, at low energies, by the non-resonant dire t apture
me hanism to the ground state and the 429 keV rst ex ited state of 7 Be. One expe ts
to observe two primary -ray transitions, DC ! 0 and DC ! 429 keV with the latter followed by a 429 keV se ondary transition. An independent determination of the number
of 7 Be nu lei produ ed in the rea tion requires the dete tion of the 478 keV -ray due
to the ex ited 7Li populated in the EC de ay of 7 Be (bran hing ratio of 10.44  0.04 %,
T1=2 = 53.22  0.06 days). Both methods have been used in the past to determine the absolute ross se tion (E) in the energy range E :m:  107 keV (see [18℄, [19℄ and referen es
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Figure 3: The set-up for the 3He( ; )7 Be study before ompleting the onstru tion of
the lead shield.
.
therein) but the dispersion of the evaluated S3;4 astrophysi al fa tors produ es a signi ant
un ertainty on the adopted S3;4 value. Moreover, the S3;4 extra ted from the measurements of the indu ed 7Be a tivity are 13% higher [6℄ than the values obtained from the
measurements of the prompt apture -rays transitions.
The key features of our study of 3 He( ; )7Be are the dete tion in the same experiment
of both the prompt apture -ray and of the 478 keV -ray from the 7Be de ay, the
extremely low laboratory ba kground and the high a ura y (relative error  4 %) down
to very low energy (E :m: ' 90 keV). The experiment is performed with the 4He+ beam
from the 400 kV a elerator in onjun tion with a windowless gas target made of oxygen
free high ondu tivity (OFHC) opper, hosen be ause of its radioa tive leaness, and
lled with 3 He at 0.7 mbar.
The beam enters the target hamber (Fig. 3) through a 7 mm diameter ollimator and
it is stopped on a power alorimeter pla ed 35 m downstream. The prompt apture -ray
is dete ted by a 150 % relative eÆ ien y ultra-low ba kground HpGe dete tor pla ed in
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lose geometry with the target. The germanium dete tor is surrounded by a 4 m opper
+ 25 m lead shielding and everything is losed inside an anti-radon box. At energies
higher than 0.5 MeV we measured a ba kground rate of 4.1 ount/h/kg, a fa tor 7 only
worse than the best ultra-low ba kground germanium set-up running in Gran Sasso (in
spite of the presen e of the beam-pipe entering our shielding and of the alorimeter inside
the target hamber).
The 7Be nu leus produ ed by the 3He( ; )7Be rea tion inside the 3 He gas target are
implanted into the alorimeter ap (thanks to the forward kinemati s and low lateral
straggling ). After the irradiation, this ap (7 m diameter) is removed and transported
to the ounting fa ility. Two dete tors are used to measure the olle ted 7Be a tivity.
Both are pla ed in the low level laboratory of LNGS. The rst dete tor is a 120 % relative
eÆ ien y HPGe dete tor with lead + opper shielding. The laboratory ba kground in
this dete tor at 478 keV is roughly 6 ounts/keV/day. The se ond HPGe dete tor has
similar eÆ ien y but it is an ultra-low ba kground dete tor equipped with lead shielding
and radon box. The relevant laboratory ba kground here is 0.2 ounts/keV/day (more
than 3 orders of magnitude lower than what an be a hieved in an external laboratory).

Figure 4: Astrophysi al S-fa tor for 3He( ; )7Be. A tivation data: lled squares [22℄,
lled diamonds [23℄, lled triangles [19℄, stars (present work). Prompt- data: triangles
[25℄, inverted triangles [26℄, ir les [27℄ (renormalized by a fa tor 1.4 [18℄), squares [22℄,
diamonds [28℄, rosses [18℄. Dashed line: previously adopted R-matrix t [21℄. Horizontal
bars: energies relevant for p{p hain and for BBN.
Data taking started in autumn 2005 and it has been ompleted by September 2006.
We have already obtained the 3 He( ; )7Be ross se tion at the beam energy of 400, 350
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and 300 keV from the a tivation data [20℄ alone, i.e. by ounting the 7Be nu lei olle ted
on the alorimeter ap. The dominant error is the systemati one, mainly due to the
un ertainties on 7Be ounting eÆ ien y (1.8%), beam intensity (1.5%) and e e tive target
thi kness (1.3%). These data, Fig. 4, are the rst a tivation results at energies dire tly
relevant to big-bang 7Li produ tion. Their un ertainty of 4 % (systemati and statisti al
ombined in quadrature) is omparable to or lower than previous a tivation studies at
high energy and lower than prompt- studies at omparable energy. To give an estimate
for the low-energy impli ations, res aling the most re ent R-matrix t [21℄ to the present
data results in S (0) = 0.5470.017 keV barn, onsistent with, but more pre ise than, Ref.
[19℄. All a tivation data ombined (Refs. [22, 23, 24, 19℄ and the present work) give
S (0) = 0.5500.012 keV barn, higher than the weighted average of all previous promptstudies, S (0) = 0.5070.016 keV barn [6℄. However, the laimed dis repan y between
the results obtained with the two di erent methods an not be solved by a tivation (or
prompt ) data only, even if very pre ise. As a matter of fa t, we are now analyzing our
prompt- data (Fig. 5), taken simultaneously with the a tivation one, in order to obtain
a ross se tion measurement with similar pre ision.

Eα= 250 keV
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Figure 5: -ray spe trum at 250 keV beam energy ompared with natural laboratory
ba kground (in grey) normalized to the beam measurement life time of 21.3 days. Arrows
indi ate the primary transition peaks to the ground state and to the rst ex ited state.
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3

The 25 Mg(p, )26Al rea tion

Target incl
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H2O cooling
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Beam Profile
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4 Slits

Wobblers
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The 'non solar' phase of LUNA has already started with the now running experiment on
25 Mg(p; )26 Al (Q-value 6.3 MeV). This is the slowest rea tion of the Mg-Al y le. The
+ de ay of 26 Algs 1 to the ex ited state of 26 Mg gives rise to a 1.8 MeV -ray, one of
the most important line for astronomy. Two reasons make the low energy measurement
of this ross se tion so relevant: the 1.8 MeV full sky map taken by the satellites whi h
look at the sky and the anomalous meteoriti abundan e of 26 Mg ([29℄ and referen es
therein).

1”x1”NaI(Tl)

Turbo
Pump

4S BGO Detector

Figure 6: Drawing of the line for the BGO measurement phase.
The aim of the experiment is to dire tly measure the strength of the resonan es at
190, 130 and 93 keV using a high eÆ ien y dete tor, in parti ular a summing rystal
based on a 4 BGO. In 2006 we obtained the permission to operate the se ond beam of
the LUNA 400kV a elerator. The new beam line has been mounted in summer 2006
and it has been integrated in the LUNA400 ontrol system. Transmission tests have been
performed and have proven that the opti al properties of the two lines are omparable.
The setup (Fig. 6) for the study of 25Mg(p; )26Al is urrently under onstru tion at the
1 About 80% of the released 26 Al is in the ground state (t
5
1=2 = 7 10 year), the remaining 20% goes
into the 228 keV isomeri state (t1=2 = 6s).
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new beam line. The water ooled target is lo ated in the entre of the axial borehole
( = 60mm, L=310mm) of the BGO dete tor, thus maximizing eÆ ien y and signal to
ba kground ratio. A 1"x1" NaI(Tl) dete tor is inserted into the BGO dete tor. The
dete tor is lo ated on a movable support to allow for an easy hange of the targets.
Sin e the target is inside the dete tor, it is not possible to mount a pumping system
lose to the target itself. In order to avoid arbon build up on the target, whi h would
result in a wrong determination of the rea tion energy and in beam indu ed ba kground,
a va uum of better than 5  10 7 mbar must be maintained in the target area. This is
a hieved by onstru ting its nal part with on at ttings and by inserting a LN2 ooled
opper whi h goes lose to the target and works as sorption pump. The opper tube
is biased with a negative voltage, whi h suppresses se ondary ele trons produ ed by the
beam impinging on the target. Beam opti s al ulations have been performed in order
to verify that a suÆ iently parallel beam an be a hieved and transported to the target
without hitting the opper tube. The beam traje tory is de ned by a series of apertures
lo ated outside the dete tor and shielded with lead from the BGO dete tor. The ele tri al
urrent needed to maintain the suppression voltage of the opper tube is monitored with
a pre ession of 0,01 A in order to assure that no beam is hitting the opper tube.

Figure 7: -ray spe trum for the 25 Mg(p; )26 Al rea tion taken at 190 keV enter of mass
energy.
Re ently, the resonan e at 190 keV (together with other resonan es at higher energy)
has been measured with the AMS te hnique [30℄, nding a value about 5 times lower than
the literature one. We de ided to measure in LUNA this resonan e, whi h has a high
enough rate to be studied with a Ge dete tor, in order to improve the a ura y of the
strength determination and to assess the stru ture of the -ray as ade. Last year we
performed some testing measurement at this energy showing the possibility to improve
the knowledge of this astrophysi ally relevant resonan e (see Fig. 7). The two resonan es
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at 93 and 130 keV, for whi h no dire t measurement exists and whi h have been indire tly
measured using the 25 Mg(3He; d)26Al rea tion[31℄, will be measured in LUNA with the
4 BGO summing rystal in 2007.
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Figure 8: The gure shows the results of the target analysis. Target number 3 is just
25 Mg on tantalum ba king, while 25 Mg target number 5 has a 1 keV upper layer of Au
and a thi k layer of Au on the Ta ba king. Starting from the left, the rst pannel shows
the thi knesses of targets, the se ond the uorine ontent and the last the stability after
a long proton bombardment of about 1 C.
The enri hed 25 Mg targets have been produ ed in Munsterby evaporating magnesium
oxide enri hed in the mass 25 isotope (99.2%) on Ta ba kings. We prepared targets
using tantalum ba kings (0.3mm) and, to redu e the magnesium oxide, we mixed it with
tantalum powder. We then evaporated the 25Mg by using an ele tron gun. We produ ed
di erent kind of targets:
 evaporating just 25Mg on Ta ba king;
 evaporating a layer of Au before the 25 Mg, to try to redu e the ba kground ontribution from the F ontent of the ba king;
 evaporating a thin layer of Au after the 25 Mg, to prevent the Mg oxydation.
The target thi knesses are '65= m2 and '45= m2, whi h orrespond to a thi kness of
30 keV and 20 keV, al ulated by using the energy loss table of Ziegler [32℄ at 100 keV.
We he ked these results measuring the ex itation fun tion at the energy orresponding
to the 304 keV resonan e (see gure 8). After high dose bombardment we he ked the
ex itation fun tion of di erent targets observing that the uorine ontamination omes
from the evaporation pro edure and the Au layer on the Ta ba king does not play any
role (see Fig. 8). The magnesium di uses on the surfa e Au layer, while the targets
without Au do not show the typi al step due to the oxidation (see gure 8). This lead
us to on lude that the targets for the measurement will be dire tly evaporated on Ta
ba king without any Au lm on surfa e.
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Abstra t

The Large Volume Dete tor (LVD) in the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory,
Italy, is a  observatory mainly designed to study low energy neutrinos from the
gravitational ollapse of gala ti obje ts.
The experiment has been monitoring the Galaxy sin e June 1992, under in reasing larger on gurations: in January 2001 it has rea hed its nal a tive mass M = 1
kt. LVD is one of the largest liquid s intillator apparatus for the dete tion of stellar
ollapses and, besides SNO, SuperKamiokande and Amanda, it is a harter member
of the SNEWS network, that has be ome fully operational sin e July 1st, 2005.
During August 2006 there was the rst run of the CNGS proje t: LVD was fully
operative and it dete ted the rst CNGS events.

1 The LVD experiment
1.1 S ienti ground
The Large Volume Dete tor (LVD), lo ated in the hall A of the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy, is a multipurpose dete tor onsisting of a large volume of liquid
s intillator interleaved with limited streamer tubes in a ompa t geometry (a front view
is shown in g.1). The major purpose of the LVD experiment is the sear h for neutrinos
from Gravitational Stellar Collapses (GSC) in our Galaxy [1℄.
Indeed, in spite of the la k of a
\standard" model of the gravitational ollapse of a massive star,
the orrelated neutrino emission appears to be well established. At the
end of its burning phase a massive
star (M > 8M ) explodes into a supernova, originating a neutron star
whi h ools emitting its binding energy EB  3  1053 erg mostly in neutrinos. The largest part of this energy, almost equipartitioned among
neutrino and antineutrino spe ies, is
emitted in the ooling phase: E 
E  E  EB =6 (where x
denotes generi ally  ; ;  ;  avors). The energy spe tra are approximatively a Fermi-Dira distribution, with di erent mean temperatures, sin e e ; e and x have Figure 1: Front view of the LVD dete tor in the
di erent ouplings with the stellar hall A of the Gran Sasso National Laboratory,
INFN.
matter: T < T < T .
LVD is able to dete t e intera tions with protons in the s intillator, whi h give the main
signal of supernova neutrinos, with a very good signature. Moreover, it an dete t e
e

e

x

e

e

x
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through the elasti s attering rea tions with ele trons, (e + e) through harged urrent
intera tions with the arbon nu lei of the s intillator, and it is also sensitive to neutrinos
of all avors dete table through neutral urrents rea tions with the arbon nu lei. The
iron support stru ture of the dete tor an also a t as a target for ele tron neutrinos and
antineutrinos. The produ ts of the intera tion an exit iron and be dete ted in the liquid
s intillator. The amount of neutrino-iron intera tion an be as high as about 20% of the
total number of intera tions. The signal observable in LVD, in di erent rea tions and due
to di erent kinds of neutrinos, besides providing astrophysi al informations on the nature
of the ollapse, is sensitive to intrinsi  properties, as os illation of massive neutrinos and
an give an important ontribution to de ne some of the neutrino os illation properties
still missing.
1.2 The dete tor
The LVD experiment has been in operation sin e 1992, under di erent in reasing on gurations. During 2001 the nal upgrade took pla e: LVD be ame fully operational, with
an a tive s intillator mass M = 1000 t.
LVD onsists of an array of 840 s intillator ounters, 1.5 m3 ea h, arranged in a ompa t and modular
geometry; ea h of them is viewed
on the top by three photomultipliers (visible in g. 2). Up to
2004, before a re- alibration of the
full dete tor, the ounters were divided in two subsets: the external ones (43%), operated at energy threshold Eh ' 7 MeV, and
inner ones (57%), better shielded
from ro k radioa tivity and operated at Eh ' 4 MeV. After the realibration (whi h, started in 2004,
ended during 2005) all the ounters Figure 2: Top view of the LVD dete tor in the hall
are operated at a ommon thresh- A of the Gran Sasso National Laboratory, INFN.
old, Eh ' 5 MeV.
To tag the delayed pulse due to n- apture, all ounters are equipped with an additional
dis rimination hannel, set at a lower threshold, El ' 1 MeV.
Other relevant features of the dete tor are: (i) good event lo alization and muon tagging;
(ii) a urate absolute and relative timing: tabs = 1 s, trel = 12:5 ns;
(iii) energy resolution: E =E = 0:07 + 0:23  (E=MeV) 0:5;
(iv) very high duty y le, i.e. > 99:5% in the last ve years;
(v) fast event re ognition.
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1.3 Supernova neutrino intera tions in LVD
The observable neutrino rea tions in the LVD s intillator are:
(1) e p; e+ n, (physi al threshold E > 1:8 MeV ) observed through a prompt signal from
e+ above threshold Eh (dete table energy Ed ' E
1:8 MeV +2me 2), followed by
the signal from the np; d apture (E = 2:2 MeV), above El and with a mean delay
t ' 180 s.
(2) e 12 C;12 N e , (physi al threshold E > 17:3 MeV ) observed through two signals:
the prompt one due to the e above Eh (Ed ' E 17:3 MeV) followed by the signal,
above Eh, from the + de ay of 12N (mean life  = 15:9 ms).
(3) e 12 C;12 B e+ , (physi al
threshold E > 14:4 MeV )
observed through two signals:
10
the prompt one due to the e+
(Ed ' E 14:4 MeV + 2me 2)
1
followed by the signal from the
12
de ay of B (mean life  = 29:4
ms). As for rea tion (2), the 10
se ond signal is dete ted above the
threshold Eh.
____(ν̄e,p)
12
____(νx, C) N.C.
(4)  ` 12 C;  ` 12 C (` = e; ;  ),
10
........(ν̄x,12C) N.C.
(physi al threshold E
>
____(νe,12C) C.C.
15:1 MeV ), whose signature is
........(ν̄e,12-C) C.C.
the mono hromati photon from 10
____(νe,e )
arbon de-ex itation (E = 15:1
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90 100
MeV), above Eh.
E [MeV]
(5)  ` e ;  ` e , whi h yields a Figure 3: Cross se tion behavior for the di erent
single signal, above Eh, due to the neutrino rea tions observable in the LVD s intillator.
re oil ele tron.
The LVD dete tor is supported by an iron stru ture made basi ally by two omponents:
the tank (mean thi kness: 0:4 m), ontaining the s intillator, and the \portatank" (mean
thi kness: 1:5 m) hosting a luster of 8 tanks. The higher energy part of the  ux an
thus be dete ted also with the  ( )Fe intera tion, resulting in an ele tron (positron) that
may exit the iron and release energy in the s intillator. The rea tions of interest are the
following:
(6) e 56 Fe;56 Co e . The mass di eren e between the nu lei is m = mCo
mFe
n
n =
4:055 MeV, the rst Co allowed state being at 3:589 MeV. Other higher energy allowed
states are present in 56 Co: onsidering Eekin = E m Elevel me MeV, where Elevel
is the energy di eren e between the ex itation level and the ground state level, this an
take values: 3:589; 4:589; 7:589; 10:589 MeV . The eÆ ien y for ele tron and gammas (also
produ ed in the intera tion) to rea h the s intillator with energy higher than Eh is greater
than 20% for E > 30 MeV and grows up to 70% for E > 100 MeV. On average, the
dete table ele tron energy is Ed ' 0:45  E .
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(7) e 56 Fe;56 Mn e+ ,
rea tion (6).

the energy threshold and the eÆ ien y are very similar to those of

The number of all the possible targets present in the LVD dete tor is listed in table 1.
Table 1: Number of targets in the LVD dete tor.
Target Type Contained in Mass Number of targets
Free protons Liquid S intillator 1000 t
9:34 1031
Ele trons
LS
1000 t
3:47 1032
C Nu lei
LS
1000 t
4:23 1031
Fe Nu lei Support Stru ture 900 t
9:71 1030
1.4 E e ts of neutrino os illations in the SN signal
There are many experimental works suggesting neutrino onversion among avors in the
re ent few years, through the study of atmospheri , solar, rea tor and a elerator neutrinos. The interpretation of all these phenomena in terms of neutrino os illations is rather
robust, be ause it is able to in lude all the experimental data (ex ept the \not yet onrmed" LSND signal).
In the standard three avor s enario, six parameters must be determined by os illation
experiments: 3 mixing angles (sol, 13 , atm ), 2 squared mass di eren es (m2sol and
m2atm) and 1 CP-violation phase Æ. A re ent analysis of all the available experimental
data onstrains the \atmospheri " and \solar" parameters to be in the following 99% C:L:
ranges:
m2sol (7:2  8:9) 10 5 eV2 2
jm2atmj (1:7  3:3) 10 3 eV
sol 30Æ < sol < 38Æ
atm 36Æ < atm < 54Æ
However the other parameters are not ompletely determined:
the 13 mixing angle is only
2
upper limited, mainly by the Chooz experiment data (sin 13 < 3: 10 2 at the 99% C:L:),
the sign of m2atm (that xes the so{ alled mass hierar hy) is ompletely unknown, as
well as the CP{violation phase Æ.
Be ause of the wide range of matter density in the stellar envelope, a supernova explosion
represents a unique s enario for further study of the neutrino os illation mixing matrix.
Indeed neutrinos an ross two resonan e density layers and therefore the resulting possible mixing s enarios are di erent from the solar ones. The emerging neutrino spe tra are
sensitive to the sign of m2atm and to the value of 13 .
We will show how neutrino os illations a e t the signal dete ted by LVD and also
evaluate the impa t on the signal of the astrophysi al parameters of the supernova explosion me hanism, su h as the total energy emitted in neutrinos, the star distan e, the
neutrino{sphere temperatures and the partition of the energy among the neutrino avors.
Preliminary results have been presented previously in [10℄ [11℄ [12℄.
For a normal mass hierar hy (NH) s heme,  (not ) ross two resonan e layers: one at
higher density (H), whi h orresponds to m2atm; Ue23, and the other at lower density (L),
orresponding to m2sol ; Ue22. For inverted mass hierar hy (IH), transitions at the higher
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density layer o ur in the  se tor. Given the energy range of SN  (up to  100 MeV) and
onsidering a star density pro le  / 1=r3, the adiabati ity ondition is always satis ed
at the L resonan e for any LMA solution, while at the H resonan e, this depends on the
value of Ue23 . When Ue23  5  10 4 the onversion is ompletely adiabati , meaning that the
ip probability between two adja ent mass eigenstates is null (Ph = 0). In the adiabati
ase and NH, the e produ ed in the SN ore arrive at Earth as 1, and they have a high
(Ue21 ' os212 ' 0:7) probability to be dete ted as e. On the other hand, the original x
arrive at Earth as 2 and 3 and are dete ted as e with probability Ue22 ' sin212 .
The os illations s heme an be summarized as:
Fe = Ph Ue22 Fe0 + (1 PhUe22 )Fx0 and
Fe = Ue21 Fe0 + Ue22 Fx0 for normal hierar hy;
Fe = Ue22 Fe0 + Ue21 Fx0 and
Fe = Ph Ue21 Fe0 + (1 PhUe21 )Fx0 for inverted hierar hy,
0
where Fany
are the original neutrino uxes in the star and Fany are the observed  uxes.
One an noti e that, in the antineutrino hannel, the non adiabati (Ph = 1), IH ase, is
equivalent to the NH ase (whi h does not depend on adiabati ity).
With respe t to the astrophysi al parameters, we assumed a gala ti supernova explosion at a typi al distan e of D = 10 kp , parametrized with a pure Fermi{Dira energy
spe trum ( = 0) with a total energy Eb = 3  1053 erg and perfe t energy equipartition
f = f = f = 1=6; we xed T =T = 1:5, T =T = 0:8 and T = 5 MeV.
For the hosen supernova parameters, it results that the expe ted number of events and
their energy spe trum depend on the unknown os illation parameters: the mass hierar hy
and the value of 13 .
In parti ular, the inverse beta de ay intera tions (ep; e+n) are highly sensitive to
the mass hierar hy: for adiabati transition, the number of events in reases of  25% in
the IH ase, with respe t to the NH one, sin e the dete ted e ompletely ome from the
higher energy x. The mean energy of the dete ted positrons is orrespondingly in reased.
The total number of (e + e) CC intera tion with 12C nu lei is highly in reased taking
into a ount neutrino os illations, be ause of their high energy threshold. For adiabati
transition the expe ted number of events is higher than the non adiabati one, be ause at
least one spe ie (between e or e) omes signi antly from the original and higher{energy
x in the star. However, if it is not possible to dis riminate between e and e , the normal
and inverted hierar hy ases present similar results. Indeed, in the NH (IH) ase, the
in rease in e (e) is ompensated by a de rease in e (e).
The neutrino intera tions with the iron of the support stru ture, whi h are studied in
details in this work, are also in read by the os illations. The eÆ ien y for the dete tion
of the produ ed harged leptons and gammas in the a tive part of the dete tor has been
al ulated with a full simulation of the apparatus. The ontribution of (e + e) Fe
intera tions an be as high as 15% of the total number of events (in the adiabati NH
ase) and they ontribute mostly to the high energy part of the spe trum.
With respe t to the previous dete tion hannels, the number of NC intera tions with
12
C nu lei does not depend on os illations. In prin iple they ould be used as a referen e
to identify the x{sphere temperature. However, this is partly limited by the unknowledge
of the other astrophysi al parameters.
In on lusion, for our hoi e of the astrophysi al parameters, the expe ted signal of
e

e

x

x

e

e
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neutrinos in the LVD dete tor from a supernova ore ollapse greatly bene ts of the neutrino os illation me hanism, pra ti ally in all the possible dete tion hannels, espe ially
if the transition is adiabati and the hierar hy inverted (sin e in LVD the most relevand
signal is given by e).
The expe ted number of events in the various LVD dete tion hannels and in the
di erent os illation s enarios are shown in table 2.
Table 2: Expe ted results in the various LVD dete tion hannels and in the mean energy
of the dete ted e p events.
No Os illation Non Adiabati Adiabati NH Adiabati IH
e p
346.
391.
494.
hE i in e p
25. MeV
30. MeV
37. MeV
CC with 12 C
8.
22.
29.
27.
56
CC with Fe
22.
72.
95.
92.
NC with 12C
27
e

However, being aware of the fa t that the astrophysi al parameters of the supernova
me hanism are up to now not well de ned, we performed the same al ulations using
di erent values of them. The resulting di eren es are in fa t important; they are mainly
due to the poor theoreti al knowledge of the physi s of the gravitational ollapse. This will
be hopefully improved after the o uren e and dete tion of the next gala ti supernova,
to whi h the LVD experiment an give a signi ant ontribution.
2 LVD and its experimental a tivity in 2006
2.1 Supernova physi s
2.1.1

Monitoring the Galaxy

LVD has been ontinuously monitoring the Galaxy sin e 1992 in the sear h for neutrino
bursts from GSC 1 .
1 The results of this sear h have been periodi ally updated and published in the ICRC Pro eedings,
sin e 1993 until 2005. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄
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Duty Cycle (%)

Its a tive mass has been
progressively in reased
100
from about 330 t in 1992
to 1000 t in 2001, always
guaranteeing a sensitivity
80
to gravitational stellar
ollapses up to distan es
60
d = 20 kp from the
Earth, even in the ase
of the lowest  -sphere
40
temperature.
In g. 4 we show the duty
20
y le of the experiment
during the last 6 years.
Considering just the last
0
year (2006) the average
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
duty y le was 99:93% and
the average a tive mass in
Figure 4: LVD duty y le during the last six years of data
the same period 940 t.
a quisition.
All events are pro essed on the base of their time sequen e, sear hing for luster not
ompatible with a poissonian u tuation of the ba kground. A rst sele tion onsists in
reje ting the rossing muon events and a epting only those with energy in the [7 100℄
MeV range. After this sele tion ut we obtain a very stable ounting rate fb = 0:3 Hz.
Ea h luster is identi ed by its multipli ity m and its duration t (up to 200 s): the
imitation frequen y F im (that is the frequen y that a parti ular luster (m,t) is due
to a poissonian u tuation of the ba kground fb ) is then al ulated. The interesting
andidates (those with F im < 1 ev/year) undergo several onsisten y he ks: (i) the
topologi al distribution of pulses inside the dete tor has to be uniform; (ii) their energy
spe trum is he ked against the ba kground spe trum and (iii) the time distribution of
the delayed low energy pulses (due to the 2:2 MeV gamma from the neutron apture)
must follow an exponential law.
No signi ant signal has been registered by LVD during 14 years of data a quisition.
Sin e the LVD sensitivity is higher than expe ted from GSC models (even if the sour e
is at a distan e of 20 kp and for soft neutrino energy spe tra) we an on lude that no
gravitational stellar ollapse has o urred in the Galaxy in the whole period of observation:
the resulting upper limit to the rate of GSC, updated to 2006, at 90% C.L. is 0.18
events/yr.
2.1.2

SNEWS

The SNEWS (SuperNova Early Warning System) [13, 14℄ proje t is an international
ollaboration in luding several experiments sensitive to a ore- ollpase supernova neutrino
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signal in the Galaxy and neighbour. The goal of SNEWS is to provide the astronomi al
ommunity with a prompt and on dent alert of the o urren e of a Gala ti supernova
event, generated by the oin iden e of two or more a tive dete tors. In addition the
ollaboration is engaged in ooperative work, su h as the downtime oordination and interexperiment timing veri ation, designed to optimize the global sensitivity to a supernova
signal. A dedi ated pro ess waits for alarm datagrams from the experiments' lients, and
provides an alert if there is a oin iden e within a spe i ed time window (10 se onds for
normal running). In July 2005, after a few years of tuning, the harter members of SNEWS
(i.e., LVD, Super-K and SNO2 ) together with the newly joined Amanda/I eCube, started
the e e tive operation of the network, whi h means that the alert is really sent to the
list subs ribers, in the ase of an at least two-fold oin iden e (see http://snews.bnl.gov
to get your own SN alert !).
Up to now, no inter-experiment oin iden e, real or a idental, has ever o urred (ex ept
during a spe ial high rate test mode), nor any ore ollapse event been dete ted within
the lifetimes of the urrently a tive experiments.
2.2 CNGS beam monitor
The Cern Neutrinos to Gran Sasso (CNGS) proje t aims to produ e a high energy, wide
band  beam at Cern and send it towards the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory
(LNGS). Its main goal is the observation of the  appearan e, through neutrino avour
os illation, by the Opera experiment.
As proven in [15℄, due to its large area and a tive mass, LVD an a t as a very useful
beam monitor, dete ting the intera tion of neutrinos inside the dete tor and the muons
generated by the  intera tion in the ro k upstream the dete tor.
2.2.1

The CNGS beam

The information about the CNGS beam hara teristi s are taken by the LHCLOG CNGS OPERA
database (hereafter DB) [16℄. Two main quantities are relevant for ea h proton extra tion:
 the UTC time of the spill (in ns),
 the number of extra ted protons on target (p.o.t.) 3 .
The CNGS beam started its rst run of operation on 18th August, 2006 ( rst spill at
11:31:54.072 UTC) and nished on 30th August (last spill at 03:30:04.872 UTC). In the
following we will refer to this rst run as Run1. The total number of protons delivered
against the graphite target is 7:59 1017 . The beam intensity per ea h spill is shown in
gure 5. It started with an average intensity of 1:38 1013 p.o.t. per spill until 23rd August;
then there was a prede ned stop alled \Ma hine Development" (MD). On 25th August
the run restarted with a slightly higher intensity of 1:64 1013 p.o.t. per spill, on average.
2 A tually the SNO experiment is stopped and under de ommissioning
3 Due to some known problems (see [17℄) it happened that for some extra tion there was only the UTC
time or only the number of p.o.t. . In the following we will onsider only those extra tion where both
the informations were present.
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The time stru ture of the CNGS beam is hara terized by two extra tions, 10:5 s
long, separated by 50 ms; this pattern is repeated ea h CNGS y le, whose duration an
hange: during Run1 there were two main repetition y les: 16:8 s and 22:8 s.

Figure 5: Beam intensity (in protons on target) per ea h spill of Run1.
2.2.2

MC simulation of the expe ted events

The CNGS events in LVD an be subdivided into two main ategories:
  harged urrent (CC) intera tions in the ro k upstream the LNGS; they produ e
a muon that an rea h LVD and be dete ted,
  CC and neutral urrent (NC) intera tions in the material (liquid s intillator and
iron of the support stru ture) of LVD.
We developed a full Monte arlo simulation that in ludes the generation of the neutrino
intera tion produ ts, the propagation of the muon in the Gran Sasso ro k and the response
of the LVD dete tor. The details of the simulation were des ribed in [15℄; however,
with respe t to that paper, some modi ations were done with up{to{date informations.
In parti ular we now use the CNGS ux al ulated in 2005 by the Fluka group [18℄
and the neutrino ross se tion NUX-FLUKA [19℄. There are also some modi ations in
the dete tor: there are a tually 7 a tive levels of s intillation ounters instead of the 8
previously onsidered, and the energy threshold for the de nition of a CNGS event is now
100 MeV instead of 200 MeV.
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The resulting number of expe ted events, at the nominal intensity 4:5 1019 p.o.t./y is
32160/y, equivalent to 7:147 10 16 events per p.o.t. ( onsidering 200 e e tive days per
year it orresponds to  160 CNGS events per day): 78% are muons from the ro k, 17%
are CC intera tions in the dete tor and 5% are NC.
During Run1 the total number of p.o.t. was 7:59 1017 , thus 542 events are expe ted
in LVD.
2.2.3

CNGS dete ted events

The LVD events are ltered using a very loose sele tion ut: we require to have at least
one s intillation ounter with an energy release larger that 100 MeV. The resulting rate
is quite stable, with an average value of 0:37 Hz, see gure 6.

Figure 6: Ba kground rate of events during Run1. These events present at least one
s intillation ounter with an energy release larger than 100 MeV.
Among this sample the rst sele tion riteria is based on the oin iden e of the LVD
event time with the beam spill time written in the DB. Two main orre tions have been
done: the neutrino time of ight from Cern to the LNGS (2:440 ms) and the propagation
of the GPS time signal from the outside laboratories to slave lo ks in the underground
hall (42116, 42064 and 42041 ns respe tively for tower 1, 2 and 3), measured in July, 2006
together with the other experiments at LNGS [20℄.
During Run1 there were some additional time shifts between the LNGS time and the
UTC time written in the DB: from the beginning until 18th 16:00 it was +100 s, then
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+10 s until 22nd 9:00 and 2 ms until 23rd 5:30. After the MD there was no additional
bias.
After applying all these orre tions, we sear h for the CNGS events in the interval
[ 15; +25℄ s around the start time of the beam spill. In this way 569 events are sele ted;
their distribution in the time window is shown in gure 7.
The four events with time di eren e between 13 and 8s o ured on 19th August
when there was a failure in the LNGS master lo k. The se ond master was swit hed
on and a time shift of about 10 s was present. Thus those events are onsidered in the
analysis.

Figure 7: Distribution of the dete tion time of the 569 CNGS events, with respe t to the
initial time of the beam spill.
In gure 8 (left) we show the omparison between the expe ted and dete ted event
rate per ea h day of data a quisition; in gure 8 (right) the omparison of the integral
number of events, hour by hour, is shown. Given the presently limited statisti s, the
agreement is good.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the expe ted and dete ted number of events during Run1.
In the left panel there is the number of events per day: observed (bla k ir les) and
expe ted (blue line). In the right one the integrated number of events: observed (bla k
solid line) and expe ted (blue dashed line).
Two examples of typi al CNGS events in LVD are shown in gure 9 (muon from the
ro k) and 10 (neutrino intera tion inside the dete tor).
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Figure 9: Display of a CNGS events: typi al harged urrent intera tion in the ro k
upstream LVD, produ ing a muons that go through the dete tor. The olours represent
the amount of energy released in the s intillation ounters; the legenda is expressed in
GeV. The bla k straight line is the result of a linear t to the hit ounters.

Figure 10: Display of a CNGS events: neutrino intera tion inside the LVD dete tor. The
olours represent the amount of energy released in the s intillation ounters; the legenda
is expressed in GeV.
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Comparison with the MC simulation

In the following we show the omparison between the CNGS dete ted events and the
results of our MC simulation, normalized to the same number of events. In gure 11
we show the distribution of the number of s intillation ounters hit per ea h event, with
an energy threshold of 10 MeV. In gure 12 the total amount of energy dete ted by
the s intillation ounters is displayed. These two histograms are normalized to the total
sample of 569 dete ted events.
In order to sele t the events generated in the ro k, produ ing a penetrating muon
inside the dete tor, we perform the muon tra k re onstru tion with a linear t to the
enters of the hit s intillation ounters. Requiring at least 3 hit ounters and a good 2
(probability larger than 1% in both the TOP and SIDE proje tions) we sele t 319 events.
From the MC simulation we estimate that, using this sele tion ut, the eÆ ien y to dete t
\muons from the ro k" is about 80% and the ontamination of \internal events" is low
(less than 5%). For this sele ted sample of events we an re onstru t the muon dire tion
and ompare it with the expe tation from the re onstru tion of MC events. The results
are shown for the angle between the muon and the main axis of the hall A: its proje tions
in the SIDE and TOP view of the dete tor are in gure 13 and 14 respe tively.
The events are almost horizontal and the main part of them are re onstru ted exa tely
at 0Æ be ause of the dis reteness of the s intillation ounters ( ross se tion 1  1 m2). In
the TOP view the beam is parallel to the hall A axis, while in the SIDE view the beam
\ omes out" from the oor with an angle of 3:2Æ, as seen in gure 13. The agreement of
the data and the MC simulation is very good in both the proje tions.
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Figure 11: Distribution of the number of s intillation ounters hit per ea h CNGS event:
omparison between the data (bla k rosses) and MC simulation (red line).

Figure 12: Distribution of the total energy dete ted in the apparatus per ea h CNGS
event: omparison between the data (bla k rosses) and MC simulation (red line).
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Figure 13: Distribution of the \side" proje tion of the angle between the re onstru ted
muon tra k and the main axis of the LNGS hall: omparison between the data (bla k
rosses) and MC simulation (red line). In the right pi ture there is a des ription of the
onsidered angle zy .

Figure 14: Distribution of the \top" proje tion of the angle between the re onstru ted
muon tra k and the main axis of the LNGS hall: omparison between the data (bla k
rosses) and MC simulation (red line). In the right pi ture there is a des ription of the
onsidered angle xy .
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Ba kground

The ba kground is estimated onsidering the rate of events shown in gure 6 among whi h
the CNGS events are sear hed for, with an average value of 0:37 Hz. We remind that the
time window where we sear h for the events around the beam spill time is 40 s wide,
and the number of useful spills in the DB is 51581. Thus the number of events due to the
ba kground, during Run1, is
Nbkg = 0:37 Hz  40 s  51581 = 0:764
pra ti ally negligible.
2.2.4

Summary

We presented the results of the rst events dete ted by the LVD dete tor in oin iden e
with the CNGS beam. The rst run of the CNGS beam was started in August 2006, with
an overall number of 7:6 1017 protons delivered on the target. The LVD dete tor was fully
operative during the whole run, with an average a tive mass of 950 t.
LVD an dete t the CNGS neutrinos through the observation of penetrating muons
originated by  CC intera tions in the ro k upstream the LNGS and through internal
CC and NC neutrino intera tions.
The expe ted number of events, as predi ted by our Monte arlo simulation, is 542.
We sear hed for the CNGS events by looking at the time oin iden e with the beam spill
time; the number of dete ted events is 569.
There is a good agreement, between the dete ted events and the MC simulation, in
the distribution of the number of hit ounters, the total energy released in the apparatus
and the dire tion of the re onstru ted muons.
We estimate that the number of events due to the ba kground is lower than one in
the whole Run1 time.
Thus, this rst run of the CNGS beam on rmed that, as it was proposed in [15℄, LVD
an a t as a very useful CNGS beam monitor.
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Abstra t

The OPERA neutrino dete tor is designed to perform the rst dete tion of
neutrino os illations in appearan e mode, through the study of   os illations.
The apparatus onsists of a lead/emulsion- lm target omplemented by ele troni
dete tors. It is pla ed along the high-energy CERN to LNGS beam (CNGS) in
Hall C of Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory, 730 km away from the neutrino
sour e. In August 2006 a rst run with CNGS neutrinos was su essfully ondu ted.
A rst sample of neutrino events was olle ted, statisti ally onsistent with the
integrated beam intensity. After a brief des ription of the beam and of the various
sub-dete tors, we report on the a hievements obtained during 2006, presenting the
rst data and the status of the dete tor and the needed infrastru tures.
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1 Introdu tion
The solution of the long-standing solar and atmospheri neutrino puzzles has ome
from the hypothesis of neutrino os illations. This implies that neutrinos have non vanishing and not degenerate masses, and that their avor eigenstates involved in weak
intera tion pro esses are a superposition of their mass eigenstates.
Several key experiments ondu ted in the last de ades with solar neutrinos, and with
atmospheri , rea tor and a elerator neutrinos, have ontributed to build-up our present
understanding of neutrino mixing. Atmospheri neutrino os illations, in parti ular, have
been studied by the Super-Kamiokande, Kamiokande, MACRO and SOUDAN2 experiments. Long baseline experiments on rmed the os illation hypothesis with a elerator
neutrinos: K2K in Japan and MINOS in the USA. The CHOOZ and Palo Verde rea tor
experiments ex luded the  ! e hannel as the dominant one in the atmospheri se tor.
However, the dire t appearan e of a di erent neutrino avor is still an important open
issue. Long-baseline a elerator neutrino beams an be used to probe the atmospheri
neutrino signal and on rm the preferred solution of  !  os illations. In this ase,
the beam energy should be large enough to produ e the heavy  lepton. This is one of
the main goals of the OPERA experiment that uses the long baseline (L=730 km) CNGS
neutrino beam from CERN to LNGS. The hallenge of the experiment is to measure
the appearan e of  from  os illations. This requires the dete tion of the short-lived 
lepton (  = 87.11 m) with high eÆ ien y and low ba kground. The  is identi ed by the
dete tion of its hara teristi de ay topologies, in one prong (ele tron, muon or hadron)
or in three-prongs. The  tra k is measured with a large-mass sampling- alorimeter made
of 1 mm thi k lead plates (absorber material) inter-spa ed with thin emulsion lms (higha ura y tra king devi es).
The OPERA dete tor is made of two identi al Super Modules ea h onsisting of a target se tion of about 900 ton made of lead/emulsion- lm modules (bri ks), of a s intillator
tra ker dete tor, needed to pre-lo alize neutrino intera tions within the target, and of a
muon spe trometer.
The onstru tion of the CNGS beam has been re ently ompleted and a rst run took
pla e in August 2006 with good performan e of the fa ility. First data were olle ted by
the OPERA dete tor still without bri ks installed, yielding a preliminary measurement
of the beam features along with the olle tion of a number of neutrino intera tions (319)
onsistent with the integrated beam intensity of 7.6  1017 protons on target (p.o.t.). The
OPERA experiment operated very satisfa torily during the run.
2 The CNGS beam and the OPERA experiment
The CNGS neutrino beam was designed and optimized for the study of  ! 
os illations in appearan e mode, by maximizing the number of harged urrent (CC) 
intera tions at the LNGS site. A 400 GeV proton beam is extra ted from the CERN SPS
in 10.5 s short pulses with design intensity of 2.4  1013 p.o.t. per pulse. The proton
beam is transported through the transfer line TT41 to the CNGS target T40. The target
onsists of a series of thin graphite rods. Se ondary pions and kaons of positive harge
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produ ed in the target are fo used into a parallel beam by a system of two magneti
lenses, alled horn and re e tor. A 1,000 m long de ay-pipe allows the pions and kaons
to de ay into muon-neutrinos and muons. The remaining hadrons (protons, pions, kaons)
are absorbed by an iron beam-dump. The muons are monitored by two sets of dete tors
downstream of the dump; they measure the muon intensity, the beam pro le and its
enter. Further downstream the muons are absorbed in the ro k while neutrinos ontinue
their travel toward Gran Sasso.
The average neutrino energy at the LNGS lo ation is  17 GeV. The  ontamination
is  4%, the e and e ontaminations are lower than 1%, while the number of prompt
 from Ds de ay is negligible. The average L/E ratio is 43 km/GeV. Due to the earth
urvature neutrinos from CERN enter the LNGS halls with an angle of about 3Æ with
respe t to the horizontal plane.
Assuming a CNGS beam intensity of 4.5  1019 p.o.t. per year and a ve year run
about 31,000 CC plus neutral urrent (NC) neutrino events will be olle ted by OPERA
from intera tions in the lead-emulsion target. Out of them 95 (214) CC  intera tions
are expe ted for os illation parameter values m223 = 2  10 3 eV2 (3  10 3 eV2 ) and
sin2223 =1. Taking into a ount the overall  dete tion eÆ ien y the experiment should
gather 10-15 signal events with a ba kground of less than one event.
In the following, we give a brief des ription of the main omponents of the OPERA
dete tor.

Figure 1: S hemati

drawing of the OPERA dete tor at LNGS.

Ea h of the two Super Modules (SM1 and SM2) onsists of 103,168 lead/emulsion
bri ks arranged in 31 target planes (Fig. 1), ea h one followed by two s intillator planes
with an e e tive granularity of 2.6  2.6 m2. These planes serve as trigger devi es and
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allow sele ting the bri k ontaining a neutrino intera tion. A muon spe trometer at the
downstream end of ea h SM allows to measure the muon harge and momentum. A large
size anti- oin iden e dete tor pla ed in front of SM1 allows to veto (or tag) intera tions
o urring in the material and in the ro k upstream of the target.
The onstru tion of the experiment started in Spring 2003. The rst instrumented
magnet was ompleted in May 2004 together with the rst half of the target support
stru ture. The se ond magnet was ompleted in the beginning of 2005. In Spring 2006
all s intillator planes were installed. The bri k produ tion started in O tober 2006 with
the aim of ompleting the full target for the high-intensity run of 2007.
The run of August 2006 was ondu ted with ele troni dete tors only, taking neutrino
intera tions in the ro k upstream of the dete tor, in the passive material of the me hani al
stru ture and in the iron of the spe trometers. In addition, the information from a
tra king plane made of pairs of emulsion lms (Changeable Sheets, CS) was used to study
the asso iation between emulsion- lm segments with tra ks re onstru ted in the Target
Tra ker (TT). Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the dete tor in the underground Hall C of
LNGS as it was during the neutrino run.

Figure 2: Photograph of OPERA in the LNGS Hall C.
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2.1 The ele troni dete tors

The onstru tion in Strasbourg and the installation in the LNGS underground laboratory
of the OPERA Target Tra ker, responsible to indi ate the right lead/emulsion bri k to
extra t from the dete tor target, has nished in May 2006. The ommissioning of the
dete tor has ontinued up to the end of the same year. The Target Tra ker is omposed
by 62 walls, ea h one asso iated with one bri k wall. Ea h Target Tra ker wall ontains
four horizontal and for verti al modules de ning a sensitive area of about 7x7 m2. The
Target Tra ker modules en lose 64 s intillator strips readout by Wave Length Shifting
bers and multianode Hamamatsu photomultipliers. For the whole Target Tra ker (496
modules), 992 photomultipliers, 31200 AMCRYS-H s intillator strips and about 300 km
Kuraray WLS ber have been used. During the rst data taking period in August and
O tober, the Target Tra ker was fully operational. A big number of osmi rays has been
re orded sin e the end of the Target Tra ker installation. These osmi rays are used for
alignment testing and m.i.p. dete tion eÆ ien y evaluation. It has been veri ed that the
Target Tra ker dete tion eÆ ien y was higher than 98%, as expe ted by the alibration
tests done during the module onstru tion
Muon identi ation and harge measurement are needed for the study of the muoni
 -de ay hannel and for the suppression of the ba kground from the de ay of harmed
parti les, featuring the same topology. Ea h muon spe trometer onsists of a bipolar
magnet made of two iron arms for a total weight of 990 ton. The measured magneti
eld intensity is 1.52 T. The OPERA magnets have been ommissioned in spring 2006
and were fully operative during the rst CNGS run. In February, the power supplies
of the magnets were delivered at Gran Sasso after ompletion of tests at rm. They
were subsequently installed in the top platform of the experiment and onne ted to the
driving oils by means of exible ables. The magnets have been swit hed on for the rst
time in Mar h using a temporary ooling system. During the physi s run, Magnet 1 was
operated very smoothly (100% lifetime) while several power interruptions were observed
in Magnet 2. The problem was tra ed to the power supply regulator and has been solved
by the supplier in September 2006. The two arms of magnets are interleaved with verti al,
8 m long drift-tube planes (PT) for the pre ise measurement of the muon-tra k bending.
Planes of Resistive Plates Chambers (RPC's) are inserted between the iron plates of the
arms, providing a oarse tra king inside the magnet, range measurement of the stopping
parti les and a alorimetri analysis of hadrons.
In order to measure the muon momenta and determine their sign with high a ura y,
the Pre ision Tra ker (PT) is built of thin walled aluminum tubes with 38 mm outer
diameter and 8 m length. Ea h of the  10,000 tubes has a entral sense wire of 45 m
diameter. They an provide a spatial resolution better than 300 m. Ea h spe trometer is
equipped with six fourfold layers of tubes. By end of De ember 2006, 82% (162 modules)
of the total PT were produ ed, wired and su essfully tested in Hamburg. The wire
tension, the dark urrent and the leakage rate are within the spe i ations. 130 of the
produ ed modules are already installed in the OPERA dete tor, named planes HPT 1
to 8. Thus the omplete 1st and 1/3 of the 2nd spe trometer have been me hani ally
installed and su essfully tested.
All ele troni s omponents of the PT are produ ed and su essfully tested. Further172

more, half of the HV boards, the preamp boards, the support boards, the trigger boards
and the TDCs are installed and su essfully operated in SM1.
The slow ontrol for the PT, using a new industrial standard system of the ompany
Be kho , is developed, some improvements are ongoing. The gas system is ready for SM
1 and SM 2. The rst two stations (SM1) are su essfully operated sin e august 2006.
The ommissioning of the installed planes is ongoing. All the ele troni s omponents
of PT were su essfully operated. Sin e November the new developed trigger system
was installed and ommissioned. For ea h SM three independent trigger stations are
installed to identify muons from beam neutrinos but also to be sensitive to stopping
muons from beam and osmi rays. The overall alignment of HPT 1 to 6, using the new
referen e system, was better than 500 m, whi h is within the requirement. During the
ommissioning phase several data were taken and analyzed. The rea hed resolution is
better than 500 m. This value will be improved by in luding all alignment results.
RPC's identify penetrating muons and measure their harge and momentum in an
independent way with respe t to the PT. They onsist of ele trode plates made of 2
mm thi k plasti laminate of high resistivity painted with graphite. Indu ed pulses are
olle ted on two pi kup strip planes made of opper strips glued on plasti foils pla ed
on ea h side of the dete tor. The number of individual RPC's is 924 for a total dete tor
area of 3,080 m2. The total number of digital hannels is about 25,000, one for ea h of
the 2.6 m (verti al) and 3.5 m (horizontal) wide strips.
In order to solve ambiguities in the tra k spatial-re onstru tion ea h of the two drifttube planes of the PT upstream of the dipole magnet is omplemented by an RPC plane
with two 42.6Æ rossed strip-layers alled XPC's. RPC's and XPC's give a pre ise timing
signal to the PT's.
Finally, a dete tor made of glass RPC's is pla ed in front of the rst Super Module,
a ting as a veto system for intera tions o urring in the upstream ro k. The veto dete tor
was not yet operational for the August 2006 run but was installed later in 2006.
OPERA has a low data rate from events due to neutrino intera tions well lo alized in
time, in orrelation with the CNGS beam spill. The syn hronization with the spill is done
oine via GPS. The dete tor remains sensitive during the inter-spill time and runs in a
trigger-less mode. Events dete ted out of the beam spill ( osmi -ray muons, ba kground
from environmental radioa tivity, dark ounts) are used for monitoring. The global DAQ
is built as a standard Ethernet network whose 1,147 nodes are the Ethernet Controller
Mezzanines plugged on ontroller boards interfa ed to ea h sub-dete tor spe i front-end
ele troni s. A general 10 ns lo k syn hronized with the lo al GPS is distributed to all
mezzanines in order to insert a time stamp to ea h data blo k. The event building is
performed by sorting individual subdete tor data by their time stamps.
2.2 Emulsion lms, bri ks and related fa ilities

An R&D ollaboration between the Fuji Company and the Nagoya group allowed the large
s ale produ tion of the emulsion lms needed for the experiment (more than 12 million
individual lms) ful lling the requirements of uniformity of response and of produ tion,
time stability, sensitivity, s hedule and ost. The main pe uliarity of the emulsion lms
used in high energy physi s ompared to normal photographi lms is the relatively large
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thi kness of the sensitive layers ( 44 m) pla ed on both sides of a 205 m thi k plasti
base.
A target bri k onsists of 56 lead plates of 1 mm thi kness and 57 emulsion lms.
The plate material is a lead alloy with a small al ium ontent to improve its me hani al
properties. The transverse dimensions of a bri k are 12.7  10.2 m2 and the thi kness
along the beam dire tion is 7.5 m (about 10 radiation lengths). The bri ks are housed
in support stru tures pla ed between onse utive TT walls.
In order to redu e the emulsion s anning load the use of Changeable Sheets, su essfully applied in the CERN CHORUS experiment, was extended to OPERA. CS doublets
are atta hed to the downstream fa e of ea h bri k and an be removed without opening
the bri k. Charged parti les from a neutrino intera tion in the bri k ross the CS and produ e a trigger in the TT s intillators. Following this trigger the bri k is extra ted and the
CS developed underground and analyzed in the s anning fa ility at LNGS (Fig. 3). The
information of the CS is used for a pre ise predi tion of the position of the tra ks in the
most downstream lms of the bri k, hen e guiding the so- alled s an-ba k vertex- nding
pro edure.

Figure 3: The OPERA S anning Station in the outside Laboratory. During 2006 the
installation of 6 mi ros opes with omputer ontrol, has been ompleted. The mi ros opes
will be mainly used for the s anning of the hangeable sheets to look for tra ks of harged
parti les validating the o urren e of a neutrino intera tion in the orresponding bri k.
The hit bri k nding is one of the most riti al operations for the su ess of the
experiment, sin e one aims at high eÆ ien y and purity in dete ting the bri k ontaining
the neutrino intera tion vertex. This requires the ombination of adequate pre ision of the
TT, pre ise extrapolation and high tra k nding eÆ ien y in the CS s anning pro edure.
During the neutrino run of August 2006 a su essful test of the whole pro edure was
performed by using an emulsion dete tor plane onsisting of a matrix of 15  20 individual
CS doublets with overall transverse dimensions of 158  256 m2 inserted in one of the
SM2 target planes.
The onstru tion of more than 200,000 bri ks for the neutrino target is a omplished
by an automati ma hine, the Bri k Assembly Ma hine (BAM) operating underground in
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order to minimize the number of ba kground tra ks from osmi -rays and environmental
radiation.The BAM has been mounted during 2006 in a spe ially onstru ted site in
the underground laboratory and has started the bri k produ tion (Fig. 4). Two Bri k
Manipulating Systems (BMS) have been mounted during last year on both lateral sides
of the dete tor. They will ll the target walls with the bri ks produ ed by the BAM,
position the bri ks in the target walls and also extra t those bri ks ontaining neutrino
intera tions during runs. BMS ommissioning has started in 2006 (around 4000 bri ks
have been inserted up to February 2007).

Figure 4: The piling/pressing station of the Bri k Assembly Ma hine (BAM) in the
underground laboratory. It onsists of 6 anthropomorphi robots whi h have to assembly
the bri ks alternating emulsion and PB sheets. The nal bri k produ tion rate should
rea h the value of 1000 bri ks/day.
While running the experiment, after the analysis of their CS doublets, bri ks with
neutrino events are brought to the LNGS external laboratory, exposed for several hours
to osmi -ray muons for lm alignment and then disassembled. The lms are developed
with an automati system in parallel pro essing hains. In 2006 the large Laboratory for
emulsion plate development, was arranged lose to its nal shape, and the rst real- ase
bri ks extra ted after the CNGS pilot runs were su essfully pro essed therein.
The Laboratory, designed to be hosted in the new building re ently open to users at
the surfa e LNGS site, is at lose internal path from the Cosmi ray exposure pit (40
m Fe shielding). Apart from omplementary equipment, it in ludes: 1) A Chemi al
Plant with large-s ale equipment for ltering, thermal ontrol and demineralization of
large volumes of water, as a solvent of hemi als and for nal plate washing; large volume
tanks for numeri ally ontrolled preparation of the hemi als needed for the emulsion
development and xation; intermediate tanks and pipelines to servi e the development
lines; di erentiated olle tion and exhaustion of wasted solutions out to large external
tanks. 2) An Automated development system, hosted in large safelight darkrooms, with
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Figure 5: Partial view of the emulsion development laboratory realized during 2006 in the
new LAB1 building. Three of six omputer ontrolled hains of development are shown
in the pi ture and are already working, the other three are in ompletion phase.
six independent lines, running in parallel, (see Fig. 5) with a sequen e of automati ally
re lled and step-timed tanks, lo ally ontrolled by PLCs.
The expe ted number of bri ks extra ted per running-day with the full target installed
and CNGS nominal intensity is about 30. The large emulsion surfa e to be s anned
requires fast automati mi ros opes ontinuously running at a speed of  20 m2 lm
surfa e per hour. This requirement has been met after R&D studies ondu ted using two
di erent approa hes by some of the European groups of the Collaboration and by the
Japanese groups.
3 The 2006 runs with CNGS neutrinos
The rst shot of the extra ted proton beam onto the CNGS target was made on 11
July. A low intensity run with neutrinos took then pla e from 18 to 30 August 2006 with
a total integrated intensity of 7.6  1017 p.o.t.. The beam had been a tive for a time
equivalent to about 5 days. The low intensity was partly due to the hosen SPS y le and
to the intensity of the spill that was 55% of the nominal value during the rst part of the
run and 70% during the se ond part.
The GPS lo k used to syn hronize the CERN a elerators and OPERA had been netuned before the start of data-taking. At CERN the urrent pulse of the ki ker magnet
used for the beam extra tion from the SPS to the TT41 line was time-tagged by a GPS
unit with absolute time (UTC) alibration. An analogous GPS at the LNGS site provided
the UTC timing signal to OPERA. The resulting a ura y in the time syn hronization
between CERN and OPERA timing systems was better than 100 ns. However, during
the rst days of the run a time o set of 100 s was observed due to problems in adjusting
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the time tagging of the ki ker pulse. This o set was eventually redu ed to 600 ns.
The OPERA dete tor started olle ting neutrino intera tions from the very rst beam
spills with nearly all ele troni dete tors su essfully operating. Altogether, 319 neutrino
events, with an estimated 5% systemati un ertainty, were taken by OPERA during the
August run. This is onsistent with the 300 expe ted events for the given integrated
intensity of 7.6  1017 p.o.t.. The analysis of the CNGS data ondu ted at CERN and
the omparison with simulations is in progress. On e ompleted, we expe t to rea h
a 20% systemati error on the predi tion of the number of muon events from neutrino
intera tions in the ro k. This error is due to un ertainties in the neutrino ux predi tion,
in the ross-se tion and in the muon transport in the ro k.
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Figure 6: Time distribution of events olle ted in the neutrino run. The event time di eren e
with respe t to the losest extra tion is shown in the right histogram.
The event analysis was performed in two ways. In the rst one the event timing
information was treated as a basi sele tion tool, sin e the time window of beam events is
well sized in a 10.5 s interval, while the uniform osmi -ray ba kground orresponded to
10 4 of the olle ted statisti s (Fig. 6). The se ond analysis dealt with the re onstru tion
of tra k-like events disregarding timing information. Neutrino events are lassi ed as: 1)
CC neutrino intera tions in the ro k upstream of the dete tor or in the material present
in the hall leading to a penetrating muon tra k (Fig. 7, top-left); 2) CC and NC neutrino
intera tions in the target material (Fig. 7, top-right and bottom-right) and CC intera tions
in the iron of the spe trometers (Fig. 7, bottom-left).
The  angular distribution with respe t to the horizontal axis obtained by sele ting
single-tra k events is shown in Fig. 8. Events were sele ted with a minimum number
of 6 layers of red RPC's in ea h spe trometer. In the same Figure, the distribution of
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Figure 7: Display of neutrino events from the CNGS run. For ea h event the top and side views

are shown, respe tively. The SM targets are indi ated in blue, the spe trometers in light brown,
TT and RPC hits in red. See the text for event lassi ation.

simulated osmi -ray muons is also shown. The omparison between experimental data
and Monte Carlo events proved the beam-indu ed nature of the muons in the peak around
the horizontal dire tion. By ounting events sele ted with topologi al riteria we found
 10% of the events orresponding to beam spill data missing in the CERN database.
A Gaussian t to the  angle of the events on-time with the beam (shown in the inset
of Fig. 8) yielded a mean muon angle of 3.40.3Æ in agreement with the value of 3.3Æ
expe ted for neutrinos originating from CERN and traveling under the earth surfa e to
the LNGS underground halls. The systemati error on  was evaluated to be 3% by
applying di erent tra k re onstru tion models.
Con erning the analysis of the CS dete tor, 9 muons produ ed by neutrino intera tions
in the ro k surrounding the dete tor rossed the CS plane surfa e. 5 muon tra ks predi ted
by the ele troni dete tors were found by s anning the emulsion lms. The reasons of
ineÆ ien y an be tra ed-ba k to the tight uts applied in this preliminary analysis and
in the signi ant de rease of the du ial volume. In fa t, the dead spa e between adja ent
emulsion lms was  10% and the s anning was only performed up to 3 mm from the lm
edge, bringing the overall dead spa e to  20%. However, the test proved the apability in
passing from the entimeter s ale of the ele troni tra ker resolution to the mi rometri
resolution of nu lear emulsions. The angular di eren e between predi ted and found
tra ks is better than 10 mrad, largely dominated by the ele troni dete tor resolution.
Fig. 9 shows the display of one of the 6 re onstru ted events.
In O tober two weeks of CNGS beam were foreseen. The expe ted integrated intensity
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Figure 9: Left: display of one event with the muon passing through the CS dete tor plane. Only

hits of the ele troni dete tors lose to the CS plane are shown; the verti al segment indi ates
the position of the CS doublet inter epted by the tra k. Right: display of the orresponding 4
mi ro-tra ks re onstru ted in the CS doublet.

was around 1.6  1018 p.o.t. with a SPS super y le ontaining three short CNGS y les
similar to the single y le of the August run. After some hours the SPS was su essfully
brought to operate in the new timing on guration, but unfortunately the run lasted only
25 hours. The beam had to be suspended be ause of a serious water leak whi h o urred
in the ooling system of the re e tor downstream of the beryllium target. The failure
ould not be dire tly inspe ted and repaired be ause of the high lo al radiation. It will
be repaired at the beginning of 2007 before the next CNGS run foreseen in Summer 2007.
The total integrated beam intensity olle ted in this short run was very low and only 19
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beam events were olle ted, mainly orresponding to CC intera tion in the ro k. In this
run the OPERA target was ontaining around 1000 bri ks but only one ro k muon passed
through one of those bri ks. This event has been re onstru ted both in the hangeable
sheets and in the bri k. In the meantime the Bri k assembling Ma hine is being nally
ommissioned to rea h a bri k produ tion speed near to the design value (1000 bri ks/day)
in order ll all the dete tor target within one year.
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THEORY GROUP
Members of the group: R. Aloisio, Z. Berezhiani, V. Berezinsky, V. Cara iolo, P. Ciar elluti, M.L. Costantini, G. Di Carlo, A. Grillo, E. Luzio,
F. Nesti, L. Pilo, N. Rossi, A.S. Sakharov, F. Vissani.

The a tivity of resear h is organized in the four working groups FA51, GS51,
PI12, PI21 that are generi ally denoted as IS (from \Iniziative Spe i he")
and on erned four main areas: astroparti le physi s (mainly FA51), phenomenology of Plan k s ale (GS51), omputer simulations of gauge theories
(PI12), parti le physi s phenomenology (mainly PI21), also in ollaboration
with experimental groups. The a tivities of the theory group for 2006 are
des ribed below.

1

Astroparti le Physi s (FA51)

The Astroparti le Physi s group of LNGS in 2006 in luded R. Aloisio, V.
Berezinsky, M.L. Costantini, F. Vissani and visitors V. Doku haev (Institute for Nu lear Resear h, Mos ow), Yu. Eroshenko (Institute for Nu lear
Resear h, Mos ow), B. Hnatyk (Lviv University, Ukraine), S. Grigorieva (Institute for Nu lear Resear h, Mos ow) and A. Gazizov (Stepanov Institute
of Physi s, Minsk, Belarus). The group worked in lose ollaboration with
A. Vilenkin (Tufts University, USA), M. Ka helrie (MPI, Muni h), P. Blasi
(Ar etri Observatory, Firenze), G. Senjanovi (ICTP, Trieste), A. Strumia
(Pisa University) and others.

S ienti

work

The main eld of the work is astroparti le physi s, in luding neutrino os illations, massive neutrinos, ultra high energy osmi rays, and high energy
neutrino and gamma astrophysi s. We work also in parti le physi s, in luding the fermion masses in supersymetri and non-supersymmetri SO(10).
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Conferen es, seminars and other a tivities
R.Aloisio works as the s ienti se retary of the LNGS s ienti
ommittee.
R.Aloisio works (together with C.Cattadori) as the organizer of the LNGS
general seminars.
R.Alosio presented two invited talks at \Workshop on Exoti Physi s with
Neutrino Teles opes", Uppsala, Sweden, September 2006 and at \6th Renontre du Vietnam, Challenges in Parti les Astrophysi s", Hanoi, Vietnam,
August 2006.
V.Berezinsky works as an editor of Int. Journal \Astroparti le Physi s".
V.Berezinsky presented three invited talks at 13th Lomonosov Conferen e
(Mos ow), Astroparti le onferen e (Daijon, Korea) and COSPAR meeting
(Beijing, China) and gave le tures at IDAPP s hool in Ferrara.
V.Berezinsky worked as the member of Int. Advisory Committee of Neutrino
-2006 Conferen e (USA).
F.Vissani gave le tures on neutrino os illations and extensions of the standard model at the University of L'Aquila, in the PhD ourses in Catania
(LNS) and Milano.
F. Vissani presented four invited talks at the \International Workshop on
Cryogeni Liquid Dete tors for Future Parti le Physi s" (Mar h, Gran Sasso),
at \Vul ano Workshop 2006: Frontier Obje ts in Astrophysi s and Parti le
Physi s" (May, Vul ano-ME), at \LHC days in Split" (O tober, Split) and
at the \CHIPP Workshop on neutrino physi s" (O tober, Bern).

Journal, pro eedings and preprints in 2006
[1℄ R. Aloisio, V. Berezinsky, M. Ka helriess
ON THE STATUS OF SUPERHEAVY DARK MATTER
Phys.Rev. D74 (2006) 023516 (astro-ph/0604311).
[2℄ R. Aloisio, V. Berezinsky, P. Blasi, A. Gazizov, S. Grigorieva, B. Hnatyk
A DIP IN THE UHECR SPECTRUM AND THE TRANSITION
FROM GALACTIC TO EXTRAGALACTIC COSMIC RAYS.
Astropart.Phys. 27 (2007) 76 (astro-ph/0608219).
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[3℄ R. Aloisio
TRANSITION FROM GALACTIC TO EXTRA-GALACTIC COSMIC
RAYS
J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 39 (2006) 416.
[4℄ V. Berezinsky
DIP IN UHECR AND TRANSITION FROM GALACTIC TO EXTRAGALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
Pro eedings of Yamada Conferen e 2006.
[5℄ V. Berezinsky, V. Doku haev, Y. Eroshenko
DESTRUCTION OF SMALL-SCALE DARK MATTER CLUMPS IN
THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES AND GALAXIES
Phys.Rev. D73 (2006) 063504.
[6℄ V. Berezinsky, A. Z. Gazizov
DIFFUSION OF COSMIC RAYS IN EXPANDING UNIVERSE. (I)
Astrophys.J. 643 (2006) 8.
[7℄ V. Berezinsky, A. Gazizov, M. Ka helrie
SECOND DIP AS A SIGNATURE OF ULTRAHIGH ENERGY
PROTON INTERACTIONS WITH COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND RADIATION
Phys.Rev.Lett. 97 (2006) 231101.
[8℄ V. Berezinsky, V. Doku haev, Y. Eroshenko
ANISOTROPY OF DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION WITH RESPECT TO THE GALACTIC PLANE
astro-ph/0612733.
[9℄ F. Vissani
NEUTRINOS FROM SUPERNOVA REMNANTS AFTER THE
FIRST H.E.S.S. OBSERVATIONS
astro-ph/0609575.
[10℄ N.Yu.Agafonova et al. (F.Vissani)
STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS ON THE
SUPERNOVA NEUTRINO SIGNAL IN THE LVD DETECTOR
hep-ph/0609305.
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[11℄ M.L. Costantini, A. Ianni, G. Pagliaroli, F. Vissani
IS THERE A PROBLEM WITH LOW ENERGY SN1987A NEUTRINOS?
astro-ph/0608399.
[12℄ F. Vissani
NEUTRINOS FROM GALACTIC SOURCES OF COSMIC RAYS
WITH KNOWN -RAY SPECTRA.
Astropart.Phys.26:310-313,2006.
[13℄ NEUTRINO MASSES AND MIXINGS AND...
A. Strumia, F. Vissani
Review regularly updated on web, hep-ph/0606054.
[14℄ B. Baj , A. Melfo, G. Senjanovi , F. Vissani
FERMION MASS RELATIONS IN A SUPERSYMMETRIC SO(10)
THEORY
AIP Conf.Pro .805:152-157,2006.
[15℄ G. Battistoni, A. Ferrari, C. Rubbia, P.R. Sala, F. Vissani
ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS IN A LARGE LIQUID ARGON DETECTOR
hep-ph/0604182.
[16℄ B. Baj , A. Melfo, G. Senjanovi , F. Vissani
FERMION MASS RELATIONS AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE
LIGHT HIGGS IN A SUPERSYMMETRIC SO(10) THEORY
Phys.Lett.B634:272-277,2006.
[17℄ B. Baj , A. Melfo, G. Senjanovi , F. Vissani
YUKAWA SECTOR IN NON-SUPERSYMMETRIC RENORMALIZABLE SO(10)
Phys.Rev. D73 (2006) 055001.

2

Phenomenology of Plan k S ale (GS51)

The members of the Phenomenology of Plan k S ale (GS51) are R. Aloisio,
A. Grillo (national oordinator of GS51) and E. Luzio, and they worked in
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lose ollaboration with the TS node of GS51{in parti ular with S. Liberati
(SISSA){and with F. Mendez (Santiago University), formerly postdo fellow
in Gran Sasso and now professor at Santiago University, Chile.
The des ription of this a tivity follows:
Sin e a few years it emerged the realization that it is on eivable that
e e ts of Plan k s ale physi s,generally believed to follow from Quantum
Gravity, ould be phenomenologi ally testable. Moreover, although a Quantum Gravity theory is still far from being formulated and there are in fa t
several approa hes to it, there are indi ations that a non trivial spa e-time
stru ture will be relevant nearby the Plan k s ale. This stru ture ould
lead to phenomena whi h will be therefore hara teristi of quantum gravity. Some of the proposed ideas are: loss of quantum oheren e or state
ollapse, QG imprint on initial osmologi al perturbations, extra dimensions
and low-s ale QG, deviations from Newton's law, bla k holes produ ed in olliders,and Plan k-s ale deviations from lassi al spa etime symmetries, su h
as CPT and Lorentz invarian e (LI).
This resear h initiative aims to larify the theoreti al framework of these
testable e e ts of Plan k s ale physi s, fo using primarily on the issues relevant for the fate of lassi al symmetries at the Plan k s ale, and at the same
time to explore all the opportunities that planned astrophysi s observatories
and osmology studies may provide for testing/falsifying su h Plan k-s ale
e e ts.
The Gran Sasso se tion of GS51 has ontinued a systemati approa h to
Double Spe ial Relativity in Spa e-Time. Although the Formulation of DSR
in momentum spa e is satisfa tory, the real phenomenologi al onsequen es
annot be fully dis ussed without a spa e-time (whi h is where experiments
are performed) formulation. This formulation has to emerge if any as a semilassi al limit of Quantum Gravity, and there are some interesting indi ations
in this sense. In 2005-2006 we have ontinued and extended the ollaboration with the TS group, in parti ular S. Liberati and with F. Mendez on the
interpretation of DSR's as a measurement problem. It has been shown that
this onne tion is in fa t emerging, at least with simpli yng hypoteses, from
the ne essary averaging of QG u tuations done in interpreting properties of
semi lassi al (from QG point of view) parti les.
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Journal, pro eedings and preprints in 2006
[1℄ R. Aloisio, A.Galante, A.F. Grillo, S.Liberati, E. Luzio, F.Mendez
DEFORMED SPECIAL RELATIVITY AS AN EFFECTIVE THEORY
OF MEASUREMENTS ON QUANTUM GRAVITATIONAL BACKGROUNDS
Phys.Rev. D73 (2006) 04520
[2℄ R. Aloisio, A.Galante, A.F. Grillo, S.Liberati, E. Luzio, F.Mendez
MODIFIED SPECIAL RELATIVITY ON A FLUCTUATING SPACETIME
Phys.Rev. D74 (2006) 085017

3

Computer Simulations of Gauge Theories
(PI12)

The members of the Computer Simulations of Gauge Theories group (PI12)
are Giuseppe Di Carlo and Angelo Galante, and worked in lose ollaboration with Vi ente Az oiti, Eduardo Follana, Vi tor Laliena (University of
Zaragoza), with partial support of INFN-MEC agreement. Our a tivity during 2006 mainly regarded:

Non-zero baryon density QCD We have introdu ed a new variant of

the well known Hasenfraz-Kars h a tion that allows some step forward toward the determination of the riti al line in the Temperature-Baryon density plane. A study in three dimensional Gross-Neveu model and a detailed
analysis of 4 Flavours QCD has produ ed ex iting results. We have further
developed our methodology with the in lusion of a reweighting te hnique
that allows us to perform safer extrapolations toward the physi al point;
a ompletely new set of simulation data for the 4 avour model has been
produ ed and the analysis is in progress.

Models with -term in the a tion Using the methods we have introdu ed in the last years ontinue this study with the simulation of other models
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with topologi al terms, in parti ular CPN and SU(2) gauge. Our re ent interest has been fo used on the CP1 model; our analysis shows the existen e
of a line of se ond order phase transition points at  =  for intermediate
oupling onstant , with riti al exponents varying ontinuously along the
line.

Results
A study of the de on ning phase transition of 4 Flavours QCD, extended
in the Temperature-Chemi al potential plane up to values of the quark hemi al potential as large as 270 MeV, has been arried out; the resulting paper
that reports on the above results has been published in Nu l. Phys. B. The
analysis of the data for the reweighting pro edure is on the way.
The analysis of the phase stru ture of the CP1 model has been ompleted
and a paper entitled \Criti al Behavior of CP1 at  =  , Haldane's Conje ture and the Universality Class" has been submitted for publi ation.

4

Parti le Physi s Phenomenology (PI21)

The a tivity of the group, whi h in luded Z. Berezhiani, P. Ciar elluti, F.
Nesti, L. Pilo and N. Rossi, was mainly devoted to di erent problems of
parti le phenomenology and its appli ations to astrophysi s and osmology.
The following results an be mentioned.
Z. Berezhiani and F. Nesti suggested a supersymmetri SO(10) model
with a avour symmetry SU (3). The mass matri es of all fermion types
(up and down quarks, harged leptons and neutrinos) appear in the form
of ombinations of three symmetri rank-1 matri es ommon for all types
of fermions, with di erent oeÆ ients that are su essive powers of small
parameters related to ea h-other by SO(10) symmetry properties. The model
perfe tly des ribes the mass and mixing patterns for the quarks and leptons,
dangerous D=5 operators for the proton de ay are naturally suppressed and
avour- hanging supersymmetri e e ts are under ontrol.
Z. Berezhiani in ollaboration with P. Chankowski, A. Falkowski and S.
Pokorski (Warsaw) suggested a me hanism for the Higgs potential stability
against the \little hierar hy" problem. In this model the potential of the
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MSSM Higgs doublets is doubly prote ted: by supersymmetry and by an
a idental global symmetry, as far as the Higgses appear as pseudo-Goldstone
modes of the spontaneoulsy broken extra global symmetry.
Z. Berezhiani in ollaboration with L. Bento (Lisbon) dis ussed the phenomenologi al impli ations of the neutron (n) os illation into the mirror neutron (n0 ), a hypotheti al parti le from a parallel mirror world, exa tly degenerate in mass with the neutron but sterile to normal matter. It was shown
that the present experimental data allow a maximal n n0 os illation in va uum with a hara teristi time  mu h shorter than the neutron lifetime, in
fa t as small as 1 se , whi h orresponds to a mass mixing Æm =  1  10 15
eV between n and n0 states. This phenomenon may manifest in neutron
disappearan e and regeneration experiments perfe tly a essible to present
experimental apabilities and may also have interesting astrophysi al onsequen es, in parti ular it ould help the propagation of ultra high energy
osmi rays at osmologi al distan es without substantial energy loses.

Parti ipation in onferen es and s hools
Z. Berezhiani parti ipated 2nd Int. Conf. on `The Dark Side of the Universe'
DSU 2006, Madrid, Spain, 20-22 June 2006: invited talk "Marriage between
the baryoni and dark matters"
Z. Berezhiani parti ipated Int. Conf. `CFNUL 30 Years', Lisbon, Portrugal,
23-25 June 2006: invited talk \On the origin of observable matter, dark
matter and ultra high energy osmi rays"
Z. Berezhiani, F. Nesti, L. Pilo and N. Rossi parti ipated 1st Galileo Institute
`New Dire tions Beyond the Standard Model in Field and String Theory',
Floren e, Italy, 1 May - 30 June 2006: Z. Berezhiani has delivered a seminar
on \Parallel mirror se tor"
F. Nesti parti ipated 14th Int. Seminar on High Energy Physi s \Quarks
2006", St. Petersburg, Russia, 19-25 May 2006: invited talk \Fermion masses
at intermetiate tanbeta: uni ation of Yukawa determinants"
Z. Berezhiani, F. Nesti, L. Pilo and N. Rossi parti ipated in organization
of 11th Gran Sasso Summer Institute \Frontiers in Astroparti le Physi s",
Assergi, Italy, 11-28 July 2006: le tures of Z. Berezhiani \Mirror World: ori188

gin of visible/dark matter" and F. Nesti "Supersymmetri han e for proton
de ay" were delivered
Z. Berezhiani, F. Nesti, L. Pilo and P. Ciar elluti parti ipated 2nd Galileo
Institute `Astroparti le and Cosmology', Floren e, Italy, 28 Aug. - 30 Sept.
2006: Z. Berezhiani has delivered a seminar on \Origin of the baryon and
dark matter omponents in the universe"
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[5℄ Z. Berezhiani, F. Nesti, L. Pilo
SOFT SUSY BREAKING CONTRIBUTIONS TO PROTON DECAY
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Abstra t
The WArP programme in LNGS is summarized together with the most re ent
a hievements. The short and long term planning is dis ussed in view of the WIMP
sear h theoreti al predi tions.
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1

General

onsiderations.

There is very strong eviden e that a large fra tion of the matter in the Universe is dark
and that galaxies are immersed in a dark halo, whi h out-weights the visible omponent.
The nature of Dark Matter is one of the fundamental puzzles in astrophysi s today. From
astrophysi al onsiderations we know that the density of matter is m = 0:27  0:04.
Non-baryoni Dark Matter (NBDM) must be present, sin e the gravitational density
is apparently mu h larger than the ontribution from the Big Bang Nu leo-Synthesis,
b = 0:044  0:004. The existen e of Dark matter an be onsidered as a on rmed result
be ause of its gravitational e e ts. The open question is its presen e of an ele troweak
oupling to ordinary matter, whi h would permit the dire t observation on Earth of su h
a missing omponent of osmi matter.
The sear h for SUSY parti les is one of the most entral problems of LHC and an
almost ne essity in elementary parti le physi s. The fa t that su h parti les an also
a ount for the old NBDM is either a big oin iden e or a big hint. In the ontext of
su h minimal SUSY models, the Lightest Super Symmetri (LSP) parti le is supposed
to be stable be ause of the so alled R-symmetry. It ould then be a neutral Majorana
fermion of mass M > 20GeV = 2, the experimental lower limit from LEP.
A major e ort is under way in order to produ e su h parti les with LHC at CERN.
If SUSY is dis overed in the future, in order to have osmologi al relevan e, at least one
neutral parti le must be suÆ iently stable to be osmologi ally a tive today. Therefore a
orresponding, parallel e ort should be pursued by non a elerator experiments, in order
to dete t them dire tly in Nature, also in view of the fa t that their abundan e in the
Universe should be su h as to a ount for about one order of magnitude more mass than
ordinary matter!

A dire t dete tion of the existen e of reli WIMP in an underground laboratory may
rely on the observation of the tiny re oils produ ed in ordinary matter by the elasti s attering rea tion on target nu lei with the subsequent re oiling nu leus, mediated by weak
intera tions (neutrino-like). Evidently the spe i signature of these events as re orded
by the dete tor must be su h as to isolate nu lear re oil events from the mu h more abundant ba kground due to natural radioa tivity and other osmi ray and solar neutrino
events. Sin e DM is known, the number of parti les an be roughly estimated on e the
mass of the elementary parti le is given. For instan e, for a mass of 100GeV = 2, the ux
on earth is about 106p= m2=s, about six orders of magnitude smaller than the one of solar
neutrinos.
It must be noted, however, that any suÆ iently heavy reli parti le will behave as
CDM and a host of more exoti possibilities have been suggested. Hypotheti al WIMPs,
whether SUSY or otherwise, ould be rossing Earth with gala ti velo ity of the order
of  10 3, presumably with an approximately Maxwellian distribution, eventually
trun ated at the es ape velo ity from the Galaxy.
This very small, neutrino like, intera tion ross se tion makes WIMP-nu leus s attering a very rare event. Just like the ase of SUSY at LHC, su h a rate is not easily predi ted,
sin e it depends on many variables whi h are poorly de ned like for instan e: the halo
model, the nature of the WIMP ( ross se tion), their survival probability from the Big
Bang (related to R-violation), the features of the nu lear target (atomi number, spin...),
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and so on. In pra ti e, un ertainties may en ompass many orders of magnitude, although
the minimal SUSY leaves open the optimisti possibility of very signi ant rates. For
instan e the present limits of WIMP dete tion of several experiments, in luding WARP,
are already mapping some segments of the SUSY plot that LHC is planning to explore.
Re ent measurements of the g - 2 of the muon suggest an upper limit for the LSP
mass M < 800GeV = 2 at a 2 on den e level. Therefore it may be possible that even
the lowest laying SUSY / LSP remains undete table at the LHC. Instead, in the ase
of reli events, the di erential energy spe trum of nu lear re oils from elasti WIMP
rea tion, negle ting nu lear form fa tors, is generally expe ted to be a smoothly de reasing
exponential fun tion of the re oil kineti energy. The simple kinemati s of the elasti
s attering of WIMPs on (mu h lighter) target nu lei implies that the average kineti
energy of the nu lear re oils is proportional to the WIMP kineti energy. More spe i ally,
the re oils average speed is about twi e the gala ti speed of the WIMP, independently of
the WIMP mass. Therefore, in ontrast to LHC experiments, there is no stri t kinemati al
limit to the mass of the WIMP, provided it maintains, as expe ted, gala ti speeds.

In order to estimate the range of values for an hypotheti al SUSY/WIMP ross se tions, we report in Figure 1 a re ent paper with predi tions for CMSSM by R. Trotta
et al. (astro-ph/0609126). Any de nitive sear h must rea h an ultimate sensitivity that
is several orders of magnitudes higher than the one of the presently published results.
To a hieve su h a goal, both sensitive mass and ba kground dis rimination should be
in remented by many orders of magnitude. This is the reason of the on eptual advan es
and te hnologi al developments we have been on entrating over the last de ades and the
reation of a new line of dark matter dete tors based on noble ryogeni liquids.
2

The WArP experimental programme.

The most sensitive sear hes for massive WIMP have been traditionally performed with
the help of ryogeni dete tors in the milli-K range (EDELWEISS, CDMS, et .). An
alternative te hnology based on noble liquids (Xe, Ar +) at mu h more onventional temperatures has been developed originally by us as a spin-o of the ICARUS programmes.

Both te hnologies are apable of an apriori omparable WIMP ounting rate for a given
a tive mass and re oil threshold. The interest in using pure noble liquids at standard

temperature (90K for liquid Argon) is that larger a tive masses, ultimately of many tons,
an be easily instrumented.
Our pioneering work in the nineties developed both in Pavia and at CERN was based
on the on ept of liquid Xenon, with the simultaneous dete tion of s intillation and ionization signals from the heavy ionizing elasti re oils from WIMP at an appropriate threshold
of about 20  30keV .
Later on, we have repla ed Xenon with Argon for many reasons, the most relevant
being the very high dis rimination power between e= signals and elasti re oils generated
both by hypotheti al WIMP and/or by neutron re oils (a ting as strongly intera ting
WIMP). Presently the remarkable e= reje tion limit of one part in 10 8 has been attained,
and we are on dent that it might be even further improved. These developments have
now evolved into the WARP programme (Wimp Argon programme), intended to a tually
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Figure 1: The 2-dimensional probability density in the neutralino mass and spin independent ross se tion plane in the CMSSM with the ontours ontaining 68% and 95%
probability also marked. Current 90% experimental upper limits are also shown. A large
fra tion of the high probability region lies just below urrent onstraints and it will be
probed by the next generation of dark matter sear hes.
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sear h for Cold Dark Matter in the form WIMP's at the LNGS.
The ryogeni noble liquid dete tor, su h as Argon, unlike an ordinary s intillator,
permits the simultaneous dete tion of both ionisation and s intillation. These parti les
may produ e via weak intera tions nu lear re oils in the energy range 20 80keV .
When a parti le intera ts in the liquid region ex itation and ionization o ur: the ra-

tio of primary s intillation over se ondary ionization signal and the shape of the primary
s intillation depend on the kind of parti le produ ing ex itation and ionization. The dete -

tor onsists on a double phase (liquid with above gas) ryogeni ontainer in whi h both
the primary s intillation light and the drifted ele tron signal, also onverted into light
by a multiplying grid, are re orded. Three simultaneous riteria are used to dis riminate
potential WIMP re oils from e= ba kgrounds:
1. Simultaneous dete tion of prompt s intillation and drift time-delayed ionisation in
Liquid Argon: pulse height ratio strongly dependent from olumnar re ombination
of ionizing tra k.
2. Pulse shape dis rimination of primary s intillation: wide separation in rise times
between fast ( 10ns) and slow ( 1:6s) omponents of the emitted UV light.
3. Pre ise 3D re onstru tion of the event position: additional reje tion of multiple
neutron re oils and gamma ba kground.
The programme at the LNGS onsists of 4 phases whi h are fully approved and funded
and a 5th phase under onsideration:
1. A small (2.3 l) bi-phase hamber tested rst in Pavia and sin e 2004 at LNGS,
rstly without and later with passive neutron shield. In this phase, ordinary Argon
has been deliberately used with a high ba kground rate, whi h has permitted to
explore the very high reje tion rates in a relatively short time. A paper with the
details of the method has been submitted to Astroparti le Physi s (preprint in astroph/0701286). An early limit on WIMP has been given, omparable to the one of
EDELWEISS.
2. A main ba kground, due to the 39Ar natural ontamination1 will be strongly redu ed
( 1=100) with the help of isotopi puri ation of Argon. This should improve the
sensitivity in the (2.3 l) bi-phase hamber by about an order of magnitude, bringing
the level to the CDMS result. Commer ial amounts of depleted Ar have been
produ ed by a ommer ial manufa turer and data taking with the 2.3 l hamber is
expe ted to start in Mar h 2007.
3. A new, larger dete tor with a 100 l bi-phase hamber is under onstru tion and
it will be operational at LNGS by summer 2007. The main new features are: (a)
lo alization of the entroid of the ionization signal, permitting the three dimensional lo ation of the event to better than 1 m; (b) a large, 4 a tive, hermeti
anti oin iden e ( 8ton of LAr) to further redu e the presen e of neutrons and .
1 A paper will appear soon on NIM A with a re ent measurement of the 39

Ar a tivity in natural argon

made by us with the 2.3 l hamber in LNGS (preprint in astro-ph/0603131).
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4. The sensitive volume of the dete tor may be later extended to 1ton with minor
modi ations, whi h will keep the main setup un hanged, in luding the outer a tive
anti oin iden e, depending on the ba kground level attained during phase 3.
5. An even greater sensitive volume, of the order of > 10tons is presently under onsideration. However, su h a large extrapolation from the present dete tors at this
stage is still strongly dependent on the progress asso iated to phases 3 and 4.
In on lusion :
 Liquid Argon at 89 K has been proven to be a unique target for WIMP sear hes,
be ause of its high sensitivity to signals and its superior ba kground reje tion apabilities.
 Many years of e ort have rmly established this new te hnology, now being implemented underground in the WARP 100lt dete tor.
 Identi ation of e= signals and of elasti atomi re oils at unpre edented levels,
established with the 2.3-liter prototype programme, intentionally designed as high
ba kground dete tor.
 The 140-kg dete tor, ready by summer 2007, will bring a further upgrade on light
yield. Ba kground will be further minimized. We expe t a big step in sensitivity
for WIMP Dark Matter Sear hes.
 Mass upgrade to 1ton as soon as possible, an impli it next step.
LAr is a mature te hnology, ultimately apable of very massive dete tors with a relatively low ost (see ICARUS present experien e with a 600ton dete tor). A very large
ultimate dete tor with > 30tons ould be readily onstru ted at the LNGS. It is already
at the level of on eptual design, the main open question to be perfe ted in phases 24 being a ba kground reje tion suÆ ient to separate out the potential signal. Su h a
large sensitive mass is ne essary in order to over the entire set of options predi ted by
SUSY/WIMP. We believe that at the present state of the art, ryogeni dete tors are the
most suited for su h very large masses.
The experiment is funded, by INFN (LNGS, lAquila, Napoli, Padova and Pavia), by
NSF (Prin eton) and by the Polish A ademy of S ien es (Krakow).
A relatively small but very a tive team is presently suÆ ient in order to realize the
dete tor of a few hundred liters. But a wider international ollaboration is wel ome to
extend the a tivities in phases 4 and 5.
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Abstra t
XENON10 is a new dire t dark matter dete tion experiment using liquid Xenon
as target for weakly intera ting, massive parti les (WIMPs). A dual-phase (liquid/gas) time proje tion hamber with 15 kg du ial mass has been installed in the
Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory in Mar h 2006. The dete tor was moved in
its nal lo ation, inside a low-ba kground shield, in July 2006. After initial performan e tests with various alibration sour es, the s ien e data run started on August
24, 2006. The dete tor has been running stably sin e then, and a full analysis of
approximately 100 live days of WIMP sear h data is now in progress.
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1 Introdu tion
The goal of XENON [1℄ is to sear h for intera tions of massive, old dark matter parti les
in liquid xenon. The motivation of this sear h omes from our urrent understanding of
the universe. Over the last ten years, a variety of osmologi al observations, from the
primordial abundan e of light elements, to the study of large s ale stru ture, to the observations of high redshift supernovae, to the detailed mapping of anisotropy of the osmi
mi rowave ba kground, have led to the onstru tion of a so- alled on ordan e model
of osmology. In this model, the universe is made of 4% baryons whi h onstitute the
ordinary matter, 23% nonbaryoni dark matter and 73% dark energy [2℄. Understanding the nature of dark matter poses a signi ant hallenge to astrophysi s. The solution
may involve new parti les with masses and ross se tions hara teristi of the ele troweak
s ale. Su h Weakly Intera tive Massive Parti les (WIMPs), whi h would have been in
thermal equilibrium with quarks and leptons in the hot early universe and de oupled
when they were non-relativisti , represent a generi lass of dark matter andidates [3, 4℄.
If WIMPs are the dark matter, their density in the Milky Way halo may allow them to be
dete ted in laboratory experiments by looking for the nu lear re oils produ ed in elasti
WIMPnu lei ollisions [5℄. A WIMP with a typi al mass between 10 GeV and 10 TeV
will deposit a nu lear re oil energy below 100 keV in a terrestrial dete tor. The expe ted
rates are determined by the WIMP-nu leus ross se tion and by their density and velo ity
distribution in the vi inity of the solar system [4℄. Dire t-dete tion experiments, in parti ular CDMS II [6, 7℄, CRESST [8℄, EDELWEISS [9℄, ZEPLIN II [10℄ and WARP [11℄, are
beginning to signi antly onstrain the WIMP-nu leon s attering ross se tion and, for
the rst time, start to probe the parameter spa e whi h is predi ted by supersymmetri
extensions to the Standard Model (re ent reviews an be found in [12, 13, 14℄). While it is
lear that ryogeni experiments su h as CDMS are still leading the eld, dete tors based
on liquid noble elements (Ar, Xe) are rapidly evolving and are already at hing up in
sensitivity. Liquid argon (LAr) and xenon (LXe) have ex ellent properties as dark matter
targets. They are intrinsi s intillators, with high s intillation ( = 128 nm for Ar,  =
175 nm for Xe) and ionization yields. They are available in large quantities (with LAr
being mu h heaper) and an be puri ed to 1 ppt (part per trillion)-levels. S intillation
in LAr and LXe is produ ed by the formation of ex imer states, whi h are bound states
of ion-atom systems. If a high ele tri eld (1 kV/ m) is applied, ionization ele trons
an also be dete ted, either dire tly or through the se ondary pro ess of proportional
s intillation. Measuring both the primary s intillation signal and a se ondary pro ess
yields a method of dis riminating between ele tron and nu lear re oils. In LAr, an additional di erentiation, namely the time di eren e between the de ay of the singlet and
triplet ex ited states (6 ns versus 1.6 s) is being used. An advantage of LXe is its high
density (3 g/ m3), whi h provides self-shielding and allows for ompa t dete tors, and
the high atomi number (Z=54, A=131.3), whi h is favorable for s alar WIMP-nu leus
intera tions. Moreover, sin e natural Xe has two isotopes with spin (129 Xe,131 Xe, at the
ombined level of almost 50% abundan e), a liquid Xenon dete tor is sus eptible for both
oherent and axial-ve tor WIMP-nu leus ouplings.
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2 The XENON10 Experiment
XENON10 is a new dire t dark matter sear h experiment with the aim of observing the
small energy released after a WIMP s atters o a xenon nu leus [1℄. The simultaneous
dete tion of ionization and s intillation in a liquid xenon (LXe) 3D position sensitive time
proje tion hamber (TPC) allows to distinguish nu lear re oils (as produ ed by WIMPs
and neutrons) from the dominant ele tron re oil ba kground (as originated from photon
and ele tron intera tions) [15, 16℄. The dete tor has been transported from the Nevis
Laboratory at Columbia University to Gran Sasso in Mar h 2006 and has been installed
in its low-ba kground shield in mid July 2006. It has been taking data ontinuously and
very stably sin e then, with a total approximately 100 live days of WIMP sear h data
a umulated.

2.1 Main results from the XENON R&D a tivity

The R&D for the XENON experiment started in September 2002. Using a variety of
prototypes from a few hundred grams to several kg, the ollaboration has arried out
many measurements from whi h we have learnt a great deal about the physi s of LXe
irradiated by ele trons and Xe ions of energy as low as a few keV.
The two most important a omplishments from the R&D program are the measurements of the s intillation eÆ ien y and harge yield for low energy Xe re oils, shown in
gure 1. The s intillation eÆ ien y for nu lear re oils (NR) in the low energy range of
interest to a dark matter sear h was measured for the rst time using a small dete tor
with very high light olle tion provided by two Hamamatsu ompa t PMTs immersed in
the liquid. The dete tor, built by Columbia, was exposed to MeV neutrons, using the
Van der Gra available at Nevis Lab. A separate dete tor, operated in dual phase, was
subsequently designed and built for a measurement of the ionization yield of Xe re oils
produ ed by an AmBe neutron sour e. The ionization yield, de ned as the ratio of harge
(S2) and light (S1), shown in gure 1 (right) versus re oil energy, quanti es the apability of LXe to di erentiate NR from ele tron re oils (ER), down to 10 keVr. The same
measurement was performed at CWRU, with a similar dete tor. The two measurements
agree on the large harge yield of nu lear re oils in LXe and the weak eld dependen e.
The CWRU group has ontinued to optimize the small dete tor, a hieving lower energy
threshold and better resolution [17℄. The data from these small prototypes (with no position sensitivity) point to a reje tion power of 99% for 50% NR a eptan e, less than what
was originally assumed for LXe. These results are now published [15, 16℄.

2.2 The XENON10 Dete tor

XENON10 is a dual phase time proje tion hamber (TPC) lled with 22 kg of ultra pure
LXe. The a tive volume is de ned by a Te on ylinder with an inner diameter of 20 m
and a height of 15 m for a total a tive mass of 15 kg of LXe. The TPC is equipped
with four wire meshes, two in the liquid and two in the gas. The bottom mesh serves as
athode and the next one, positioned just below the liquid level, together with a series of
eld shaping rings, form the 15 m drift region. The two last meshes, together with the
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Figure 1: (left) S intillation eÆ ien y for low energy nu lear re oils relative to that of
gamma rays. (right) Ionization yield vs re oil energy, measured in the Columbia dual
phase dete tor irradiated with an AmBe neutron sour e.
one below the liquid level, serve to de ne the gas proportional s intillation region.
Custom-made ylindri al apa itors are installed to monitor the liquid level. The
a tive volume is viewed by 89 Hamamatsu R8520-06-Al 1" square PMTs. The bottom
array of 41 PMTs is lo ated below the athode, fully immersed in LXe, to dete t the dire t
s intillation light. The ionization ele trons produ ed in the liquid are drifted towards the
liquid surfa e by the 1 kV/ m ele tri eld (a ustom HV feedthrough provides the HV to
the athode) and extra ted into the gas phase where they emit proportional s intillation
light. Simulations have guided the optimization of the ele trostati elds in the liquid and
gas regions. The 48 PMTs of the top array, in the gas, are used to dete t this proportional
signal.
Images of the top and bottom PMT arrays are shown in gure 2: the top array is
assembled in the \diving bell" whi h was designed to keep the liquid level onstant. The

Figure 2: (left) The top PMT array and (right) the bottom PMT array: the meshes and
the Te on ylinder are learly visible.
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Figure 3: (left) S hemati s of he XENON10 TPC and (right) work on the dete tor assembly at LNGS (Mar h 2006).
Te on/metal HV feedthrough and the level meter are also visible. The HV bases, atta hed
to the PMTs, are built on a Cirlex substrate with surfa e mount omponents. A typi al
low energy gamma event dete ted by XENON10 PMTs is shown in gure 4 (right). The
time separation between two pulses of dire t and proportional light, (maximum 75 s
determined by the 15 m drift and the 2mm/s ele tron drift velo ity) provides the event
depth of intera tion in the liquid (or z- oordinate). The XENON10 ele troni s readout is
based on 100 MHz FADCs.
The Pulse Tube Refrigerator (PTR) used in XENON10 has been pivotal for the su ess
of this dete tor. The unit, espe ially designed for LXe temperature, is mounted on the
ryostat top ange, dire tly in onta t with the Xe gas. The 90 W maximum ooling
power delivered to the dete tor is PID ontrolled. It is suÆ ient to liquefy the xenon gas
during lling and to maintain the liquid temperature. With this system we have been
able to a hieve the level of long term stability and reliability required for a dark matter
experiment. Figure 4 (left) shows the remarkably stable pressure (P < 0:006 atm) and
temperature (T < 0:005ÆC) values of XENON10 as monitored by the Slow Control
System for over three months. Under su h stable onditions the u tuation of PMT gains
is < 2%.
High purity of the LXe is an essential requirement for a TPC like XENON10, with a
drift over 15 m. The purity must be preserved at all time during the dete tor operation
in order to ensure stable performan e. We have ful lled this requirement by ontinuous
gas ir ulation through a high temperature getter. The ele tron lifetime inferred from
re ent data is (1:8  0:4) ms, orresponding to  1 ppb (O2 equivalent) purity.
The dete tor is ontained in a low-ba kground shield, featuring 20 m of lead (Pb)
and 20 m of Polyethylene. The design with inner Pb to suppress the gamma ba kground
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Figure 4: (left) XENON10 dete tor's pressure, temperature and PMT gains during operation; (right) total waveform for a typi al gamma event
and outer PE to moderates the neutrons, was optimized with MonteCarlos. Substantial
ontributions to the design and installation of the shield were provided by the LNGS
engineering servi e. The heavy stru ture (1.6 tons of PE and 34 tons of Pb) is xed in
pla e on 5 sides. One side slides sideways on rails arrying a se tion of the shielding
materials and the dete tor with it. The shield onstru tion was ompleted by the middle
of July 2006 and the dete tor with all its subsystems were moved in the nal lo ation
assigned to XENON at LNGS.

Figure 5: The XENON10 lead/poly shield, before (left) and after (right) the dete tor
installation.
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Figure 6: (left) S1 s intillation spe trum from a 137 Cs alibration. The light yield for the
662 keV photo-absorption peak is 2.2 p.e./keV. (right) S1 s intillation spe trum from a
57
Co alibration. The light yield for the 122 keV photo-absorption peak is 3.1 p.e./keV.

2.3 Calibration of the XENON10 dete tor

The XENON10 dete tor underwent an extensive alibration program, based on the use of
gamma (57Co, 137 Cs) and neutron (AmBe) alibration sour es, as well as neutron-a tivated
Xenon (131m Xe,129m Xe). To a hieve a minimum impa t on WIMP sear h exposure time,
the passive lead and polyethylene shields were designed to allow insertion of external,
en apsulated sour es without exposing the dete tor avity to outside, radon- ontaminated
air.
The light yield in XENON10 depends on event energy and position. Measurement of
this yield has been arried out with gamma sour es. As shown in gure 6 (left), in the
bulk region (r < 5 m), the 662 keV photo-absorption peak of 137 Cs gives an average light
yield of 1464 photo-ele trons (2.2 p.e./keV) and a sigma of 205 p.e. (14%). The light
yield does not hange substantially (less than 5%) for r < 9 m. Figure 6 (right) shows
a s intillation light spe trum from a 57Co alibration, after drift time orre tions. For
r between 8 and 9 m, the average light yield for 122 keV gamma rays is 374 p.e. (3.1
p.e./keV), with a resolution of 17% (). The higher light yield from the 122 keV gamma
rays is partly due to the di erent ele tron-ion re ombination ontributions for di erent
energy gamma rays in LXe [18℄. The inset in gure 4 shows the hara teristi X-ray peak
due to K -shell ele trons (30 keV). While the 122 keV gamma rays intera ting in the LXe
outside of the Te on are easily absorbed in this region, the 30 keV X-rays enter into the
dete tor's sensitive volume and an be used to monitor the stability of the dete tor's light
yield over time.
On De ember 1, 2006, the XENON10 dete tor was alibrated with an en apsulated
AmBe neutron sour e with an a tivity of 200 neutrons/s. Su h a alibration allows to
determine the predi ted WIMP signal region as well as the dete tors ability to distinguish
between nu lear and ele tron re oils down to its energy threshold. The energy threshold
was determined to be at 10 keV nu lear re oil energy (keVr) with a light yield of 0.7
photo-ele trons/keVr. In gure 7 (left) we show a data versus Monte Carlo omparison
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Figure 7: (left) A data versus MC omparison of the energy spe trum of elasti nu lear
re oils in XENON10. (right) S2 versus S1 signal for neutron-a tivated Xenon data: the
gamma lines at 164 keV and 236 keV are learly visible.
of the energy spe trum of elasti nu lear re oils in LXe. We note the good agreement
between the data and the Monte Carlo above 10 keVr.
At the time of this writing a small amount of neutron a tivated xenon gas was added
to the XENON10 dete tor. Two xenon meta-stable states, 131m Xe and 129m Xe de ay
emitting 164 keV and 236 keV gamma rays with half-lives of 11.8 days and 8.9 days,
respe tively. These photons allow for a more uniform energy and position alibration
a ross the LXe a tive volume. Figure 7 (right) shows a preliminary S2 versus S1 plot for
a subset of the a tivated Xe data: the two gamma lines and the anti- orrelation between
the S1 and the S2 signals are learly visible.

2.4 XENON10 Dark Matter Sear h

The overall raw event rate in XENON10, in luding events in the LXe outside the sensitive
volume, is shown in gure 8 (bla k urve). The redu tion of this rate, by removing events
intera ting in the passive LXe whi h surrounds the sensitive volume, amounts to three
orders of magnitude and is also shown (red urve). This rate an be further redu ed by
a fa tor of 2 by applying a 5 m radial ut (green urve).
Monte Carlo simulations, using the GEANT4 software pa kage, were arried out to
understand the ba kground sour es in XENON10. As shown in gure 8 (right), the measured ba kground an be explained by the radioa tivity in the PMTs, the stainless steel
used in the dete tor and ryostat, and the signal and high voltage erami feedthroughs.
In this simulation the a tivity of the PMTs is taken from the measurement of a sample
of 14 PMTs ounted with the very sensitive HPGe dete tor operated at the Gran Sasso
Low Ba kground fa ility.
The statisti s of the dark matter sear h data a umulated to-date amount to approximately 100 days of live time with a 15 kg sensitive volume. Figure 9 (left) shows a plot
of log10(S2/S1) as a fun tion of energy for 22.2 live days, giving a total exposure of 38
kg d after uts. The magenta and green lines orresponds to the entroid of the ele 204

Figure 8: (left) Ba kground energy spe trum in XENON10, before and after di erent
du ial volume uts. (right) Comparison of XENON10 ba kground data with Monte
Carlo ba kground data from radioa tivity in the PMTs, Cerami and Stainless Steel
dete tor omponents.
tron and nu lear re oil bands respe tively. In the energy region 3-16 keVee (10-40 keVr),
zero events are observed in the 50% a eptan e window of the nu lear re oil band. In
the region above 16 keVee energy, we observed few events in the NR band. Our urrent
understanding is that these events are double s atter events, with one intera tion in a
passive region and one in the du ial volume. Sin e no S2 signal is observed for s atters
in a passive region, then the additional S1 signal from the passive region results in a
smaller log10(S2/S1) ratio. We are urrently testing this hypothesis with Monte Carlo
simulations and omparison with alibration data, and are planning to blo k the passive
Xenon regions for the S1 light signal for an upgraded XENON10 version.
We are in the pro ess of analyzing the omplete s ien e dataset, whereby we have
blinded about two-thirds of the total WIMP sear h data. We are developing the data
quality and physi s uts, and are testing their eÆ ien ies on alibration and non-blinded
WIMP sear h data. We expe t that the existing on guration an probe WIMP-nu leon
ross se tions down to  10 7 pb for oherent WIMP-nu lei intera tions. Con omitantly,
we are preparing an upgrade of the XENON10 dete tor. Modest hanges, su h as the
repla ement of erami feedthroughs with lower a tivity ones, already in hand, the repla ement of the stainless steel vessel with a vessel madeof OFHC Copper, along with
the low PMT a tivity as re ently measured, would redu e the expe ted ba kground to
0.1events/keV/kg/day, one order of magnitude below the urrent level. We also expe t
that operation of the dete tor at a higher drift eld will improve the nu lear versus ele tron
re oil dis rimination, and that opti ally masking the dead Xenon regions will de rease the
number of potential leakage events. If lower ba kgrounds and a higher dis rimination an
be a hieved, XENON10 ould rea h a WIMP-nu leon sensitivity of 2  10 7 pb by the
end of 2007, as shown in gure 9 (right).
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Figure 9: (left) XENON10 ionization yield versus energy plot. The magenta and green
lines orrespond to the entroids of the ER and the NR bands respe tively. (right) Predi ted XENON10 WIMP-nu leon sensitivity.
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Abstra t
In the framework of the resear h proje t ERMES (Environmental Radioa tivity
Monitoring for Earth S ien es) radon in air was systemati ally measured in two
sites at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (GSNL), with a sampling period of
15 minutes.

Utilizing both alpha and gamma-ray spe trometers systemati

re urring radon signals were re orded. The o

and

urren e of these signals in a deep

low ba kground fa ility provided information on the time variation of the lo al
environmental radioa tivity and possible link with deformation pro esses of te toni
interest. Then, it emphasized the GSNL as a high priority lo ation for performing
advan ed investigations of these geophysi al phenomena.

1 Introdu tion
The exploratory monitoring of radon in the geogas environment of the laboratory was
started in O tober 2005. This a tivity extended radon measurements and monitoring in
the lo al hydrologi system, ondu ted in the laboratory sin e 1996 [1, 2℄.
Chemi al-physi al groundwater and geogas monitoring have been performed in seismi
areas to estimate the possible orrelations between the spatial-temporal variations and
deformation phenomena of te toni interest. The transport of radon through mi rofra tures or the rustal gas uxes along a tive faults are the possible sour es. Nevertheless,
the non-te toni fa tors have an important role, so it is very important to de ne orre tly the geologi al, hydrogeologi al settings of the measurement site to dis riminate the
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variations indu ed by te toni phenomena only. Another important aim is to test ontinuously the stability and reliability of the monitoring system using several he ks during
the measurement time.
The goal of the present investigation was to determine whether radon signals in geogas
do o ur in the GSNL, and identifying the nature of su h variations for understanding
radon as a geophysi al tra er.

2 Experimental setup
Radon monitoring was performed in two sites along the servi e tunnels at the GSNL
( gure 1). The sites are separated from the servi e tunnels by a metal partitions and
tight doors. The site n. 1 is hara terized by limestone and marl. The site n.2 is similar
to n. 1 with a on rete lining.

Figure 1: The map of GSNL. Radon measurements in geogas were ondu ted mainly in
site n. 1 and also in site n. 2. Both sites are lo ated in servi e tunnels.
Radon measurements were performed utilizing alpha and gamma dete tors. Two
2"X2" NaI dete tors (PM-11 dete tor, ROTEM In ., Israel) were pla ed at site n. 1.
Also, the measurement of radon by alpha radiation was performed with a alibrated AlphaGUARD system (Genitron Ltd). An illary environmental parameters (P, T, RH) were
re orded by the AlphaGUARD system. Integration times were set to 15 minutes for the
gamma-ray spe trometers and 10 minutes for the alpha system.

3 Results
An initial test (phase I) for temporal variation of radon in geogas was made using an AlphaGUARD dete tor system equipped also for the measurement of an illary atmospheri
parameters.
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Monitoring results showed that the temperature and humidity levels were very stable
over time. Small variations in temperature (0.5 Æ C) were probably re e ting temperature
variations in the tunnel ( gure 2).

Figure 2: Time series of radon (using an alpha dete tor) in geogas at site n. 1 and lo al
environmental parameters (pressure, temperature, relative humidity).
Two PM-11 gamma sensors were installed at the site n. 1 (phase II) and an AlphaGUARD system with the environmental sensors was also operated ( gure 3). The ount
rate of both gamma sensors was similar, and the systemati di eren e among them an
be attributed to a slight di eren e in sensitivity and/or due to their slightly di ering
positions or alibration. A very high on ordan e was observed among the time series
of the two gamma-ray spe trometers, and among these and the time series of the alpha
dete tor ( gure 3).
Limited radon monitoring started at site n. 2 after day 5151 (phase III), using the
alpha dete tor system. The overall level of radon at site n. 2 was lower (50%) and the
temporal u tuations were barely visible. This di eren e between the two sites an be
attributed to the extensive on rete lining and the relatively minor ro k exposure at site
n.2.

4 Dis ussion
The on ordant signals measured at site n. 1 utilizing two independent dete tor systems
re e ts the higher radon ontent in the air of the isolated site, whi h is in onta t with the
geogas system of the lo ally exposed ro k surfa e. Anyway, the origin of the radon signals
in geogas observed at LNGS must be further investigated, in luding the attribution to
transport me hanisms of radon in a losed environment.
Re ent resear h of subsurfa e radon phenomena utilizing high time-resolution monitoring and analysis of long time series indi ates that signals in geogas rather re e t hitherto
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Figure 3: A 10-day detail of the time series exhibiting the on ordan e of the measurements among the three sensors. The on ordan e is further manifested by de-noising ea h
time series using a 9-point sliding average (shown as solid lines).
unidenti ed geophysi al pro esses. Then, investigations about the relation of the radon
signals in the groundwater and asso iated geogas system should be perfomed.
The phenomena observed at GSNL, and the riteria and reasoning behind the assertion
made as to the driving me hanism(s) were similar to the situation observed on radon
signals o urren es in geogas at other pla es, where a omparable set of features are
observed and similar onsiderations were made [3, 4℄.

5 Con lusions
The results obtained to date enable to set re ommendations for further resear h. These
re ommendations were based and related to geologi al and geophysi al situation of GSNL,
and its environmental onditions. The primary immediate topi s to be addressed were:
- setting a geophysi al baseline by obtaining long, ontinuous high-time resolution
time series of radon, to tra k eventual long term variations and to enable advan ed data
pro essing;
- initiating a lo al spatial array of measurements in order to obtain the 2D-time and
3D-time variations of the radon;
- integrating the a tivities with other geophysi al measurements to enable better interpretation of the phenomena.
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Abstra t
Sin e several years two Mi helson-type laser interferometers, operating as geodeti extensometers, are working at LNGS. Until 1999 one interferometer measured
di eren e in extension between the two baselines in an equal-arm on guration,
sin e then two independent unequal-arm interferometers are monitoring extension
along the two orthogonal dire tions, striking N66E and N24W. Both instruments are
unequal-arm Mi helson interferometers, using a 90-m long measurement arm and a
<40- m long referen e arm, and sharing the same stabilized HeNe laser sour e.

1 A tivity
In June 2005 data a quisition was stopped be ause of the laser tube failure. We de ided to
spend the inevitable long dead time before restarting a quisition to improve the ele troopti al set-up in order to make the instrument easier to be managed, less expensive,
and thus easier to be dupli ated elsewhere. Improvement of the instruments en ountered
te hni al logisti administrative problems (in part still holding) thus requiring mu h longer
time than expe ted. This report is onsequently restri ted to a short te hni al des ription
of the new instrumental set-up.
As regards the laser sour e, instead of hanging the laser tube we preferred to a quire
a new laser head equipped with a ber opti output. This improvement avoids re-aligning
of all the opti al omponents in ase of substitution of the laser tube.
As regards the ele tro-opti al set-up, until 2005 ea h referen e arm in luded a transverseeld ele tro-opti al phase modulator. The two omplementary outputs of ea h interferometer where used as input signals for a ontrol system a ting on the opti al length of
the phase modulator in order to maintain a xed phase delay, around 45Æ , between the
referen e and the measurement beams. In order to extend the dinami range of the instrument, limited by the maximum voltage that an a t on the ele tro-opti al modulator,
a reset ir uit had been in luded, apable of hanging the opti al length of the phase
modulator by , ea h time the path length di eren e rea hes =2. Voltage applied
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to the phase modulator was sampled at 800 Hz by a 12-bit digital-to-analog onverter.
Ea h datum onsisted of two numers, the former related to the voltage applied to the
phase modulator, and the latter related to the number of resets sin e the a quisition
started. Both sequen ies of numbers were digitally ltered using a linear nonre ursive
lter, de imated at 5 Hz, and re orded.
Su h a on guration allowed re ording data at any frequen y, after applying a proper
low-pass digital lter to the two above mentioned sequen ies of numbers. This feature
of the apparatus was parti ularly useful in the past, when lo al storage of huge amount
of data was a diÆ ult task. But it required expensive ele tro-opti al omponents, a
very a urate opti al alignment and ele troni adjustment, and an o asionally areful
data pre-analysis to orre t for wrong reset ounting. Thus we de ided to test a simpler
ele tro-opti al on guration where the referen e arm only in luded what required to get
two quadrature signals at one output for ea h interferometer (the other output is no
more used, see e.g. Cres entini and Amoruso, Rev. S ient. Instrum., 67, 3044-3046,
1996) i. e. a polarizer and a quarter-wave retarder plate, and external opti s do not
in lude Faraday rotators any more. Also ele troni s is now mu h more simple, onsisting
only in what ne essary to measure light intensity at the photodiodes. As a drawba k,
phase is no more linearly related to the ADC output, whi h an not be simply low-passed
and de imated before storage. Real time onversion from light intensity to phase (i. e.,
strain) is not possible, be ause instabilities of d level and amplitude of the interferen e
signal, and phase lag u tuations between the quadrature signals ask for nonlinear tting
of the Lissajous' gure given by few hours of quadrature data. Quadrature signals are
sampled and stored at 600 Hz, to avoid arti ial mixing of frequen ies due to nonlinearity.
Intensity-to-phase onversion is a omplished on stored signals when needed.
A small-size prototype has been built and tested at the Physi s Department of the
University of Salerno during spring 2006. The Gran Sasso geodeti interferometers have
been equipped with the new ele tro-opti al system in June 2006. Data a quisition is in
progress sin e November 2006. Unfortunately, te hni al (laser sour e and va uum system
malfun tion) logisti (heavy water in ltration inside the ontrol room) administrative
(long delays in funds availability) problems (in part still holding) have not yet allowed
rea hing expe ted instrumental performan es ompletely. Nevertheless, management of
the instruments and data appears mu h simpler than in the past, without degradation of
retrieved strain.
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Abstra t
a

This report des ribes the a tivities arried out by the TELLUS team during
2006. These a tivities have been ontinuing those on erning ground aseismi reep
strain events, observed by the TELLUS tilt network installed inside the LNGS,
the ESPERIA spa e mission proje t planned and designed for studying Earth-nearEarth spa e intera tions, the parti le dete tor ARINA within the PAMELA mission
and the ALTCRIS-EGLE experiment on board the International Spa e Station.
During 2006, the resear h a tivity of the TELLUS group onsisted of 1) the analysis
of DEMETER data looking for a possible orrelation between seismi a tivity and
ele tromagneti (EM) perturbations in the topside ionosphere, 2) the design and
onstru tion of ele tri and magneti sensors for measurements of EM elds in
spa e.

1 Introdu tion
Within the DEMETER Guest investigator program by CNES (Fren h Spa e Agen y),
the TELLUS team has been involved in the study of ele tromagneti (EM) and parti le
data olle ted by the polar DEMETER satellite mission, whi h is still ying (the end of
the mission is s heduled for 2008) . The study is fo used to sear h in the topside ionosphere possible time and spa e orrelations between medium/large earthquakes (EQs)
and anomalous whistler-waves dete ted by DEMETER.
In re ent times, ionospheri and magnetospheri perturbations onstituted by radiation
belt parti le pre ipitations, variations of temperature and density of ioni and ele troni
omponents of ionospheri plasma, as well as ele tri and magneti eld u tuations,
have been dete ted on board of Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) satellites. Observations aim at
re on iling these phenomena not only with solar or atmospheri e e ts but also with
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Earth natural and anthropogeni a tivities. The former are asso iated with natural disaster as EQs, while the latter are onstituted by power line harmoni radiation (PLHR),
VLF transmitters, and HF broad asting stations. Physi al me hanisms underlying all
these phenomena are not yet well-known, but one of the most fas inating appli ations
is the so- alled seismo-ele tromagneti emissions (SEME). It onsists of EM emissions
(EME) in a large frequen y band (from DC to a few tens of MHz), whi h may ause
ionospheri perturbations as a onsequen e of the EQ preparation and o urren e. The
idea is that EM elds generated by seismi sour es in the seismogeni layer of the upper lithosphere, are transmitted into the near Earth's spa e, before, during, and after
an EQ. These emissions an be dete ted on board of LEO satellites together with EMEwaves produ ed by human a tivities. The privileged zone for investigating these phenomena appears to be the ionosphere-magnetosphere transition zone. What is la king is the
demonstration of a ausal relationship with explained physi al pro esses and looking for a
orrelation between data gathered simultaneously and ontinuously by spa e observations
and ground-based measurements. In ontrast to ground experiments, satellite missions
over most seismi zones of the Earth, and statisti al studies be ome meaningful be ause
of the mu h larger number of re orded events. DEMETER is the rst satellite devoted
and optimized to study the orrelation between seismo- ele tromagneti phenomena and
iono-magnetospheri perturbations.
Within the framework of the MIUR program PRIN 2005 , the TELLUS laboratory resear h team has developed an innovative instrumentation for simultaneous investigations
of ele tri and magneti eld perturbations in spa e optimized to arry out measurements
of seismo-ele tromagneti and geophysi al natural phenomena.

2 TELLUS-DEMETER ollaboration data analysis
On 29 June 2004, the Fren h Spa e Agen y (CNES) laun hed the mi ro-satellite DEMETER (Dete tion of Ele tro-Magneti Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions)
(Parrot et al., 2006). The satellite is based on the Myriade platform and is spe i ally
devoted to EM and parti le studies. S ienti obje tives are to sear h ionospheri disturban es related to seismo-ele tromagneti e e ts and to anthropogeni a tivities. Demeter
is entirely devoted to these observations, through i) ontinuous data olle tion, ii) in the
appropriate frequen y ranges, and iii) in the di erent omponents of the EM eld. The
satellite performs a polar orbit, at an altitude of 715 km, and works ontinuously in two
modes: a survey mode in whi h EM data are re orded at a low bit-rate (spe trograms
are omputed), and a burst mode during whi h waveforms are re orded at several kHz.
The time and spa e lo ations of one or the other of the two modes are determined as a
fun tion of the ground and seismi target. In gure 1 are reported the Myriade platform
performan es and a list of the parameters measured by Demeter.
A three-axis magneti sear h- oil instrument (IMSC), four ele tri al sensors (ICE), two
Langmuir probes (ISL), a plasma analyzer (IAP), an energeti parti le dete tor (IDP) and
an ele troni unit (BANT) onstitute the Demeter s ienti multi-instrument payload.
For magneti leaness, the IMSC magnetometer is set at the end of a 1.9m expanding
boom, while ICE probes are set at the end of four 4m expanding booms. One an see this
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Figure 1: Myriade platform performan es and DEMETER Measured Parameters.
boom on guration in gure 2.

Figure 2: Pi ture of the Demeter satellite in ight with its deployed booms and sensors.
The general layout of the satellite is given in gure 3.
Within the DEMETER guest investigator program, the TELLUS team has studied
the e e t of seismi ity on the whistlers-waves propagation. Following a previous work
(Hayakawa et al., 1993) based on whistler data dete ted by ground based observatories, whi h has suggested the in uen e of seismi a tivity on the o urren e of anomalous
whistlers of high dispersion parameter, the TELLUS team has investigated the spatial and
temporal orrelation between earthquakes and whistlers phenomena using the DEMETER
spa e data. This is the rst study on the topi based on satellite observations. At this
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Figure 3: Layout of the Demeter satellite.
purpose it has been studied how whistlers generated near the EQ magneti eld line and
propagating along it an be perturbed by seismi a tivity. In the following, are detailed
uts applied to data in order to sele t EQs and whistlers populations to be ompared.
A spe ial software (WHIMAP) has been developed to onstru t the DEMETER whistler
database, whi h in ludes time, position, whistler data and geomagneti a tivity indi es information. By the USGS database an ad ho atalogue of medium and strong earthquakes
has been built in luding magnitude and epi enter, magneti eld line data, M Ilwain Lparameter and onjugate oordinates of the geomagneti point. Whistler waves and EQ
events to be ompered have been sele ted with an original method of analysis applying
several uts. To know the geographi regions sensitive to seismi a tivity have been determined the oordinates of points belonging to the proje tion on the Earth's surfa e of
EQ magneti eld lines de ned as follows ( g.4), and along this magneti eld line a
narrow region of DEMETER observations have been sele ted and ompared with seismi phenomena. For ea h earthquake have been al ulated the geographi oordinates
of the proje tion to the Earth surfa e of the magneti eld line, whi h footprints are the
EQ epi enter and the EQ geomagneti onjugate point(CP), respe tively ( g. 4). Two
orrelation estimators have been identi ed and, to he k the stability of results, the signifi an e of their spatial and temporal distributions have been investigated, as a fun tion of
distan e, time, geomagneti ondition, whistler dispersion, EQ magnitude, geomagneti
latitude, spatial distribution and lo al time dependen e.
At this purpose, two variables have been introdu ed in the study and de ned as follows:
) < w(lat; long; t) >
w (lat; long; t) = w(lat; long;(tlat;
long; t)j

j ell;1month

ell;1month

h umratio (lat; long; t) =

h um(w(lat; long; t))
h um(< w(lat; long; t) > ell;1month)
j
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(1)
(2)

Figure 4: S hemati illustration of an EQ magneti eld line, up the EQ onjugate point CP.
Also the interse tion points between the EQ eld line and Demeter orbit are shown.

First variable represents the standard s ore number of whistlers as a fun tion of latitude, longitude and time, where  is the standard deviation. Se ond variable is the umulative fun tion of number of whistlers al ulated at the observation point and normalized
to the umulative fun tion of number of whistlers al ulated at mean value. h um(w )
(also alled the umulative density fun tion (CDF)) is related to the dis rete probability
P(w) as follows:
h um(w0 ) = P (w  w0 ) =

X P (w)
w0

(3)
w and h umratio have been al ulated for ea h dispersion value of whistlers data
dete ted by DEMETER. The value of ea h variable has been al ulated separately for
day or night times and it has been normalized to the monthly mean value of observations.
Geographi distributions of the above-mentioned variables for ea h geographi ell of 10o
in latitude and 4o in longitude, and for ea h month of data, have been onstru ted for the
whole period May 25, 2005-April 30, 2006.
In this statisti al analysis we have only onsidered the propagation of whistlers along
the EQ magneti eld lines by sele ting whistlers dete ted inside an interval of 2o degrees
in geo entri longitude along ea h EQ magneti eld line. Moreover, whistler data are
a epted for the analysis only when the geo entri latitude of Demeter (D ) is within the
inequality
[CP  D  EQ℄alongtheEQfieldline
(4)
for EQs o urring in the Northern magneti Hemisphere, and
[EQ  D  CP ℄alongtheEQfieldline
(5)
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for EQs o urring in the Southern geomagneti Hemisphere. In addition to these
whistlers sele tion riteria, based on the whistlers observation position, with respe t to
the proje tion of EQ magneti eld line on the Earth's surfa e, a further ut based
on time was applied to data. In parti ular, only whistlers dete ted in a time window
of +/- 48 hours, entered on the time of origin of the sele ted EQs, were taken into
a ount. Whistlers sele ted in this way were lassi ed as a fun tion of parameters: t
and nmld. t = TD TEQ is the di eren e between the time of satellite data and the
time of earthquake; nmld is the distan e between the magneti latitude of the EQ and
the whistler data dete tion point, normalized to the length of the EQ magneti eld line,
that is:
latmagDemeter latmagEQ
nmld =
(6)
latmagCP latmagEQ
where, denominator indi ates the di eren e in magneti latitude between CP and EQ.
nmld values lose to 0 indi ate whistlers olle ted lose to EQs. On the ontrary, nmld
values lose to 1, orrespond to whistlers olle ted lose to CPs, independently from the
EQ geomagneti latitude and the length of the EQ appropriate eld line.
The analysis has been performed by gathering whistlers data into three di erent groups
of whistler dispersion oeÆ ient values D, as follows: low D ( lasses 0-6), medium D
( lasses 7-12) and high D ( lasses 13-18), orresponding to 0s1=2 < D < 10s1=2, 10s1=2 <
D < 40s1=2 , 40s1=2 < D < 202s1=2 , respe tively. Plots for w and h umratio averaged
over whistlers lasses in these three D intervals are reported in gures 5 and 6. Plots
of h umratio for D lasses (13-18) during daytime show two bands near nmld ' 0 and
nmld ' 1, whi h indi ate a high u tuation of number of anomalous whistlers with
respe t to the spatial and temporal mean value.
We stress that w maps are more noisy than h umratio ones, and that the two abovementioned bands of anomalous whistler signals appear only for highest whistler dispersion
values. The existen e of these two bands of anomalous signals in the h umratio maps is
in agreement with results of ground-based observations by Hayakawa et al., [1993℄, who
pointed out the existen e of an anomalous in rement of whistlers with high dispersion
value in oin iden e with the EQ o urren e.
The existen e of su h two bands lose to the EQ and CP regions ould indi ate that
seismi a tivity in uen es the whistler propagation mainly for highest whistler dispersion
oeÆ ient values. On the ontrary, no dependen e is observed versus t, indi ating that
any possible anomalous signal asso iated with EQs an not be atalogued as pre-seismi ,
o-seismi , or post-seismi one, but only asso iated with a time window around a seismi
event as a whole. Even if this study is over preliminary, the existen e of the two bands
ould indi ate the existen e of a u tuation in the number of whistlers with high D values
indu ed by seismi a tivity near the EQ epi enter and its CP.

3 TELLUS ele tri and magneti

eld probes

During 2006 we also planned to design and build a devi e to dete t ele tri and magneti
elds in the frequen y band ULF-HF. Aim of the proje t is to develop an engineer222
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Figure 5: w v.s nmld and t averaged over whistler oeÆ ient dispersion lasses from 00

to 06 a), 07 to 12 b), 13 to 18 ) during Daytime (top), Nighttime( enter), Nighttime+Daytime
(bottom).
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Figure 6: h umratio v.s nmld and t averaged over whistler oeÆ ient dispersion lasses from 00

to 06 a), 07 to 12 b), 13 to 18 ) during Daytime (top), Nighttime( enter), Nighttime+Daytime
(bottom).
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ing model of this instrumentation with hara teristi s suitable for possible appli ation
in spa e, nalized to the monitoring of EM perturbations in the topside ionosphere to
orrelate them with EME signals of terrestrial origin (seismi and anthropogeni ones).
Then, it has been built a prototype of a high sensitivity,low onsumption (300 mW for

Figure 7: Main hara teristi s of the sear h- oil magnetometer.
ea h sensor), broad-band (0.5Hz 50 kHz), low-weight ('330 g for ea h sensor) tri-axial
sear h- oil magnetometer. Ea h sensor is onstituted by an indu tion oil with a high
magneti permeability ore of amorphous material. The sensor has also a pre-ampli er
inside. In the same year 2006, the TELLUS team has also developed a spheri al probe
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Figure 8: Sear h- oil sensor (left) and support for the tri-axial sear h- oil magnetometer (right).
for ele tri eld measurement in spa e in the frequen y range from DC to 10MHz. The
ele trode ontains inside a pre-ampli er. Within this framework, the TELLUS resear h

Figure 9: Ele tri eld probe
a tivity has been arried out in ollaboration with the Institute of Geophysi s of the
Georgian A ademy of S ien es and the Lviv Centre of the Institute of Spa e Resear h of
the National A ademy of S ien es of Ukraine.
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4 Con lusions
Although some aspe ts in the distribution of DEMETER whistler dispersion lasses have
to be lari ed, it has been observed that for high whistler oeÆ ient dispersion values, the
number of whistlers lose to EQs and EQ onjugated points exhibits a greater in rease
than those dete ted in average in the same zone. On the ontrary, this result does not
allow to asso iate anomalous signals to pre-seismi , o-seismi , and post-seismi periods.
Results must be validated by extending the time window used in the analysis and
re ning sele tion riteria. The analysis is still in progress in order to on rm and improve
the quality of results obtained up to now.
Within the framework of the MIUR program PRIN 2005, the TELLUS resear h team
has developed a tri-axial sear h oil magnetometer and an ele tri eld probe suitable for
measurements in spa e on board of LEO satellites. The orresponding data a quisition
system optimized to arry out measurements of seismo-ele tromagneti and geophysi al
natural phenomena is under study.
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Abstra t
This report des ribes a geophysi al instrument under installation in the underground physi s laboratories of Gran Sasso (LNGS-INFN), lo ated in the seismi
zone of

entral Apennines, Italy. This instrument is aimed to monitor seismi

diation with very high sensitivity; it is a small aperture seismi array

ra-

omposed by

20 three- omponents short period seismometers (Mark L4C-3D).

1 Introdu tion
The physi s of earthquakes is based on the measurements of radiated seismi waves and
ground displa ement asso iated with this phenomena. The inertial pendulum is the oldest and most di used instrument used to measure the main features of seismi waves.
The advantages of this instrument are the simpli ity of the theory, the high sensitivity, the robust design and the simple alibration methods, in spite of the quite redu ed
frequen y band and linearity (Wielandt, 1983). Other instruments based on di erent
physi al prin iples, su h as strainmeters and gyros opes, are only partially used by seismologists (Benio , 1935; Farrell, 1969; Aki and Ri hards, 1980). Networks of short period
seismometers are as far the most di used system to monitor lo al and regional seismi ity
(Lee and Stewart, 1981). Broad-band instruments make up a powerful system to study
the details of seismi sour es and also to study large earthquakes at global s ale (Lee and
Walla e, 1995). Strainmeters and tiltmeters (Agnew, 1986) are used to study the lower
frequen ies radiated from seismi sour es and allow to dete t slow earthquakes and strain
steps (i.e. anelasti deformations around seismi sour es). Moreover arrays of seismometers and a elerometers are used to study the Earth stru ture at global, regional and
lo al s ale (Green, 1965; Kedrov and Ovt hinnikov, 1990; Mikkeltveit, 1985), earthquake
sour e pro ess (Spudi h and Oppenheimer, 1986; Goldstein and Ar huleta, 1991), nu lear
underground explosions (Bolt, 1976; Chouet, 1996) and, more re ently, for the analysis of
omplex signals asso iated to the vol ani a tivity (see f.i. Goldstein and Chouet, 1994;
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Chouet et al., 1997; Almendros et al., 1991). The main advantage of the seismi arrays
onsists in their ability to dete t small signals through multi hannel waveform sta king
(Capon, 1969). The area is interested by relevant seismi ity asso iated with the mainly
distensive te toni s a e ting the Apennines sin e the late Plio ene (D'Agostino et al.,
2001; Galadini et al., 2003). The last large histori al event is the 1915, MS = 6:8 Fuino earthquake, whi h aused about 32000 asualties, re ently modelled by a normal
fault striking along the Apennines (Amoruso et al., 1998). In addition, swarms of lowto moderate-size earthquakes o ur quite frequently, the most re ent on 1992, 1994 and
1996 (De Lu a et al., 2000). This massif is interse ting a main seismogeneti fault where
the o urren e of slow earthquakes has been re ently dete ted through two wide-band
geodeti laser interferometers (Cres entini et al., 1999; Amoruso et al., 2002). This quite
relevant rate of seismi ity, joint to the low-noise onditions and site response asso iated
to the underground setting, make the Gran Sasso underground laboratories an ideal site
for high-resolution seismi observations (De Lu a et al., 1998).

2 The Underground Seismi Array
A seismi array is a set of seismographs distributed over an area of the Earth's surfa e at
spa ing narrow enough so that the signal waveform may be orrelated between adja ent
seismometers (Aki and Ri hards, 1980).

Figure 1: Map of the Underground Seismi Array. The notation (n,m) shows the line
number (n) and the station number (m).
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The design of the UNDERSEIS hardware and software omponents began on the late
90's; over the following years, major upgrades were developed under a te hnologi al e ort
jointly arried out by engineers from the University of Granada (Spain), University of
L'Aquila (now the team moved to the University of Salerno), and INGV - Osservatorio
Vesuviano. The array be ome fully operative sin e May, 2002. In its present on guration, it onsists of 19 elements, ea h equipped with a MARK Produ t L4C-3D, 1 Hz,
3- omponent seismometer. The average sensor spa ing is on the order of 90 m, and the
largest distan e among sensors is about 400 m. Seismi signals are digitized lo ally at
ea h individual seismometer with a dynami range of 24 bits and sampling frequen y of
100 Hz. Data syn hronization is a hieved via a Master Os illator whi h transmit the UTC
syn hronized pulses from an atomi lo k to the di erent ADC boards. The syn hronized
data pa kets are then sent via serial able onne tion to a set of ve nodal PCs, whi h
are in turn onne ted via an Ethernet network to a entral data server and an on-line
pro essor (S arpa et al., 2004).
2.1

Array performan e.
theti

MUSIC algorythm response on syn-

data

In order to evaluate the MUSIC algorythm (S hmidt, 1986) apability to re onstru t real
slowness data with the on guration of the UNDERSEIS array, we run MUSIC on some
sets of syntheti data, pro eeding as des ribed below.

Figure 2: Dis repan ies between original and re al ulated azimuth (left) and rayparameter (right).
As rst step, we hoose a real wave (P arrival) in a window of 0.5 se , ompiled the
station list in luding the station oordinates and de ned a grid of slowness values (Sx
and Sy ). Then, we dupli ated the wave for every array station (19) and time-shifted it,
a ording to station oordinates and to a the rst pair of Sx and Sy values, so reating a
syntheti set of waves. After that, we repeated the pro edure iteratively in order to have
a set of syntheti s for every pair of slowness values present in the grid. On e prepared,
we used the syntheti s as input of MUSIC algorhythm ompared the outputted Ray231

parameter and Azimuth values with that derived from the Sx and Sy values used to
generate the syntheti s. Di erent tests were done. The results an be resumed in the Fig.
2 whi h represents err(az) vs (Sx, Sy ) and err(RayP) vs (Sx , Sy ), for a set of syntheti s
s to 0:15 s with a step of 0:05 s . The
generated on a slowness grid ranging from 0:15 km
km
km
signals were ltered in the 2-8 Hz band. The results are quite lear: as we an expe t,
the di eren e between original and re al ulated azimuth values raises at signi ant values
for low slowness values. This is the ase of earthquakes with depth mu h greater than
epi entral distan e. Under these ir umstan es, seismi rays impinge at the array with
steep in iden e angles, and the apparent velo ity rea hes very high values.

3 Data analysis
3.1

Automati

data sele tion and storage pro edure

An automati data sele tion -shell s ript was written. This s ript runs on a dedi ated
Linux al ulator at LNGS. The s ript works as follows:

Figure 3: Blo k s heme of the data sele tion, storage and re ned analysis pro edure.
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1. ten minutes after every hour hange (that is few minutes after the array server
loses the hourly data re ording les), the s ripts onne ts to the array server and
downloads all the les related to the orre tly working stations;
2. it onverts these les in SAC format;
3. it runs the MUSIC (multiple signal orrelation analysis) algorithm, omputing the
slowness spe tra, the propagation azimuth of the wave eld and the orrelation
parameters for the just onverted les. MUSIC is run on 2 s sliding (with 50%
s
overlapping) time windows. The slowness sear h grid varies from -0.5 to 0.5 km
s
with a 0.02 km step in both x and y dire tion;
4. it runs a pro edure for the thresholding of the slowness spe tra power;
5. if there are any peaks, an info text le is written, the SAC data les are windowed
on the orrelation peak (50 s before and 100 s after the peak) in order to in lude
the earthquake, and saved them as new les in a new dire tory (Fig. 3).
After the automati data sele tion and storage, we perform a re ned analysis as follows.
Every sele ted event is he ked and phase-pi ked manually by an operator. Then MUSIC
s with a 0.004 s
is run again using a small and ner slowness sear h grid (-0.24 to 0.24 km
km
step in both x and y dire tion). This method allows us for a robust and pre ise estimation
of the dire tion-of-arrival of plane waves rossing the array. Measurements of propagation
azimuths and S-P delay times were then used to evaluate reliable epi entral lo ations.
3.2

Epi entral distan e and magnitude estimation

After peaking P and S arrival times, we ondu ted the epi entral distan e (in km) estimation using the empiri al formula dist = (S P )  k, where k is the fa tor used to onvert
S-P delay times to epi entral distan e (Wadati diagram). The k parameter is omputed
using a set of 50 events of known epi entral lo ation (data from INGV bulletin). The
dist parameter was al ulated from epi entre oordinates and S P delay times were
measured with SAC for all the 50 events onsidered, whi h were then plotted on a delay time-distan e pi ture and tted with a linear fun tion thus obtaining a reasonable
estimate of the k parameter, giving us the value of k = 6:7 (Fig. 4). An empiri al magnitude s ale for the array site has been established using the duration-magnitude formula:
M = B  log10 d + A. The A and B parameters were omputed using about 50 events of
known magnitude between a minimum value of 1 and a maximum value of 5 (data from
INGV bulletin) re orded by the array. The d parameter (event duration) was measured
with SAC. These events were then plotted on a duration-magnitude pi ture and tted
with a logarithmi fun tion (linear regression) in order to obtain a reasonable estimate of
the A and B parameters whi h were evaluated as A = 1:467 and B = 2:415 (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Empiri al estimation of the k parameter to be used to onvert
times to epi entral distan e.

S

P

delay

Figure 5: Empiri al estimation of the A and B parameters to be used in the magnitude
al ulation formula.

3.3

Latest regional seismi ity

Fig. 6 shows the regional seismi ity from August 2005 to July 2006. The events were
sele ted by the automati pro edure and lo ated with the re ned analysis des ribed above.
These events depi ts a mi roearthquake distribution onsistent with the last years regional
seismi ity. Most of the seismi ity is lo ated north from the UNDERSEIS array, in the
area interested by the swarms o urred in 1994 and in 1996 (see De Lu a et al., 2000).
The UNDERSEIS is apable for retrieving, due to its sensitivity, a onsistent pi ture
of the seismi a tivity along the Central Apennines, whi h one of the high potential
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seismogeneti region of Italy. The ontinuous re ording of signals at the UNDERSEIS is
moreover able to reveal the possible existen e of other signals of te toni origin, related
to the "silent" fault reeping, already dis overed in the area by Cres entini et al. (1997)
and to the deep tremor observations reported in the last years for several seismi a tive
regions in the world (see Obara K., 2002; Rogers and Dragert, 2003; La Ro a et al.,
2005; Nadeau and Dolen , 2005).

Figure 6: Lo al seismi ity as re orded and lo ated by UNDERSEIS array during the
August 2005 - July 2006 period.

3.4

Systemati

anomalies in the measurements with multi han-

nel analysis

An interesting remark on ernes the systemati hara ter of disagreement between the
azimuth angles measured with the multi hannel analysis and those estimated with the
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RSNC lo alization. In e e t, the multi hannel measurements show both positive and
negative anomalies. The rst o ur for azimuths in luded in the range of 40Æ and 30Æ ;
the se ond o ur in the range of 270Æ and 320Æ . At rst view, this observation an be
interpreted assuming a lateral dis ontinuity of velo ity, with NE-SW orientation. In order
to verify this hypotesis, the disagreements between the azimuth angles estimated with the
RSNC lo alizations and those expe ted with a simple two-dimensional earth model, where
the geometry of the seismi radii have been obtained by means of Snell law, have been
omputed (see Fig. 7, left side). Approximately it has been veri ed that the shown
anomalies ould be explained supposing a lateral dis ontinuity of velo ity lo ated around
10 km NW respe t of UNDERSEIS array, oriented along the NE-SW dire tion with an
azimuth angle of 45Æ , V 1 < V 2 and VV 21 = 2:0 (see Fig. 7, right side).

Figure 7: Disagreements between the azimuth angles estimated with the RSNC lo alizations and those expe ted with a simple two-dimensional earth model (left) and supposed
lateral dis ontinuity of velo ity (right).

3.5

Con lusions

The Gran Sasso Underground Seismi Array provides a very unique monitoring system
to investigate the seismi a tivity of entral Apennines and in parti ular of Gran Sasso
massif and the entire region of Abruzzo. The array position inside the LNGS assures a
very low dete tion threshold (M = 1:0) with a very high signal-to-noise ratio. The array
an be used to depi t a map of the urrent seismi a tivity, using automati pro edures.
This system provides important information about the stru ture of seismi wave velo ities
nearby the array and along the seismogeneti zone. The des ribed analysis on rmes that
the Gran Sasso Underground Seismi Array resolution allows the real time analysis of
middle-low intensity seismi ity. These apabilities open new outlooks to de ne seismogeneti stru tures, to minutely study unhomogeneities of earth's rust and the pro ess in
extensive seismi sour es.
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Abstra t
The southern site of the Pierre Auger Cosmi Ray Observatory (PAO) is in
the nal part of ommissioning, and already taking data as the largest osmi ray
experiment in the world, in Malargue (Argentina).
Making pro t of the experien e in experiments at Gran Sasso entirely (EAS-Top)
or partially (MACRO) devoted to Cosmi Ray Physi s, a group from Gran Sasso/L'
Aquila University is part of PAO with responsibilities both in the experiment set-up
and monitoring, as well as in the analysis. The status of the experiment and of the
Gran Sasso/L' Aquila group is here reported.

1 Introdu tion
The Pierre Auger Observatory has been designed to study ultra high energy osmi rays
with unpre edented statisti s and to solve the osmi ray puzzle. In fa t, after about
100 years from their dis overy, osmi rays have not yet lost their interest as there are
still open questions: sour es, a eleration me hanisms, propagation and omposition,
espe ially for the energies around 1020eV. At these energies, osmi rays are expe ted to
intera t with the osmi mi rowave ba kground, and lose their energy. This e e t, known
as the "GZK uto ", limits the maximum distan e the ultra high energy osmi rays an
traverse to about 50 Mp .
The Observatory onsists of two twin sites, one in ea h hemisphere, in order to rea h
a full sky overage. The lo ations are Malargue in Mendoza provin e (Argentina) and
Lamar in Colorado (USA), respe tively for the southern and northern sites. Ea h site will
be instrumented with an array of surfa e dete tors overlooked by a group of uores en e
 The
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Auger

http://www.auger.org/admin/ICRC 2005 Author List.pdf
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teles opes. The Auger Observatory is the rst Hybrid dete tor employing two di erent
te hniques ( harged parti les at surfa e and uores en e light emitted in the atmosphere)
to observe Extensive Air Showers (EAS); the hybrid dete tion te hnique provides the
most powerful way to ontrol the systemati un ertainties in the determination of energy
s ale and arrival dire tions.
The surfa e array is similar to the Haverah Park one that operated for twenty years[1℄.
The uores en e dete tor is similar to the one used for the rst time in the Fly's Eye
experiment[2℄. Both uores en e and array dete tors are able to measure primary energy,
mass and arrival dire tion.
The ground array measures the lateral and temporal distribution of shower parti les at
ground level, while the uores en e dete tor follows the entire shower development in the
atmosphere.
Southern Auger site is lo ated in Pampa Amarilla (Argentina) at about 1400 m a.s.l.
spread over a 3000 km2 area, between latitudes from 35:0Æ to 35:3Æ S and longitudes
from 68:9Æ and 69:4Æ W. This area is being instrumented with 1600 water C erenkov tanks
spa ed 1.5 km and 4 uores en e \eyes" overlooking the array. Ea h eye is omposed of
6 teles opes, ea h one with a eld of view of 30Æx30Æ ; teles opes have been settled in su h
a way that they overlook the entire area o upied by the Surfa e Array.
The main hara teristi s of the experiment are:
great aperture: its large dete tion area permits to dete t in one year about 6000
events with energy above 1019eV and about 60 events above 1020eV , so that a very
large statisti s an be obtained
total sky overage: with two observatories, in both hemispheres, large s ale anisotropies
an be determined
hybrid te hnique: both dete tion te hniques minimize un ertainties in the EAS
energy and geometri al parameters determination
Pierre Auger Observatory will be soon able to solve the major questions about high
energy osmi rays su h as:
 the energy spe trum in the region of the GZK uto
 observation of possible ompa t sour es of the high energy osmi rays
 possibly estimation of the intergala ti magneti eld
 large and small s ale anisotropies
 mass omposition in the region of GZK uto
 high-energy neutrino intera tions in atmosphere
The Gran Sasso/L'Aquila group is a tive both in the management of the experiment, both
on erning the surfa e (SD) and uores en e (FD) dete tors, as well as in the analysis of
the data. In parti ular we an indi ate the following a tivities:
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 monitoring of the eÆ ien ies of the SD and omputation of the a eptan e in various

trigger onditions.
 Study of the Hybrid (i.e. SD+FD) aperture and energy spe trum.
 Monitoring of the atmospheri transparen y (in parti ular the aereosol ontent)
through the use of a dedi ated Raman LIDAR, entirely built in ollaboration from
Gran Sasso and L' Aquila.
The group, in ollaboration with the Computer Group at LNGS and the Le e Auger
group, takes are of the national Auger Computing Cluster, and ollaborates with the
LNGS theoreti al group, in parti ular V. Berezinsky and R. Aloisio.

2 The water Cherenkov dete tor
The Pierre Auger Observatory surfa e dete tor (SD) array samples the shower parti les
at the ground level by 1600 Cherenkov water tanks (1.2 m. height and 10 m2 ross
se tion) having a 1500 m. spa ing between ea h other. The shower parti les at the
ground level are mainly 's, ele trons and muons with mean energies below 10 MeV for
's and ele trons and 1 GeV for muons. When impinging on the water tanks, ele trons
and muons emit Cherenkov radiation. The rays are onverted by Compton s attering
and pair produ tion into relativisti ele trons similarly emitting Cherenkov radiation. The
produ ed light is dete ted by three large 9" photomultiplier tubes (Photonis XP1805/D1
PMT) viewing the water tank from the top. The shower front extends typi ally over
several mi rose onds and its intensity varies strongly as a fun tion of the distan e from
the shower ore. In order to re onstru t the shower, the signals from di erent dete tors
are to be orrelated in time. Information on the nature of in ident parti les has to be
extra ted from the signal shape and the energy is inferred from the signal density at about
1000 m. from the shower ore. A lo al intelligen e is required for trigger, data a quisition
and monitoring. Moreover, the ele troni s is powered by solar energy limited to 10 W
per dete tor station, it is implemented in a non-laboratory environment, and it has to be
reliable over 20 years. Following these requirements, the PMT signals are pro essed and
digitized lo ally before being sent to the entral data a quisition system (CDAS) hosted
in Pierre Auger Observatory main building.
Ea h dete tor station has a two level
trigger, memory bu ers for temporary
data storage and a slow ontrol module
for monitoring. The time information
is obtained from the Global Positioning
Satellite (GPS) system.
Figure 1: The XP1805/D1 photomultiplier and the dedi ated two outputs, last dynode
ampli ed base.
This lo al software pro essing is performed by the station mi ro- ontroller.
The amount of light registered by ea h tube varies from a few photoele trons, for tanks
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far away from the shower ore, to more than 105 photoele trons for tanks lose to the ore.
In order to fully over this large dynami range (15bit), a PMT base with two outputs,
anode and ampli ed last dynode (A=32), has been developed.
2.1

Shifts, maintenan e and

ommissioning

Signi ative ontributions from our lo al group are related to SD dete tors alibration and
monitoring, muon de ay investigation, saturated signal re overy and dete tor response.
Our lo al group is also involved in the deployment and maintenan e shifts of the SD,
beside the ommissioning of the deployed dete tors:
 Deployment: this means to oordinate and parti ipate to the installation of the
dete tors. The key step is the installation of the ele troni s kits on ea h SD tank.
The operation is, on the average, quite straightforward, and in normal onditions
an be arried out routinely by the Malargue lo al te hni al sta . Nevertheless
some grade of ontrol must be kept by the s ientist on shift, in order to hoose the
better order of deployment and to he k on the routine operations, whose minimal
error an be sour e of big troubles in the future.
 Maintenan e. This means to " ure" the o asional troubles of dete tor in the eld.
Normally the troubles an be ured with the repla ement of one PMT or the ele troni s, but su h operations, although simple in themselves, must be kept to a minimum,
in order not to overload the lo al te hni al sta and not to interfere with the DAQ.
Therefore a stri t diagnosti and intervention planning is mandatory. We have set
up a web a essible database whi h keeps tra k of all the failures or problems of the
dete tors in the eld and of their behavior after the intervention. This instrument
is pre ious for the shifter(s) and allows a qui k overview of the urrent problems
and an easy planning of the interventions. Moreover, we are testing hardware and
software whi h an help the work on the array, easing the navigation in the eld.
Namely, we are testing a Po ketPC, military standards, equipped with Windows
Mobile, a GPS re eiver and the OziExplorer navigation software. The memory of
this devi e an easily a omodate for the detailed map of the entire experiment
(1600 waypoints!), allowing the sta on shift to rea h any part of the eld, and with
the possibility of keeping in memory also the output of the failures database. We
also started investigating the possibility to interfa e dire tly the Po ketPC with the
"Lo al Station" (the PowerPC CPU onboard the SD, runing OS9), in order to use
this devi e also for the installation and qui k diagnosti of the SD ele troni s.
 Commissioning. Our lo al group, in ollaboration with the IPNO (Fran e) one has
been involved in the ommissioning of SD stations from the point of view of the
PMTs and related ele troni s. The ommissioning of the stations (PMTSs) must
indeed be seen as a pro ess of authorization to perform a de ned duty or task. On e
a tank (PMT) is ommissioned it means that it is in t ondition for use, and an be
used safely for trigger, signal measurement, and event re onstru tion. We have thus
identi ed tank (PMTs) parameters and riteria to apply, whi h beside allowing the
debugging of ea h station and ea h PMT, will provide quality uts to be applied on
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ea h tank (PMT), in a ertain period of data taking. The parameters of interest are
for examples the mean values and the dispersion of the dynode and anode baselines
for ea h PMT, of the lo al station triggers, of the muon peak and area. In general,
the distribution of the mean values (over a ertain period) of these parameters will
allow us to set toleran es, the individual mean values themselves will allow us to
identify problemati tanks (PMTs), while the dispersion of the parameters will give
us hints on the tank (PMT) stability. A systemati study on all the tanks taking
data in the eld is on-going.
2.2

Triggers and a

eptan e

 The trigger. The lo al group, in ollaboration with the Torino one, has given im-

portant ontributions to one of the main analysis tasks, namely the de nition of
the triggers of the surfa e dete tor and the al ulation of the asso iated aperture
[1, 2, 3℄. This involves de ning di erent levels of triggers, forming a hierar hy inluding i) two triggers at the single tank level (T1 and T2), ii) one online trigger at
the global observatory level (T3), iii) an oine trigger sele ting real physi al events
(i.e. real osmi -ray-indu ed showers) and thus reje ting the ba kground (T4), and
iv) a nal oine trigger sele ting high-quality events, ensuring an a urate re onstru tion of the parameters of the in ident parti le.
Within this frame, our group has had the responsability of the analysis task related
to event sele tion, where signi ant e orts were made to de ne the trigger hain
that would be best adapted to the pre ise measurement of the osmi -ray energy
spe trum and angular distribution at ultra-high energy. By introdu ing a Timeover-Threshold (ToT) trigger at the T2 level, we were able to hara terize extensive
air showers of energies as low as a few 1017 eV, with almost perfe t reje tion of the
ba kground. A oin iden e of 3 tanks passing the ToT trigger was indeed shown
to guarantee that the signal is asso iated with a real shower (T4 level), and this
riterion was even found to be a suÆ ient and ne essary ondition appli able to all
showers that an be re onstru ted by the Auger dete tor, at zenith angles lower than
60Æ. This important ontribution has made possible for the Pierre Auger surfa e
dete tor to de rease dramati ally the energy threshold with respe t to the original
proposal, thus allowing the study of osmi rays not only at the highest observed
energies but also in the interesting energy region around 1018 eV, where the transition between gala ti and extra-gala ti primaries is expe ted.
In addition to providing a lear identi ation of the events of interest, the abovementioned riterion of spa e-time oin iden e of 3 ToT triggers also allows one to
use a simple, reliable method to al ulate the a eptan e of the surfa e array as a
fun tion of the energy and arrival dire tion of the in oming parti le. This is obtained from a simple tool that was introdu ed by the IPN-Orsay group (Paris), in
lose ollaboration with our group, namely the Lateral Trigger Probability, or LTP
fun tion, giving the trigger probability of a given tank as a fun tion of its distan e
to the shower ore.
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By simple statisti s one an then identify the shower ore positions on the
ground that lead to a non-zero probability of dete tion, and by simple integration over the array surfa e, one obtains
the e e tive dete tion area as a fun tion
of energy, zenith angle and parti le type.
Fig.2 shows the dete tion eÆ ien y as
a fun tion of energy obtained by integration on angles (from 0 to 60 for iron
and proton primary. A further integration over angles gives the instantaneous
aperture of the whole array, whi h nally gives the global exposure a hieved
by the dete tor over a given period of
time, taking into a ount its ontinuous
growth as well as o asional tank or system failures.

Figure 2: Dete tion eÆ ien y as a fun tion of energy.

 The a eptan e. At full trigger eÆ ien y (i.e., above 3 1018 eV), the aperture of the

surfa e dete tor is purely geometri al. The hoi e of a quality trigger (T5) based
on stri t hexagons (i.e., the highest-signal station must be surrounded by a full
hexagon of working tanks), allows us to simply exploit the regularity of the array:
the aperture of any array on guration is obtained as a multiple of the aperture of
the elemental hexagon ell (a ell = 4:59 km2 sr, for  < 60Æ).
To al ulate the integrated exposure over a given period of time, one nally has
to ount the number of ell-se onds. The array on guration hanges o asionally:
these hanges are monitored se ond by se ond. For ea h new on guration the
number of elemental hexagons, N ell, is omputed and the exposure in remented by
N ell  a ell  t, where t is the duration of the on guration. These informations
however are based on the performan es of the individual stations only, and not
on the status of the data taking: to take into a ount dead times (hidden or not)
our group, in ollaboration with the CBPF one , has studied an empiri al method
based on the study of the distribution in the arrival times of the events, under the
reasonable hypothesis that they follow a Poisson distribution. The output of this
study is a list of \bad" periods (i.e., those not to be used both in the determination
of the number of observed events and in the omputation of the exposure) whi h
are now oÆ ially used by the ollaboration.

3 Amospheri Monitoring: the Raman Lidar
Primary osmi ray energy determination, from the uores en e dete tor data, is possible
if the right number of uores en e photons produ ed by the shower parti les is known, so
that the determination of the uores en e light transmission in the atmosphere be omes
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ne essary. For this purpose, many atmospheri monitoring apparatuses have been employed on the Surfa e Array area and in parti ular the Raman Lidar (LIght Dete tion And
Ranging). It is able to retrieve the parameter whi h is dire tly involved in the des ription
of the light transmission in air, due to aerosols, de ned as:
Zr
V AOD(r; r0) =
(1)
aer (r 0)dr 0
r
where (r) is the atmospheri extin tion oeÆ ient and so VAOD(r) represents minus the
natural logarithm of the transmission due to aerosols in the range interval between r and
r0.
Raman Lidar te hnique is based upon the dete tion of ba ks attered photons from the
atmosphere by Raman s attering, that is at a di erent wavelength from the in ident
radiation[[5℄℄.
The equation whi h des ribes the number of photons dete ted is:
K






(r)Taer
(r)Tabs
(r)[ Raman ℄ d4 Tmol
(r)Taer
(r)Tabs
(r) (2)
N (0 ; r) = 2  OV (r)  N0 Tmol
r
A great advantage of the Raman te hnique respe t to other atmospheri monitoring systems is the fa t that the number of photons dete ted doesn't depend from the aerosol
ba ks attering term, so that in prin iple no assumption has to be made.
The Raman Lidar system has been updated during Mar h 2006, with the goal of optimizing the laser operations and for a better performan e of the Raman Lidar verti al
sounding at short range. In parti ular a new teles ope has been installed and the laser
was pla ed inside the lidar shelter, with a steering mirror whi h deviates verti ally the
beam through an opti al window(see gure 3).
0

0

0

0

0

i

i

i

Figure 3: The present Raman Lidar teles ope on the top of the Lidar shelter in Los Leones
and the new laser on guration inside the shelter, ring to the steering mirror.
The system is formed by a transmitter, a re eiver and a dete tor box. The transmitter
is a Nd:YAG laser whi h res at 355 nm, at the frequen y of 20 Hz and energy about
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10 mJ; the re eiver is onstituted by a teles ope whi h points to the zenith, with a
paraboli mirror of 50 m diameter and 150 m fo al length. Ba ks attered light from
the atmosphere is dete ted from the teles ope and re e ted into a opti al ber whi h
ends into the dete tor box. Dete tor box was equipped with three photomultipliers, so
that Rayleigh and Raman (N2 at 374 nm and O2 at 387 nm) ba ks attered photons are
dete ted separately.
The Raman ross se tion is  4orders of magnitude smaller than the elasti (rayleigh)
one. Therefore the laser has to be operated at a power too large for the FD, and as a
onsequen e, Raman DAQ is performed 40 min before and 20 minutes afterthe staring
of the uores en e dete tor a quisition. Data are analyzed on line and stored remotely
in the Gran Sasso Laboratory Auger luster, where an oine analysis is authomati ally
performed.[4℄. We perform an analysis of Raman data in order to al ulate values of
VAOD(r) at r=3 km, be ause it is the range value at whi h VAOD(r) is expe ted to
be ome onstant ba ause it is assumed that above 3 km no more aerosol are present in
the atmosphere. Nights with values of VAOD(3 km) less than 0.05 are onsidered as
\ lear atmosphere nights".
Up to now we have followed two dire tions for the analysis. One is the traditional VAOD
omputation from the Nitrogen hannel (a few VAOD urves are en lose, see gure 4).
VAOD estimation is obtained from
Taer = exp[ V AOD(r)℄
(3)
where Taer is the aerosol transmission, obtained from the dete ted signal S (r) as

2

ln(Taer
(r)) = ln 2  K  OV (r)   S (r()rr)  T 2 (  )4(  )q
(4)
Raman
mol; 

In prin iple the value of the esponent q an be retrieved if both Raman signal (from
i

0

0

0

Figure 4: VAOD urves obtained from the nitrogen hannel and the oxigen hannel(the
last one). The Oxigen hannel ontains mu h more noise than the other one, so VAOD
retrieval is mu h more a e ted by errors.
and O2) are onsidered; this value, in fa t, des ribes the s aling of the Raman transmission with wavelenght. Anyway in our analysis we made the assumption for q=1 and
onsidered only the nitrogen s attered photons. The signal dete ted is multiplied by the
N2
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range squared and then divided by the mole ular density and the Rayleigh ross se tion at
s attering angle of 180Æ. What we obtain is, therefore, the aerosol transmission multiplied
by an unknown onstant represented by the produ t of the dete tor eÆ ien ies, the Raman ba ks attering ross se tion and the nitrogen per entage in air. This multipli ative
onstant an be removed imposing that VAOD(0)=0 where we onsider tha range 0 as
the orresponding altitude of the Raman Lidar site. The se ond dire tion uses the so-

Figure 5: Ba ks atter Ratio obtained for the night of August, 22nd(red line) and 23rd(rose
line).
alled Ba ks atter Ratio, namely the ratio of the elasti /nitrogen hannels, orre ted for
(small) atmospheri e e ts. In this quantity instrumental e e ts su h as an in omplete
overlap, misalignment,defo using, et . largely an el. The BSR properly normalized is
proportional to the aerosol ontent in the Planetary Boundary Layer: omparing data
taken in di erent moments it is easy to follow the evolution of the PBL, as reported in
gure5.

Figure 6: The aerosol extin tion oe ient from the N2 signal on the left and the ba ks atter oeÆ ient from the ba ks atter ratio of N2 /elasti signal.
A omplete omparison of the results from the elasti and inelasti nitrogen hannels
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is reported (as an example for the evening of September 20, 2006), g.6. Comparing
and , it is possible to spe ulate about the typi al dimension of the aerosols, lower =
ratio means larger aerosols; looking at the stru ture of the and verti al pro les one
an have an idea of the verti al extent of the Planetary Boundary Layer and for this
ase il lasts up to about 1.5 km above the Lidar site (the shaded areas indi ate a range
of altitudes ina essible to the Lidar sounding:not full opti al overlap between laser and
re eiver teles ope). This analysis will be easily implemented as a routinely feature.
4 Hybrid Dete tor Aperture
Aperture is an important pie e for the osmi ray ux al ulation. The ux of osmi
rays J as a fun tion of energy is de ned as:
1 N D (E ) ;
J (E ) =
(5)
E A(E )T
where N D (E ) is the number of dete ted in the energy bin E , A(E ) is the energy dependent
aperture of the dete tor, T is the is the total running time of the dete tor and E is the
width of the energy bin E . The produ t A(E )T is usually referred to as the exposure,
E (E ).
The aperture in eq.5 an be expressed as:
A(E ) =

Z Z

Agen

"dS

os  d =

Z

Seff

d ;

(6)

where d = sin dd and are respe tively the di erential and total solid angles. 
goes from 0 to 2 and  from 0 to a maximum angle, usually around 60Æ. More in lined
showers ( > 60Æ) need to be treated separately, as the Earth urvature in uen e the
event re onstru tion eÆ ien y[6℄.
The dete tion eÆ ien y " is the produ t of the trigger eÆ ien y "trg and re onstru tion
eÆ ien y "re :
"trg  "re ;
(7)
where "trg is the ratio between triggered events and the number of showers hitting the
ground and "re is the ratio between re onstru ted events and triggered showers in luding
the analysis uts needed to prevent re onstru tion failures.
Using the equation 6 to express the aperture and assuming negligible the dependen e
of trigger eÆ ien y on angles, we obtain:
A(E ) = (1 os2 max ) S eff ;
(8)
For max = 60Æ, (1 os2 max ) ' 2:36 sr and S eff is the e e tive area averaged over
solid angle. Obviously the aperture energy dependen e is entirely derived from S eff .
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4.1

Aperture and Exposure Cal ulation

In Auger the aperture al ulation is obtained generating simulation data sets and al ulating, for ea h ore position of the shower, the ratio of triggered to generated events.
Ea h simulation data set depends on many parameters: energy and mass of the primary
and atmospheri parameters.
The main dependen e of aperture is energy; the mass and atmosphere are onsidered as
se ondary parameters to ompare the apertures with di erent values of these parameters
(e.g. proton and iron nu lei, typi al \ lean" and \dirty" atmospheres).
Sin e hybrid aperture is on erned, we have to keep in mind that, for a given simulation data set, the aperture value is a e ted by the a tual SD and FD on gurations.
The aperture at a given time, that is at a given dete tor on guration, is the so alled
\instantaneous hybrid aperture".
The SD on guration is mainly determined by the a tual list of \a tive" stations.
It depends on the urrent status of the stations in the eld as well as on their DAQ
status. The FD status depends primarily on the teles ope opti al on gurations: these
are hanging sin e new hardware is added during onstru tion (e.g new teles opes, new
orre tor ring lenses), but also sin e these an hange for hardware failures and/or ontrols
(e.g Moon or lightnings in the eld of view). As dete tor hange, also the trigger response
hanges and onsequently also the instantaneous aperture should be re al ulated.
However if the dete tor on gurations hanges, the osmi ray ux given in (5) has to
be rewritten as:
n
1 1X
NiD
J (E ) =
(9)
E n i=1 Ai(E )Ti ;
where the index i labels the di erent on gurations (n in total), Ai(E ) is the aperture of
the dete tor and Ti is the running time of the dete tor in the ith on guration.
In Auger the SD on gurations are ontinously hanging following the a tual list of
\a tive" tanks, but they are easy to be handled, sin e the response of ea h tank a e ts
a small region (of the order of 1 km2 ) around its position and this re e ts dire tly onto
the lo al trigger eÆ ien y. On the ontrary, a hange of the FD on guration re e ts
on a wide region and then one needs the evaluation of the whole trigger eÆ ien y map
for ea h on guration o urring during data taking. Moreover the al ulation of the
whole dete tor aperture, requires the on urren e of maps from di erent eyes for all the
o urring ombinations.
The Fluores en e dete tor in its nal status is omposed by N = 6  4 independent
teles opes. Sin e ea h teles ope has three possible status (0, 1 or 2) the number of possible
on gurations is 436 = 2916.
From our analysis[7℄ we evaluated the number of di erent opti al on gurations, a tually o urring: they are about 150 for ea h eye1 . They are obviously mu h less than
the maximum, but the number is still very high. In prin iple the aperture of the dete tor
should be evaluated, through a dedi ated simulation, for ea h of them.
1 In

the period from 25 September 2003 up to 3 May 2006: 160 for Los Leones, 152 for Los Morados

and 130 for Coihue o.
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However we an noti e that the value of the ux in ea h on guration is an independent measure of the same physi al quantity. Thus the ux J (E ) an be al ulated as the weighted mean of uxes in the various on gurations. Using the exposure
Ei(E ) = Ai(E )Ti as the i-th weight we obtain:

Pn Ji(E ) Ei(E ) 1 Pn N D 1 N D
J (E ) = i=1
Pn Ei(E ) = E Pni=1Ei(iE ) = E E (E )
i=1

i=1

(10)
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Figure 7: Exposure E as a fun tion of energy in the range 1017 eV and 1020:5 eV for
three trigger levels: \FD only" (bla k ir les), \hybrid" (red upward triangles) and \Reonstru tion" (blue downward triangles). It has been al ulated onsidering the period
between January 2004 and April 2006.
Therefore to al ulate the ux at a given energy one should know the overall exposure
at that energy as a sum of the individual exposures at the di erent time intervals Ti.
On the other hand, if we all A(E ) the average aperture in a solar time interval T
in luding all the previous \a tive" periods Ti , we have for the exposure:
E (E ) =

Xn A (E )T = A(E )T:
i
i
i=1

(11)

Therefore one should simulate a sample of events whi h reprodu es the exa t onditions of the experiment (with their a tual sequen ing of the on gurations) and evaluate
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the exposure as the average aperture times the total solar time interval (\end-to-end"
exposure).
In gure 7 the exposures at FD trigger, Hybrid trigger and re onstru tion[8℄ levels are
shown. The \FD-only" exposure does not orrespond to any real ase. It has only to be
onsidered for referen e as the maximum a hievable if all SD stations would have been
a tive in the eld during the data taking period.
The value of exposure grows with time as expe ted. It shows a hange in the slope
(Mar h 2005) due to the starting of data a quisition operations in Los Morados uoresen e building as it is lear from gure 8.
exposure (km 2 sr yr)

hybrid reco exposure [km^2 sr yr] vs GPSTime - Log(E/eV) = 18.5
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Figure 8: Re onstru tion exposure as a fun tion of time for Log(E=eV ) = 18:5. The
value of exposure grows with time as expe ted. The hange in the slope (Mar h 2005) is
due to the starting of data a quisition operations in Los Morados uores en e building.
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Abstract
The aim of this experiment has been the detection by soft X-ray microradiography ,of metal
accumulated in vegetal tissues and their localization in specific hyperaccumulation sites in
leaves or roots.Data were collected, in absorption or phase contrast conditions and processed
using dual energy analysis, that is subtracting the X ray images of the samples above and
below the K,L,M absorption edges .We also compared this method to other techniques, such
as simple microradiography by point-like sources as plasma laser X-ray sources or LIBS
technique.
For dual energy measurements , data were collected at ELETTRA SYRMEP beamline in
Trieste and at the DAFNE-LUCE X-ray beamline in Frascati . For simple absorption
measurements we used the plasma laser source Hercules at ENEA and the plasma-laser source
of Tor Vergata.
Because this experiment,for the first time, is reported in this 2006 LNGS Annual Report ,
some of the more relevant previous results are also reported .

1-Introduction
The main goal of the MIDIX experiment is the determination of the accumulation sites of
metal pollutants like Cu,Cd,Pb,..in plant parts as leaves, roots, or their sections, by some X-ray
imaging techniques such as dual energy X-ray differential microradiography,in phase-contrast
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or absorption microradiography conditions and tomography.. The dual energy
microradiography is achieved by exposing (at the right distance, according to the sample
thickness , the requested magnification etc ) the sample to an X-ray beam, above and below the
absorption edge of the metal considered, and subtracting the two images, in order to get the
contribution of the metal alone, and, looking at the differential image, to identify the sites
where the metal has been accumulated in the sample.
In fact, MIDIX is an elemental microanalysis experiment, using synchrotron radiation, or other
sources, to obtain microradiographies of biological samples as X-rays images at energies near
the absorption edges of the polluting elements to be identified. In this way the spatial
distribution of elements in the sample can be visualized, and ,in special cases, the surface
density quantitatively measured.
This investigation is useful in order to control the metal pollution in plants, which can be
dangerous for humans through the food chain, and also in the determination of specific
bioaccumulation sites in plants, which could be selected accordingly for the phytoremediation
of polluted soils.

2 - Experimental procedures
2.1 - General remarks
As we anticipated in the introduction, we performed the experiment using various X–ray
sources, such as the SYRMEP beamline of ELETTRA-Trieste, where dual energy experiments
were possible in direct absorption or phase contrast conditions, and the DAFNE-Luce soft Xray beamline at the Frascati National Laboratories of INFN.
Some other measurements have been made with 'point-like' sources and getting an image of
the sample, where the contrast was given by the metal concentration in the environment matrix.
Thus measurements were doneusing the Hercules plasma source at CR-ENEAin Frascati or the
plasma source of Tor Vergata University. Not only microradiographies were collected ; also in
the spectral range of the so-called “water window” (2.3-4.4 nm) snapshot microscopic images
of living samples were taken on PMMA photoresists, which were observed, after
development, by the Atomic Force Microscope in L’Aquila. More recently, a novel detector
developed at CR-ENEA has been utilized, (based on X-ray excitation of color centers in a LiF
crystal), which presents some advantages because its high resolution and easier observation of
the image.

2.2 - Measurements at the ELETTRA SYRMEP beamline
The metal which have been considered in our experiments are Cu, Pb, Ag, Cd, Mo.
Pb is a well known pollutant that represents a high health risk because of the possibility to be
transferred to living organisms (and so to the food-chain) through fresh water or vegetables.
We started measurements at the SYRMEP beamline of the ELETTRA synchrotron in Trieste.
The beamline provides, at a distance of about 24 m from the source, a monochromatic,
laminar-section X-ray beam with a maximum area of about 160 x 6 mm2.
The monochromator, that covers the entire angular acceptance of the beamline, is based on
double Si (111) crystals working in Bragg configuration. The useful energy range is 8.3 - 35
keV. The intrinsic energy resolution of the monochromator is about 2x10-3 because of the
natural divergence of the beam. Typical flux measured at the sample position at 17 keV, at 2
GeV, with a stored beam of 300 mA, is about 1.6 x 108 ph/mm2 s.
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The detector used was a water cooled CCD camera (Photonic Science X-ray Hystar, 2048 x
2024 full frame, 16 bit, pixel size = 14 µm, field of view 28 x 28 mm2).
In the case of absorption radiography (Fig. 1), the sample is illuminated by a monochromatic
hard X-ray beam, and a position-sensitive detector is set at a distance d, typically between a
few cm and a few m from the specimen.
We report here,from already published data (see ref), some results,concerning the evidence of
accumulation of Pb pollutant in the veins of leaves of Heliantus annuus treated for ten days
with a solution of 10 mM PbAcetate.

1 mm

1 mm

a)

b)

Fig 1: Pb detection by dual energy (13.150 – 12.975 keV) imaging at d=168cm in Helianthus
annuus leaf, 10 mM PbAc treated (a), compared with untreated control sample (b).
Micro-tomography planar radiographs of a root (of Dyplotaxis erucoides grown in 2% CuSO4
solution) are shown in Fig.2.

a)

b)

c)

Fig.2:Micro-tomography planar radiographs of a root of Dyplotaxis erucoides grown in 2%
CuSO4 solution. Figure a) b) and c) shows the slice image taken above and below the Cu Kedge and the difference, respectively. The white arrows indicate the location of the Cu
accumulation.
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Fig. 3 shows the results on the 3D reconstruction of a root of Dyplotaxis erucoides grown in
2% CuSO4 solution.

Fig. 3. 3D reconstruction of a root of Dyplotaxis erucoides grown in 2% CuSO4 solution.

As an other example, on Figure 4 a few slices as the results on the tomography investigation of
the root part of Helianthus annuus sample are presented.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. Slices of the Helianthus annuus root section. a) control (untreated) sample exposed to radiation of
energy 13.15 keV, b) treated sample (1 day, 10 mM of PbAc) exposed to radiation of energy 13.15 keV; c)
the map of the Pb deposition in this treated sample, obtained by dual energy measurements (13.15 keV –
12.975 keV).

2.3-Measurements at the DAFNE –LUCE beam line
The soft X-ray beam-line at the DAFNE storage ring uses a wiggler source and a doublecrystal fixed-exit monochromator, with an useful energy range 1 - 3 keV. The DAFNE double
storage ring collider for electrons and positrons in these experiments was operated with
electron beam energy of 0.51 GeV and a mean electron current I >1 A. The X-ray
monochromator, equipped with a pair of Ge(111) crystals, in the “boomerang” geometry was
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used to ensure a fixed exit mode while scanning the whole energy range. The energy resolution
of the monochromator is about 0.6 eV at 1.5 keV.
As a detector a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PI-SX:2048) with 2048 x 2048 imaging
array and 13.5 µm x 13.5 µm pixel size was utilized. More details on the soft X-ray beamline
can be found for example in (Burattini et al., 2004)
The sample studied were leaves and roots of Zea Mais and of Pisum sativum from plants
grown in hydroponics culture and artificially doped with lead acetate at different
concentrations.
At the age of two months the small plants were treated with three different solutions of the lead
acetate, that is 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 10 mM, and also a control sample was prepared.
After the time of the treatment the leaves from either the control or the treated samples were
collected, let them air-dry and kept in a paper holder.
The X-ray dual-energy microradiography was performed on the samples at the Pb M-edge and
at S K-edge. The S and Pb are not present in the sample as free elements, but in molecules
where they are bonded with some other elements. For mapping the distribution of these
elements within the sample, it is important to measure the shift in absorption edges due these
bonds.
The Pb M-edge and the S K-edge for X-ray absorption measurements were controlled, for
energy calibration in transmission mode, using a NiSO4 and PbAc solutions
The first utilization of the soft X-rays beamline at the DAFNE synchrotron light source for
mapping the intake of sulfur and lead in vegetal tissues will be reportedin a forthcoming paper
Dual-energy X-ray micro-radiography was used to investigate the natural sulfur content in
dried Zea Mais and Pisum sativum leaf and root samples and to monitor the lead pollutant
intake by these samples. The lead was added in controlled doses to the hydroponic medium of
laboratory-controlled samples of vegetal species.
In order to prove the results obtained by the non-destructive X-ray radiography analysis at the
soft X-ray beamline of DAFNE storage ring, after these measurements the lead content of the
sample was determined by a standard chemical analysis utilizing AAS. The quantitative results
of the chemical analysis are in good agreement with our X-ray dual-energy analysis.
Actually the limit to proceed with the experiment was in the restrictions in the use of the
DAFNE-LUCE beam, only available as a parasitic use of the machine, because the storage ring
was in first priority dedicated to high energy experiments. This has meant too often that a run
of measurements had to be suddenly stopped, giving away the collection of data which was
going on.
Because of what we said above and of the initial delay of the firm in delivering the dedicated
X ray chamber planned for the MIDIX project,only recently ready, all the runs in DAFNE
have been done using an auxiliary chamber and we are still processing the microradiographies
that have been collected.

2.4 - X RAY microradiography using a laser plasma source
The leaf samples of similar morphology and same mass per unit of surface within a few percent
(~3.8 mg/cm2), with a controlled Cd or Pb content, were irradiated by a soft X-ray radiation
produced by a laser plasma source with a cadmium or lead target, respectively. A high power
table-top excimer laser (Hercules) has been employed to create this appropriate X-ray source.
This laser, manufactured by ENEA, Frascati, is a discharge pumped XeCl system emitting
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radiation at λ=380 nm from an active volume 10x5x100 cm3. Its characteristics are detailed in
Bollanti et al., 1990.
The visible radiation emitted by the laser created plasma was removed utilizing a 2 µm
polypropylene filter coated with 0.4 µm aluminum layer. The samples with different Cd (or Pb)
concentration, together with the X-ray sensitive Kodak film RAR 2492 were placed in a
vacuum chamber and exposed to X-rays at the same time. The X-ray intensity at the sample
position was measured by calibrated pin diode (100-PIN-125). Its value was ~140 nJ/cm2/shot
in the spectral range of 1-1.4 keV (0.8 – 1.35 nm). In order to avoid the absorption of the
created radiation by the water content of the leaf, the samples were oven dried.
The gray scale levels of the scanned (CanonScan FS4000US) images were converted into
optical density values using both the RAR 2492 film response curve (using Kodak standard
film) in the investigated spectral range and the scanner’s calibration curve. More detailed
description on the detection part of the experimental set-up can be found in (Reale et al., 2004).
From the obtained values of the optical density it is possible to derive the fluence of the
radiation on the leaf sample. Using the derived fluence value and the fluence in the region out
of the sample (directly on the film) one can obtain the transmission of the sample. After
measuring the transmission of the control (untreated) sample, the surface density X
(microg/cm2) can be calculated from
µX = - ln T
where T is the ratio of the transmission of the treated sample with respect to the control sample
and µ is the mass absorption coefficient in cm2/g at the central energy value of the spectrum.
The values of µ used in our calculation (at 1.2 keV) were 4050 cm2/g and 5200 cm2/g for Pb
and Cd, respectively.
Figure 1 shows some typical examples of the microradiographs obtained for Cd and Pb doped
leaves. The plant on image Ctrl is the control sample (without treatment). The a), b), c) images
represent the treatment with different concentrations of contaminants: 1 mM, 5 mM and 10
mM, respectively. All samples in Fig.1 were grown for ten days in hydroponics solution. On
Fig.1 the significant differences on the images of untreated and treated samples are clearly
observable.

Ctrl

Cd a)

Cd b)

Cd c)

Pb a)

Pb b)

Pb c)
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Figure 1. Radiographic images of control (Ctrl) and of 10 days Cd or Pb treated Helianthus annuus samples with
different concentration of contaminants a) 1 mM b) 5 mM and c) 10 mM. The length of the bar on image Pb c) is
400 µm.

2.4 - LIBS measurements
A third method used for the detection of the metal content of some samples is represented by
LIBS (Laser induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) , a recently developed technique wich enables
to identify the spectral lines of the various elements, not only metals, present in a sample.
The fs-laser system (Hurricane, Spectra Physics), emitted pulses of around 160 fs in width
with an energy (at the sample) of about 100 µJ. The wavelength was 795 nm and the pulse
repetition rate of 10 Hz. The radiation was focused onto the surface of leaf samples by a lens
of 10 cm focal length and craters of diameters of about 100µm were obtained.
Lateral observations of emission were performed using an Échelle-spectrometer (type: ESA
3000, LLA, Germany) equipped with an intensified charge coupled device (ICCD). The plasma
was imaged by a quartz lens (f = 5 cm) on the end of a quartz fiber, which was connected with
the Échelle-spectrometer.
In this work we demonstrate spectro-chemical analysis of the leaf samples- doped by Cd using femtosecond laser. However, in the case of plant leaves it is very difficult to obtain
standard material for laser-ablation based techniques (e.g. LIBS or LA-ICP-MS) and at the
same time to allow the determination of spatial (and lateral) distribution of elements within
individual plant cells or different cell layers.
Fig.6 shows the spectra for Cd treated samples, in which the Cd spectral line has different
height if the laser was focussed on a leaf vein or out of it, thus showing the difference in Cd
bioaccumulation, but we cannot give a quantitative result for this difference.

Fig.6: LIBS spectra of 5 days 10 mM CdAc treated Helianthus annus leaf sample. The fs-laser
was focussed on a leaf vein ed a) on the vein of the leaf and b) about 1mm outside of the vein.
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3-CONCLUSIONS
We reported here on three different methods used for mapping accumulation of metals in
vegetal tissues; the related advantages of using soft (~ 1 keV) X-ray radiation from laser
produced plasma or synchrotron radiation dual-energy micro-radiography have been checked.
If in the next future dedicated time and the planned space along the line will be available at the
X ray beamlines ,the measurements will be accomplished with an X-.ray chamber including a
spherically bent crystal to focus the X-ray beam to about10- 20 micron spot size .
In this way the experiment will achieve some innovative aspects in comparison to traditional
microanalysis:
a) possibility of localizing the accumulation sites in biological samples of the trace pollutants
with a 10-20 micron resolution-large field size(mm2) imaging projection microscope as
described in the original proposal of the MIDIX experiment
b)possibility of increasing the sensitivity of this measurement down to few ppm, by associating
to X-ray imaging the fluorescence detection of the sample using a Si or Li detector located at a
large angle with respect to the beam direction;
c) possibility of using the apparatus as a microscope also with plasma sources, as already
verified in our previous experiments
The experiments with our LIBS technique are still preliminary and demonstrate that it is
possible to perform qualitative analysis of Cd and Pb content and site identification in the
leaves: Cd and Pb in the Helianthus annus are mainly accumulated in veins where they are
transported by xylem.
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Abstract
Recent results regarding the development of a 46.9nm capillary discharge laser are reported:
we present the characterization of the laser beam in a given regime of operation and some
applications to the processing of a dielectric material. We have also produced
photoluminescent patterns of color centers on the surface of Li F crystals , which can be of
interest for the production of miniaturized optical devices and soft X ray photolithography.
1-Introduction
In the last years the development of lasers operating at short wavelength, down to the x-ray
region (<1nm), has registered a growing interest and significant progresses.
The main objective of this research is to obtain highly coherent x-ray sources of high brilliance
and very short duration, by means of compact and low-cost devices, in order to get useful
research tools for universities and industrial institutions. Recent experiments at a prototype
level demonstrated the advantages of this type of lasers for plasma diagnostics, detectors and
X-ray transport devices characterization, materials treatment, and so on.
Many studies have been devoted recently to the improvement of the performances of various
soft X-ray laser types: some of them have been obtained by plasma production through the
irradiation of metal targets by high power optical or infrared pump lasers , some others by
capillary discharge.
The first have the advantage of a higher gain with respect to the second ones: but the direct
excitation of plasmas by means of a capillary discharge has the advantage of generating still
efficient x-ray lasers, much more cheap and compact. All these lasers mainly utilize electronic
transitions between highly excited states of Ne-like or Ni-like ions.
The first clear evidence of laser effect by the capillary discharge technique has been obtained
by J.J.Rocca at the Colorado University in 1994, one year before our group began the same
research, with the funding of INFN.

2- Experimental procedure
2.1-The capillary laser of l’Aquila Univ. – LNGS group
Our direct discharge capillary laser , has a low divergence ( Fig 1), a high spatial coherence
degree, (Fig.2).It is the only one operating in Europe and deserved an invited paper at the
2004 International Conference on X-ray Lasers.
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Fig.2
Presently the laser can produce continously many thousand shots at 0.2 hz frequency. Pulses
are produced in a highly saturated laser with a capillary length up to 45 cm. The linear increase
of exit energy with the capillary length has allowed to extract an average power of 60
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microwatt, with energy stability corresponding to a fluctuation less than 5% from shot to
shot.It works in a 3p-3s transition of 8 times ionised argon. The active plasma column –
density 2.5.108 cm-3, 70 eV temperature and radial diameter about 300µm- is formed in a fast
radial compression (Z-pinch) of the capillary plasma of pure preionized argon, in a 3mm
ceramic tube. The gas flows into the capillary maintained at a constant pressure of about 0.5
Torr. A fast exciting current , with a cycle of about 150 ns semiperiod and 20 KA amplitude,
produces a plasma and at the same time generates its radial compression. The current comes
from a 10nF capacitor, charged at 200 KV and discharged through the capillary tube by a
spark-gap in deionised water . The x-ray emitted energy by the capillary is measured by a
calibrated photodiode. The single x-ray pulse has 1.2 ns duration, up to 100µJ energy/shot, and
0.5-5 mrad divergence.

3- Applications of the laser
Presently the laser developed by our group is employed in the framework of some
collaborations with other research groups, among which the Frascati CR ENEA , for the
prototype demonstration of various applications. We quote here some studies which we have
taken into consideration.
3.1Set-up of an interferential lithography system with high resolution
Interferential lithography with optical and UV lasers is a technique typically used for writing
gratings and periodical patterns on a wide field by means of simple and compact experimental
devices.
The use af a soft x-ray laser should have the remarkable advantage to allow a significant
reduction of the path of the gratings: in our instance up to 25 nm (half of the length of the
radiation utilized).
Applications range from pattern writing for magnetic memories to distributed feedback
structures in photonic crystals.Preliminary experiments performed by us on PMMA type
photoresists or on LiF crystals allowed so far grating writing up to 100nm path.

Figura 3- Lloyd mirror as interferometer used in our experiment.
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3.2Point defects excitation in crystals
Color centers excitation in alcali halogen crystals may have various applications in photonics,
in optic memories production or in X-ray detection. Using this laser our group obtained stable
color center F2 and F3+ type excitation in lithium fluoride crystals with various spatial
distribution. (Fig 4)This excitation, allowed for an X-ray laser, is not allowed for conventional
lasers due to the high ionisation potential (10-14eV) of such crystals. Taking advantage of the
high spatial coherence of the laser, we impressed on a LiF crystal photoluminescent gratings
with up to 200 nm path. These results suggest the possibility of developing a system of
holographic writing by means of the X-ray laser for optical memories.

Patterning on Lithium Fluoride crystals

Fluorescence spectrum of F2 and
F3 + color centers
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Fig.4
3.3 laser ablation
Laser ablation has many technological applications in material microprocessing, in thin film
deposition and in researches on material surfaces. For this reason it is a widely investigated
phenomenon in various experimental conditions, particularly by changing the laser parameters.
Our group has recently begun some first experimental studies on the ablation induced by soft
X-rays laser. We examined first some optical transparent materials (LiF and CaF2) which
present a high soft X-rays absorption. In this study we got the first experimental data on the
ablation edges in these materials. (Fig.4).
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Ablazione su LiFe CaF 2
a),c) LiF b),d) CaF 2
a),b) F=0 .8 J/cm 2
c),d) F=2 .7 J/cm 2

Immagini al SEM, in modalità secondary electron mode
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Recently, we have tried the ablation of SiO2, in these images we reports the results:
Laser ablation of SiO2 films
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Other works in which the group is involved regard the determination or damage edges of thin films, aimed
to the development of ultraintense free electron laser optics (FELS) which will become operative in near
future specifically in the region of soft X-rays.
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